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No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet — News Side No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet — Job Side 

No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet 
A single-tier cabinet, similar in design to No. 2005 two-tier cabinet. 

Standard Equipment Extra Equipment 
Supplied der a ‘a cha 

No. 2100 Removable Single-Tier Tracy Working Top. (Sune ee prague) 
- : : f No. 3200 Lead and Slug Case shown on upper 

No. 2245 Standard Body with flat steel runs—sides and Hanke inallusteanon: 

back paneled. : Blued-steel foot-rail. 
Contains twenty-three No. 2735 California Job Cases and No. 2163-C—Two lights overhead, one over cases. 

one No. 2701 Blank Case for quarter cases. No. 2163-G—Two lights overhead only. 

Mortised label holders and celluloid covers in case fronts. No. 2163-K—One light over cases only. 

One copy drawer. Dimensions 

Oe Reuey ump: Floor space, including overhang of working top, 
‘Two swing trays. 20 36 inches. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. Height to top of upper bank, 57% inches. 

: S&S > ORs > o> 5 
A-W.C.B.-38. (4-26) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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No. 2005 Tracy Cabinet —Job Side 

No. 2005 Tracy Cabinet 
Designed for offices requiring a large amount of working-top surface for each com- 

positor. Reverse side of Cabinet has lower work-bank (same size as shown above), two 
copy drawers, galley dump and foot rail; also a full-length top bank which will accom- 
modate standard lead and slug or spacing materials case size 72 x 10 inches. 

Standard Equipment Extra Equipment 

No. 2105 Removable Two-Tier Tracy Working Top. (Supplied on order at extra charge. ) 
No. 2265 Standard Body with flat steel runs — sides : 

eadiback paneled! Blued-steel foot-rail. 

Contains forty-six No. 2735 California Job Cases and No. 2160-A— Four lights overhead and one over 
two No. 2701 Blank Case for quarter-size cases. each tier of cases. 

Mortised label holders and celluloid covers in case fronts. No. 2160-E — Four lights overhead only. 

Two cePX drawers. No. 2160- J — One light over each tier of cases 
Two swing trays. only. 

Oht dsetsiaalle Gell ee Top bank on reverse side accommodates any 
Dimensions standard lead and slug or spacing materials case 

2 : : , ee: Sais not over 10x 72 inches. 
Floor space, including overhang of working top, 

72 x 36 inches. Material — Ash, with antique finish. 

Height to top of upper bank, 57% inches. 

a ae email e Seceme ee ates 
= > > - 10-11 3 s— = S = 
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No. 2010 Adman Cabinet 
One of the best and most economical type cabinets ever designed. The arrangement 

of equipment is equally serviceable in Job and Newspaper Composing Rooms. 
The cabinet provides large working surfaces for two compositors, in addition to a 

double set of justifying materials within easy reach of both workmen. 

Standard Equipment Extra Equipment 
No: 2140 Removable Working Top. (Supplied on order at extra charge.) 

Two No. 2245 Standard Bodies, with flat steel runs; Two Blued-Steel Foot-Rails. 

sides and backs paneled. Four lights overhead. 
Contains forty-six No. 2735 California Job Cases ai . 

and two No. 2701 Blank Cases, with mortised label Se gel tet ot eae 
holders and celluloid covers. 

Four swinging trays for quarter cases. : . 

‘Two copy drawers. Dimensions 

‘Two detachable galley dumps. Height—To working surface, 44 inches; overall, 78 
One overhead bank with two lead and slug cases inches. (Lead and Slug Bank is adjustable in height.) 

(double-depth), size 72x 10 inches, with two compart- Fl saeladi h ee 
ments for each length 4 to 25 picas; also 263 and 30 ems. 36 x 724 she including overhang of working: top, 

One adjustable auxiliary bank with two sets justifying a f 
materials cases. Material — Ash, with antique finish. 

: S> —_ — pele as 6S! CS 
A-W.C.B.-39, (Printed in U. S. A.)
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No. 2015 Adman Cabinet — News Side No. 2015 Adman Cabinet —Job Side 

No. 2015 Adman Cabinet 
A single-tier cabinet, similar in design to No. 2010. 

Standard Equipment Extra Equipment } 
No. 2135 Removable Working Top. (Supplied on order at extra charge.) 
No. 2245 Standard Body with flat steel runs — sides One Blued-Steel Foot-Rail: 

and back paneled. cRealiont Pena 
Contains twenty-three No. 2735 California Job Cases vee ee ee 

and one No. 2701 Blank Case, with mortised label hold- One light over cases. 
ers and celluloid covers. 

‘Two swinging trays for quarter cases. . : 
One copy drawer. Dimensions 
One detachable galley dump. _ Height—To working surface, 44 inches; overall, 78 
One overhead bank with two lead and slug cases inches. (Lead and Slug Bank is adjustable in height. ) 

poe Se et comaparnents for each length Floor space, including overhang of working top, 
PICASs Bes 4 36 x 36 inches. 

One adjustable auxiliary bank with one set of cases 
for justifying materials. Material — Ash, with antique finish. 

= > > Se <-> ; oS
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No. 2155 Tracy Stand — News Side No. 2155 Tracy Stand —Job Side 

No, 2155 ‘Tracy Stand 

A single-tier Tracy Stand accommodating twenty standard, full-size, lip-front cases; in 
all other respects similar to No. 2157 double-tier Tracy Stand shown on reverse side of sheet, 
and providing similar arrangement of concentration of working materials. Tracy Stands are 

. the right equipment for plants where it is desired to retain the old case equipment. 

e Standard Equipment Extra Equipment 
No. 2100 Removable Single-Tier Tracy Top. (Supplied on order at extra charge) 
No. 2235 Standard Body with flat steel runs — sides : 

and back paneled. All Type Cases and Copy Drawer. 

Contains runs for twenty full-size, lip-front type cases. No. 3200 Lead and Slug Case shown on upper bank 
(Cases are extra.) in illustration. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. Detachable galley dump. e 

Dimensions Blued-steel foot-rail. 

Floor space, including overhang of working top, ‘ No. 2163-C —Two lights overhead and one over 
38 x 36 inches. cases: ig _ 

Height to top of overhead bank at extreme point, No. 2163-G —Two lights overhead only. 
57¢ inches. No. 2163-K — One light over cases only. 

> > BE 2355 =< : CSS 
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No. 2157 Tracy Stand —Job Side 

S 
No. 2157 Tracy Stand 

This two-tier stand accommodates forty full-size, “p-front cases. ‘The capacity greatly 

exceeds the old-style double stand. Combined with this increased storage space is a 
modern, time-saving working top. Reverse side of Stand has lower work-bank (same size 
as shown above), also a full-length top bank which will accommodate standard lead and 
slug or spacing materials case size 72 x 10 inches. 

Standard Equipment Extra Equipment 
No. 2105 Removable Working Top. (Supplied on order at extra charge.) 

No. 2255 Standard Body with flat steel runs — sides All type cases and copy drawers. 
and back paneled. Galley dump. 

Contains runs for forty full-size, lip-front type cases. Blued-steel foot-rail. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. No. 2160-A— Four lights overhead and one over each 
: “ tier of cases. 

Dimensions No. 2160-E— Four lights overhead only. 

Floor Space, including overhang of working top, No. 2160- J — One light over each tier of cases only. 
72 x 36 inches. 

Height to top of upper bank at extreme point, 577 ‘Top bank on reverse side accommodates any standard 
inches. lead and slug case not over 10 x 72 inches long. 

; —— o> ~ 24-25 | > : oe 
A-W.C.B.-40. (4-26)
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Improvements in Cabinet Construction . 
(Standardized ) 

All cabinets listed are of proved merit. All parts are standardized. ‘The flat working 
tops can be removed, and bodies equipped with standard working tops, with a certainty 

that all parts will fit. 

‘These cabinets have standard bodies with extension fronts and removable tops; three- 

ply case bottoms; finished three-ply veneer or paneled backs; flat steel runs; mortised 
label holders in case fronts — all features of merit which do not increase the ultimate cost. 

On the other hand, these improvements decrease the labor cost of printing, and this 
saving increases the profit. 

Lighting equipment overhead and over cases, when desired. 

All cabinets containing twenty-four cases 
in one tier are of standard working height. 

ma No. 2190 Flat-Top Extension-Front 
==. < Res 
= Type Cabinet 

= = Contains twelve two-thirds size No. 2865 California Job Cases. 

—— Mortised label holders in case fronts with celluloid covers. 

Ss = Lights over cases are extra. 
p == 

5 Material — Ash, with antique finish. Back of three-ply veneer, 

finished. 

ues Opec ee Height, 25 inches; width, 25 inches; depth, 22% inches. 

No. 2195 Flat-Top Extension-Front 
—S 

Type Cabinet SSS 
Sa 
Ss 

Contains twelve full-size No. 2735 California Job Cases. aad 

Mortised label holders in case fronts with celluloid covers. — — 
a —— 

Lights over cases are extra. — i 
== 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. Back of three-ply = ne 
veneer, finished. 

Height, 25 inches; width, 353 inches; depth, 223 inches. No. 2195 Flat-Top Extension-Front Type Cabinet 

: o> > 2 Oxnt a = OS Set : 
A-W.C.B.-42. (4-26) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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ee No. 2200 Flat-Top Extension-Front 

tS Type Cabinet 
=. 
=== Contains twenty-three two-thirds-size No. 2865 California Job 
= cases and one No. 2890 Blank case. Mortised label holders 

ares in case fronts with celluloid covers. =. 
—— 
== ies Material — Ash, with antique finish. Back of three-ply veneer, 
= a finished. 

= i Height, 43% inches; width, 25 inches; depth, 224 inches. 

= 
=a . 

——— Extra Equipment 
i [eee (Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 2178-K — Wiring over cases. 
No. 2200 Flat-Top Extension-Front 

Type Cabinet 

No. 2205 Flat-Top Extension-Front Type Cabinet 

Contains twenty-three full-size No. 2735 California Job cases and one No. 2701 Blank case. Mortised label 
holders in case fronts with celluloid covers. Standard body with removable top. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. Back of three- 
ply veneer, finished. 

Height, 432 inches; width, 353 inches; depth, 225 ” 
inches. a = 

These cabinets with the flat tops removed will accom- =a 
modate the following single-tier Working Tops: = 

— = 
No. 2100 Single-tier Tracy Top. aan a 
No. 2110 Head-Letter Cabinet Top. == 
No. 2120 Single-tier Newspaper Ad Cabinet Top. — eae 
No. 2125 Single-tier Newspaper Cabinet Top. —— A 

No. 2133 Single-tier Window Top. == hos 
No. 2135 Single-tier Adman Cabinet Top. == ao 
No. 2143 Double-faced Window Top. — 5 
No. 2145 Single-tier Galley Top. —_— —= 
No. 2150 Single-tier Bank Top. a = 

= oo 

Extra Equipment = SS xtra Equipme —— SSS Se SSS SSS 
(Goaplied on orderat extracharge) ; —— = 

No. 2181-K — Wiring over cases. 

No: 2210 — with finished’ pancled back, otherwise Zee Va omy E xcpnnipbel Font type Sue 
identical with No. 2205. Nev 2010 Hlacnepe dention<Prone Type Canines 

— With Paneled Back 

E > > Be Ae ee > o> : 
A-W.C.B-42. (4-26)
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Flat-Top Extension-Front 
Type Cabinets 

Showing finished three-ply, plain gum- 

wood back as supplied with Nos. 2190, 

2195, 2200 and 2205 Extension-Front 

Type Cabinets; also the Nos. 2330, 2340, 

2350, 2360, 2370, 2380, 2390 and 2400 
Flush-Front Electrotype Cabinets; Nos. 

~ 2430 and 2440 Wood Type Cabinets; and 

Nos. 2450 and 2455 Letterboard Cabinets. 

LIST OF FLAT-TOP EXTENSION-FRONT TYPE CABINETS 

With flat steel runs and finished backs 

No. | CASE CAPACITY | Style of Finished Back | vy | a | Ghee 

2199 | 12 Two-Thirds-Size California Job | Plain Gumwood | Deets ios | 224 
2195 | 12 Full-Size California Job Plain Gumwood 25 35% 224 
2200 | 24 Two-Thirds-Size California Job Plain Gumwood | 433 5 224 
2205 | 24 Full-Size California Job Plain Gumwood 43¢ 354 223 
2210 24 Full-Size California Job Paneled 431 | 35} 224 
2215 48 Full-Size California Job Plain Gumwood 43% | 70 223 
2220 | 48 Full-Size California Job | Paneled | 43¢ 70 | 223 

All cases have mortised label holders with celluloid covers. 

Showing the finished paneled back as 
supplied with 

No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet 

a No. 2010 Adman Cabinet 
No. 2015 Adman Cabinet 

No. 2020 Newspaper Ad Cabinet 

No. 2025 Newspaper Ad Cabinet 
No. 2030 Newspaper Cabinet 

No. 2035 Newspaper Cabinet 
No. 2155 Tracy Stand 

No. 2210 Flat-Top Extension-Front 
Type Cabinet 

No. 2435 Wood Type Cabinet 

No. 2460 Letterboard Cabinet 

No. 5700 Head Letter Cabinet 

f= 8 ee ee —— —— 
A-W.C.B-42. (4-26)
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No. 2215 Flat-Top Extension-Front Type Cabinet 

Contains forty-six full-size No. 2735 California Job cases, 
two No. 2701 Blank cases. Mortised label holders in case fronts 

with celluloid covers. Standard body with removable top. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. Back of three-ply 
veneer, finished. 

Height, 43% inches; width, 70 inches; depth, 223 inches. 

Extra Equipment 
(Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 2185-J—Wiring over cases. 

‘These Cabinets, with the flat top removed, will accommodate the following 
standard double-tier working tops: 

No. 2105 Double-tier Tracy Top. 
No. 2115 Double-tier Newspaper Ad Cabinet Top. 
No. 2130 Double-tier Newspaper Cabinet Top. 
No. 2140 Double-tier Adman Top. 
No. 2147 Double-tier Galley Top. 

No. 2220 —With finished paneled back, otherwise identical with No. 2215. 

=e > See Ome > > : 
: A-W.C.B.-42. (4-26)
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No. 12428 Cut Storage Cabinet 
This cabinet is for the convenient storage of large plates, or for quantities of small cuts 

where it is desired to keep all together for use on one job. Also used extensively for storage 

of circulars, advertising, proofs, dead copy, job tickets, etc. Convenient, usable and desirable 
equipment for any office. 
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No. 12428 Cut Storage Cabinet 

The cabinet contains twenty-eight compartments, each measuring 14 x 18 x 8 inches inside. Each compartment 

is fitted with a disappearing door with handle. Symbol plates are fastened to the door of each compartment for use 

In indexing contents. 

Finish: Olive-green baked enamel. 

Dimensions: Floor space over all, 603 x 19 inches. 

Height, 74% inches. 

GE es 
em 3 Manufactured by 

ror sur ava mo FLA MILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
NENT TYPEFOUNDERS AND 
Dune oe lece enone EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-513-A. (Printed in U.S. A.)



Hamilton Unit C dTypeS Cabi 
(Made in Wood and Steel.) 

HESE units provide a convenient and expansive arrangement 
for cut and type storage, very desirable in certain ofics and = 

which. may be added to as the volume of business increases. mre = 
Illustration shows units with cut drawers only, but these same units a — — 
also accommodate standard full-size type cases. Nos. 12290 and — 

2290 are regularly supplied with California Job Cases, but this case os — — — 

assortment may be changed, at slight additional cost, to meet cus- oa — — 
tomers’ requirements. en hee 

Type Cases in these units have one pull and label holder, but do ee — 
not have numbers or symbol plates. Fronts of type cases in steel —— = a 
cabinets are wood with green enamel finish; steel fronts may be had, S rom ae — 
if desired, at slight additional cost. x <= tt — 

Cut Drawers are standard full-size Blank and Indexed as illus- wr! — aa 
trated below. Index strips (front and rear), also division strips, in : 
both wood and steel drawers, are wood. os a 

iu c ou — Bl 

Each unit (except cap and base) is 344 inches long, 214 inches ©? des - 
deep and 13% inches high. Height of three units with cap and base _= — a 
is 43% inches to flat working top. S 2 a 

_ ia 
All drawers in the cut storage units are consecutively numbered EEE 

from | to 8 inclusive in each unit. When two or more cut storage THE HB 
units are used in one group a symbol letter should be used on each eA 
unit. These symbol plates are supplied in rotation (unless otherwise 
ordered), beginning with the letter A and continuing with B, C, D, etc., according to the number of units ordered. 

If a special arrangement of numbers and symbol plates is wanted, the fact should be clearly specified. 

In ordering, specify all units clearly. The Cap and Base units are never supplied unless specifically ordered. 

List and Dimensions of Cut and Type Storage Cabinets 

Steel No. | Wood No. Floor Space Height | Number of | styte of Drawers Size Dimensions of Drawers Inside 

12290 2290 343 x 213 13% 8 *California Job Full Size 
12300 2300 343 x 21} 13% 8 Blank Full Size 15} x17 — 2 Compartments 
12310 2310 344 x 214 13% 8 Indexed Full Size 15} x 15 — 2 Compartments 
12320 2320 Cap Unit 3 oa Soeeyise ces eae Ec ee eC ne 
12325 2325 Base Unit 2 bitte eae Wee SEAS AE ee oh oh yao Ae eee 

*Standard equipment; special case assortment supplied upon request; write for prices. 

Dimensions given in above table are for steel cabinets and drawers, except where cabinets are made of wood only. 

Lee eee coerce cee TEGAN CRECRCATACEC CER! = 
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Illustrating our Blank drawer with center bar, insuring maxi- Illustrating our full-size Indexed drawer (knotched front 
mum rigidity and strength and will sustain any reasonable and back) showing manner of dividing into compartments 
load. Each compartment measures 15} x 17 inches. of any desired size by use of division strips. 

4



Hamilton Cut St Cabinet 
(Made in Steel and Wood.) 

on the old-fashioned method of 
storing such valuable articles in 

= desk drawers, on shelves, or in 
Dei Sheen other out-of-the-way places, with 
pene — = resultant loss of time in locating 

— = La rs and almost certain damage to the 
— heres Cee — cuts. Especially is this true of 

—_ ta pa — original’ half-tones and etchings, 
— = Lea the replacing of which is a real 

Saal rm — — expense. The time consumed in 
— piers ooo see “hunting’’ for misplaced cuts, or 

coal — a — of replacing only a few damaged 
= — Ll pms originals will soon pay for a 
— ste — dines Hamilton Cabinet. 
oe = — rs 

ceed — —_— fone The index drawers are usually 
- — ros a —_ preferred where a large number of 

— = ae —_ cuts of various sizes and for nu- — 
a res — ane merous customers are to be cared 

— : for. The blank drawer is used — 
where cuts are large, customers 
or classifications not so numerous, 
and the indexing feature not so 

No. 12 el). No. 2410 (Wood). . a No. 12410 (Steel) No. 0 (Wood) carporciie (See Te ae Book,”’ 

reverse side of sheet.) 

5 ‘= - : Each standard full-size steel drawer pro- IG 9 5 a 5 : : VERYTHING in connection with the preserva i Soe tacr oR ly als eduateninchesmee 
tion, storage and recording of cuts, half-tones, storage space which means that Cabinet 
etchings and electros is important. If scratched No. oe ee storage as a 

° . . uare inches of cuts. or damaged in any way it means either a replacement oe oon oe 

expense, or additional cost of makeready and a poorer si sbines.ae mate winch exenson tnt which permis 
. . . . . . > > cases gh si 2 e el a portion case is piece of priiuag, if it is -carclewly “stored? or |: immer ake Me enn ee 

“filed” the result is the expense of minutes or hours 
in locating; if sent from a customer to his printer or 
vice versa without an accurate and quick record of co 
such transaction it means annoyance and delay to both a) her 
parties and too often results in a dissatisfied customer. a 

If a customer calls for a cut and receives it promptly and in good — = 
condition he is pleased; if it is lost or damaged, the effect is not what Ca ome 
the printer would like tosee. Therefore, proper storage facilities and SS cae 

a right system of recording is of utmost importance to every — he : : — = 
printer, regardless of the size of the plant, and a customer may ==} a) 

‘ | ? ; ’ : Od rightly expect that as a part of the printer’s service. mel — 

With the customer, cuts should be checked out when sent to — Le 
the printer and checked in when returned, and the method of — = 
recording in such cases may be simple, yet positive, besides the ml a: 

. . - Ee mia — 
satisfaction of knowing, always, where the cuts are and that they are —= — 
in good condition or, if not, immediately determine the cause of ae sem 
damage and where it occurred. In one case you know, the other i — 
you don’t — the two extremes, and the latter most discouraging. oe be 

But —the important fact is that every printing plant, every ad- 

vertising department, every merchant or individual who buys cuts of 
any description should have a real cut storage cabinet, and not rely No. 12390 (Steel). | No. 2390 (Wood). 

eam on S Manufactured by 

vor sus ov ace eo FLTAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY NENT TYPEFOUNDERS AND 
DEALERS Syinee eee EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-513. (Printed in U.S. A.)



Hamilton Cut Cabinets are universally used and satis- 
ee e . 

= factorily meet every requirement of the average office. 
a For the advertiser, merchant, or the small or medium- 

—— sized office they are ideal. — 
Se 3 
Se INDEX BOOK—Ham- 

— ilton Cabinets are adaptable to 
Feng any of the numerous systems 
—_— = of recording and indexing 

= cuts, either in modified or = 

= a= elaborate form, depending on == 

=~ the desire of the purchaser. eee 
aa We feature one plan which oe 

—_ = has proven quite satisfactory = = 

= and is explained in detail in Soe 
a our Cut Index Book of 130 —— 

es pages (7% x 834 inches) es 
which is gratis with Nos. 

24-Drawer two-thirds size cabinet. 12390, 2390, 12410, and 12-Drawer two-thirds size cabinet. 
Made in wood only. 2410. Made in wood only. 

List and Dimensions Cut Storage Cabinets 

Steel No. | Wood No. Floor Space Height Number of | _ style of Drawers Size Dimensions of Drawers Inside Drawers 

en *2330 25 x22} 25 ae Indexed Two-Thirds Size 20% x 144 — 1 Compartment 
avi ie *2340 25 x 22% 25 12 Blank Two-Thirds Size 20§ x 15 — 1 Compartment 
dase *2350 353 x 223 25 12 Indexed Full Size 143 x 144 — 2 Compartments 

Bens +2360 353 x 222 25 AD Blank Full Size 15;x 15 — 2 Compartments 
cae *2370 25:-x22¢ 43 24 Indexed Two-Thirds Size 203 x 143 — 1 Compartment 

Ea *2380 25 x 223 43 24 Blank ‘Two-Thirds Size 205 x 15 — 1 Compartment 
12390 2390 35x 215 aa. 24 Indexed Full Size 15} x 15} — 2 Compartments 
12400 2400 35 x214 43 24 Blank Full Size 15} x 17 — 2 Compartments 
12410 2410 684 x 21} 43 48 Indexed Full Size 15} x 15 — 2 Compartments 
12420 | 2420 683 x 213 43 48 Blank Full Size 15x 17. — 2 Compartments 

Dimensions given in above table are for steel cabinets and drawers, except where cabinets are made of wood only. 
*Made in wood only. 

Standard Equipment: Extra Equipment: 
All drawers equipped with label holders. Index book Number strips or plates can be supplied, if desired, at small addi- 

supplied with Cabinets Nos. 12390 and 12410; also Nos. 2390 tional cost. Lighting fixture for each tier of cases. All cabinets made 
and 2410. so this fixture can be attached later if not ordered with the cabinet. 

== Lee eet tty 
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Illustrating our Blank drawer with center bar, insuring Illustrating our full-size Indexed drawer (knotched front. 
maximum rigidity and strength and will sustain any reason- and back) showing manner of dividing into compartments 
able load. Each compartment measures 15}x 17 inches. of any desired size by use of division strips.
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—= Wood Type Cabinets — 
—— For the systematic storage of wood type 
== there is nothing better than a roomy cabinet 
== = with large blank cases. The type is placed 
= in rows face up. Each individual type is ac- 

= cessible without disturbing other characters. 
= ‘These cabinets keep the type 
— free from dust. ‘The danger / Cpr 
SS of damage to the smooth ‘ 
Sin finished face of the type is . 
= eliminated. The illustration \ 

_ = : at the right shows the type \) 
: Sa in place between the adjust- WTI $ Sie PR ect WEEE able partition strips. Voie EE 

No. 2430—With Plain Back — No. 2435— With Paneled Back 

LIST OF STANDARD WOOD TYPE CABINETS 

sie: ee STYLE OF BACK Size of Cases luside Size of Cabinet : 

Bs ees __-_| Wise, inenes | Depth, inches | Height, inches | Length, inches | Dept Inches 
2430 4 Plain Gumwood | 308 15a «| | 43K By ES 2435 24 Paneled | 302 1535 43th 351 2 

2440 23 | PlainGumwood [| — 42;5 21% | 438 ATs 283 

Mortised label holders with celluloid D : 
covers in case fronts——one for each case == — 
in Nos. 2430 and 2435 Cabinets. Cases — — 
in No. 2440 Cabinet have two Pulls. Case om ae 
fronts do not have Routed Label Holders. aE — 

. — 
The case bottoms are of three-ply ma- A — 

terial, extra strong in No. 2440 Cabinet. — so 

Nos. 2430 and 2440 Cabinets are fitted — n= 
with gumwood backs of three-ply mate- 1 — 
rial, finished to match other outside wood- a os 
work. No. 2435 Cabinet has paneled a = 
back, finished. The drawers slide on flat oo — 
steel runs. Teer ial 

Six division strips for each drawer in — es 
Nos. 2430 and 2435 Cabinets; twelve : — => 
half-length division strips for each drawer 
in No. 2440 Cabinet. : 

No. 2440— Wood Type Cabinet 

: S : FS pecs > > = 
A-W.C.B.-10A. (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.
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Letterboard Cabinets and Letterboards 
The Letterboard is a necessary part of the equipment in any plant doing general com- 

mercial work. While to a considerable extent the letterboard has been replaced by the 
modern system of galley storage, it is not possible to dispense with it entirely. 

There are many pages of matter of odd shapes and extra large sizes which cannot be accom- 
modated on anything buta letterboard, and it is 

for such conditions that our line of letterboard cab- 

inets has been designed. We have discontinued the 
: varying and odd sizes of letterboards and letterboard 

a cabinets, and we show here two standardized cab- 
See inets. The bodies are identical in dimensions with 

_——— single-tier standardized type cabinets. 
—— ne 

aa 

a a 1 —— No. 2450 Letterboard Cabinet 
ee . . . . — Two-thirds-size, with extension front. 

_ Contains seventeen No. 2480 Job Letterboards. 
———— Size inside, 20x 153 inches. 

: . Size outside, 213 x 163 inches. 
ae Galley lip at the front, 3-inch wide. 

a The job letterboard has a back rail as illustrated on the follow- 
———— ing page. 
a The back of cabinet is of three-ply gumwood, finished to match. 

Dimensions: Height, 437¢ inches; length, 2575 inches; width, 
is 22% inches. 

No. 2450—With Finished Gumwood Back Material— Ash, with antique finish. 

Nos. 2455 and 2460 Letterboard —— 

See —___—_—= 
aes 

Full-size, with extension front. as 
Contain seventeen No. 2490 Letterboards. ee 
Size inside, 303’5 x 153 inches. ee 
Size outside, 323's x 16% inches. ae 
Galley lip at the front, 3-inch wide. ne 
The job letterboard has a back rail as illustrated on the ————— 

‘ ee 
following page. 

This cabinet body is standard, identical with the body ee ae 
of single-tier type cabinets. With the flat top re- Se 
moved, it can be fitted with the single-tier working —— 
tops illustrated on pages 18, 19, 20 and 22. a 

Dimensions: Height, 431 inches; length, 353 inches; LL 
width, 22% inches. a 

Material— Ash, with antique finish. 

No. 2455—With Finished Gumwood Back 
No. 2460—With Finished Paneled Back 

: S > 300 e > o> ; 
A-W.C-B.-30. (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Nos. 2480 and 2485 Two-Thirds-Size Letterboards ° 

———————e No. 2480 — Size outside, 213 x 163 inches 
| = Sizeinside, 20) x 15% inches | will ft in wood-run 

| = /| No. 2485 — Size outside, 21¢x 203 inches case stands 
| lj Size inside, 20 x19 inches 

| / I This is the standard job letterboard in two-thirds-size, made in two depths. 

/f : | The No. 2480 Board is put into No. 2450 Cabinet shown on preced- 
|i | | ing page. Also in Nos. 3857 and 3859 Imposing Table Units. The same iJ | 

i / board can be placed in Nos. 3861 and 3863 Units, providing a four-inch 
(2222 if extension front. 

= : S The No. 2485 Board will fit into Nos. 3861 and 3863 Units. 

; ) 

Nos. 2490 and 2495 Full-Size Letterboards 
No. 2490 — Size outside, 32335 x 163 inches 2 : 

Size inside, 307x153 inchs | wlltiwC=  ——____—————— a || 
No. 2495 — Size outside, 323; x 204 inches case stands | | 

Size inside, 3076x19 inches I ss | 
This is the standard job letterboard in full-size, made in | | 

"two depths. || i 

The No. 2490 Board is put into Nos. 2455 and 2460 | t 
Cabinets, shown on preceding page; also in Nos. 3865 and | ! 
3867 Imposing Table Units. This same board can be if | 
placed in Nos. 3869 and 3871 Units, providing a four-inch Bf 
extension front. : 

The No. 2495 Board will fit into Nos. 3869 and 3871 Units. 
Nos. 2480, 2485, 2490 and 2495 may be used in case racks and case stands. 

No. 2500 Newspaper Letterboard 

] | No. 2500— Size outside, 293 x 25 inches. 
| i Size inside, 28 x24 inches. 

j i 
| | This is the standard newspaper transfer and storage letter- 

| | board. The side rails have one-inch extensions. These exten- 
| | sions rest on the edge of the iron surface or transfer truck when 

iy | forms are moved. Open both ends. Galley lip on one end. ) 

j j The No. 2500 Letterboard is put into Nos. 5575 and 5578 
| Newspaper Units. No. 5730 Transfer Truck, shown on 
A page 147, accommodates ten No. 2505 Letterboards. Size 

fi inside, 23% inches wide by 282 inches from front to back. 

Ss ae “ eg = ante pee PTT Pyeth 
Galley__y [Ee == = * a 

uv z Patio mI Se By Soares . 

Showing the construction of the newspaper letterboard. This letterboard Showing the construction of the job letter- 
has no back rail. The side rails extend one inch (A), acting as supports when board with back rail and lip at the front to 
type forms are transferred to cast-iron imposing surfaces. receive the galley.
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Cie Rk — 
ase IXaCKS a —— : 

Case racks are made of hardwood, and supplied in the oan ‘ ————F 
white in knocked-down form. When put to use the sections ———e : — 
are assembled and secured by bolts which are supplied with ft i 
the stands. ‘These stands are for the storage of type in stand- ———e SS 
ard full-size, lip-front cases. They are not recommended — 4 — 
as an economical arrangement. Such equipment, however, — + — 
provides an inexpensive method of storage of type in cases =— ¢ —— ; 
not frequently in use. i = ; —S 

No. 2535 Case Rack for thirty full-size cases. Open ends and _ back. — i ———s 
: Wooden case runs. SS ; SS 

Dimensions: Height, 80 inches. SS : —— Width, 36 inches. SS : — ; 
Depth, 20} inches. S$ & = : : ee a Se closed ends and back, otherwise identical with No. SS ZA —— 

Le __ a 

Se Bee ra . No. 2535 Case Rack 
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No. 2530 Case Rack No, 2515 Case Rack 

No. 2525 Case Rack for twenty full-size cases. Open No. 2515 Case Rack for twelve full-size cases. Open 
ends and back. Wooden case runs. ends and back. Wooden case runs. 

: : 5 1 
Dimensions: Height, 573 inches. Dimensions: Height, 43% inches. 

Width, 36 inches. widths, BD ysches: 
Dent Od winches! Depth, 203 inches. 

No. 2530—With closed ends and back, otherwise No. 0517 Sime a6 Noo 0515 taiee unde doubl dental Sith Na 9505 Rae D Veapacty. as ge ao = ao ios : jouble 

No. = s No. x c Is 2 ack. 
iol =U = veh closed eds end trcke  othenmieilive No: 

; 2515 Rack. 
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Common Case Stands 
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No. 2543 Case Stand : No. 2550 Case Stand 

LIST OF COMMON CASE STANDS 

y | | HEIGHT, INCHES ee FLOOR SPACE 

No. CASE CAPACITY Style of Ends See R [el ge Toe Sass Sr la TI 
| At Front At Rear Width, Inches | Depth, Inches 

2541 12 Two-Thirds-Size Open 45 56} 25% 263 
2542 | 12 Two-Thirds-Size Closed 45 56} 25% 263 
2543 12 Full-Size Open 45 563 36 265 
2545 12 Full-Size Closed 45 56} 36 265 
2550 12 Full-Size and 12 Two-Thirds-Size Open 45 563 60 265 
2555 12 Full-Size and 12 Two-Thirds-Size Closed 45 56} 60 263 
2560 24 Full-Size, with galley rest Open 45 56} 70} 263 
2565 24 Full-Size, with galley rest Closed 45 563 70% | 265 y, 

The stands are made of hardwood and have no finish. Shipped knocked down, with bolts for assembling. 
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No. 2560 Case Stand No. 2545 Case Stand 
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The City Stands 

The improved city stand is far superior to the common stand. _ Itis fitted with 
galley boards under the lower case. ‘The lower case is pushed rearward, as the 
illustration shows, in this manner exposing the galley board. 

These stands, while superior in many ways compared with common stands, 
having a greater case capacity and a more convenient arrangement of working top, 

are still far from being the most economical compos- 
ib ESEEESS ASSESS ing and job font storage equipment. The chief 

| SS attraction is the comparative low cost, which in the 
RA EE end does not provide a saving if the cost of composi- 

mt 1 Sa Ee. tion is not reduced to the minimum. 
SS : 
_ oo. S Nes S= 
Sees 
N aa Nos. 2566 and 2568 Single City Stands 
S SaaS 

IN eae sy With racks for fifteen full-size, lip-front cases in one tier. 
N = Accommodates one pair of cases on the working top. _Other- 
~ Resse wise identical in all details of construction with the Nos. 2570 and 
‘ ’ Sa 2575 Double City Stands. 
Ni Se ee ; ia : 

iN | aes eat Dimensions: Height, at front, 43% inches; at rear, 62 inches. 
Ww eee Width, 36% inches. 
ee Depth, 264 inches. 

ee eet 
a 

th 
No. 2566 — With open ends 
No. 2568 — With closed ends 

Nos. 2570 and 2575 Double Se 
: SRS SS. City Stands Se RSS SSS 

on With racks for thirty full-size, lip-front S — ——— re ie 

cases, fifteen in each tier. Accommodates N Le aN 
two pairs of cases on the working top. Made : Sa | 
of hardwood throughout, and supplied in the Ss eS = — 
white in knocked-down form. When putto use RS ee 3h SS 
the sections are assembled and secured by ps . | ae ee 
bolts which are supplied with the stands. TSS eS SS 
Complete with galley boards. iN SS. Sa 

Dimensions: Height, at front, 433 inches; aS ae GLEE 
at rear, 62 inches. SS EE ge 

Width, 70+ inches. : >S —— S| = 

Depth, 26% inches. — — 

No. 2570 — With open ends 
No. 2575 — With closed ends 

——— > Redes SS = > ;
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Imposing Tables with Square Legs 
HE utility of an imposing table is enhanced by utilizing the space underneath for 
letterboards, chase racks, furniture, reglet, etc., as exemplified in the line of modern 
tables shown on preceding pages. : 

These low-priced, square-legged tables will answer the requirements in country offices 
where space is not at a premium. 

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF SQUARE LEG IMPOSING TABLES WITH STONE OR CAST-IRON SURFACES 

—— a ao = = 
Size 6 Size of Floor Space | Height ae 

No, CAPACITY OF STONE saan" tae een ys eer ieee ‘Surfaces | _ Table _ Stone ee 
in Inches in Inches | in Inches 

4070 SCHOOL SOs jac wea agesiiwrace aati 18 x 24 | 21x 2F 203 x 263 | 381 | 4 
4075 Bepaces,(G- Colin oe ogo elo shins oe 24x 36 27x 39 263 x 383 38} )a.4 
4080 2 pages, 7-Column. . Ds Rees 26x 44 29x 47 283 x 463 38¢ ee: 
4085 2epages, 6-Column ss. 0.0.0 se5 vesase 28 x 50 31x53) 30} x 524 38: | 4 
4090 I Bon slob Works >a: Er syd eenasnerete a 36x 48 39x51 383 x 503 | 381 4 
4095 4 pages, 7-Column......... eee 26x 76 29x 79 283 x 783 | 38} | 6 
5000 Aypages, S-COlUmnge : code oe eee 28 x 84 31 x 87 303 x 863 38} 6 
5005 4 pages, 6-Column Quarter ee, 36x 60 39 x 63 383 x 623 | 38} | 4 
5010 4 pages, 7-Column Quarter. ‘ 48x 60 51x 63 503 x 623 | 38} eco 
5015 For general work....... é 48x72 51x75 503 x 743 | 38} 6 

Imposing tables are made of hardwood, and supplied without thickness of a brass galley bottom. Fill space between edges of 
finish in knock-down form. ‘This insures convenience in han- stone and coffin with putty. 
dling. Large tables can be taken up stairways and through narrow 

doors in sections. Norice—All imposing stones are crated separately, and are 
How ro Bep a Srone—To properly bed an imposing stone it shipped at customer’s risk. No claim can be made on us or 

should be laid in putty. . Take the stone and place it on skids on the transportation company if breakage occurs. As stones aré 
the floor face down. Roll strips of putty and place them on the very heavy, this is necessary in order to obtain a low freight rate. 
stone where the supporting strips will rest. Take coffin and re- If shipped released, they take fourth-class rate; if not released, 
verse, placing it over the stone. Lift coffin and stone together, they take first-class rate. Orders for imposing stones are ac- 
and place on the table. Tap stone to thoroughly bed, and see cepted only on this basis, at buyer’s risk, unless otherwise 
that it projects evenly above the inner edge of the coffin the specified. 

: > a C= lll = —
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For Cases and Working Banks on Cabinet Tops 

Brackets are still used for a wide variety of purposes, notwithstanding the growing practice of using removable 
solid working tops on all the modern typesetting cabinets. “They are especially serviceable in re-arranging old 
equipment. Flat-top storage cabinets can be converted into working cabinets by placing bracket and case equip- 
ment on the flat tops. The wide variety of bracket patterns will make it possible to re-arrange the equipment in 
a manner to meet varying conditions. All brackets are of the best gray cast-iron with black enamel finish. 
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No. 2580 Three-Case Bracket No. 2585 Three-Case Bracket 
WirHovut TILTING FEATURE WrrHout TILTING FEATURE 

‘Takes a pair of standard-size news cases at the front, and an 18-inch working bank Same as the No. 2580 except that it takes a 20-inch dump at the rear. Accommo- 

or standard Bettis lead and slug case at the rear. dates a pair of standard-size news cases at the front. 
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No. 2590 Three-Case Tilting Bracket No. 2595 Three-Case Tilting Bracket 

‘Vakes a pair of standard-size news cases at the front, and an 18-inch working bank Same as the No. 2590 except that it takes a 20-inch dump at the rear. Takes a pair 
or standard-size Bettis lead and slug case at the rear. ‘Has the tilting feature, and is _ of standard-size news cases at the front, and has the tilting feature with galley board 
furnished with the galley board which goes under the lower case. under the lower case. 
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No. 2600 Bracket No, 2605 Tilting Bracket No. 2610 Bracket 

‘Takes a pair of standard-size news cases, Provides This bracket takes a pair of standard-size news Takes an 18-inch working bank or standard 18-inch 
for bringing the cap case forward several inches over cases. The lower case can be tilted back to expose the Bettis lead and slug case at the front, and a standard 
the lower case, and close to the compositor without galley board underneath- Thh tilting feature is also full-size type case or a 10-inch lead and slug case on 
interfering with the rear boxes in the lower case. convenient for shaking the lower case to even up the the upper arm. 

type boxes. 

ee i sities sian ; asm 
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No. 2615 Bracket No. 2620 Bracket No. 2625 Bracket 

For attachment on a flat surface. ‘Takes a pair of Ror attechinent Ona eiar surfaces Takes accincie Fe geen bn Siw “Ste ae eee a ie 
standard full-size news cases, full-size case. Three or four of these brackets will hold illustration shows. Takes a pair of standard full-size an 18x 72-inch Bettis lead and slug case. eee cle. 

No. 2630 Bracket No. 2635 Bracket No. 2640 Detachable Single Case 
i 2 Bracket, with Sockets 

For galley dumps attached to cabinet ends, sides or Supporting bracket for galley banks, shelving for 
backs, or on vacant wall space. The bracket is detach- cuts, leads and slugs or standing matter. Can be sry ach fe an uonighteactiacescuaciee eke on tie 
able from the socket. arranted in series of shelves screwed to hacdwood cleats end of acabinet. Convenient for holding a single full- F ‘ ; ; nd fastened to plastered partitions or brick walls. See Bets : 
Rey ye ame (en sine cy eae Nos. 3570, 3572, 3574, 3576, 3578 and 3580 Creighton _‘*#2¢ ¢ase or a working bank. 
NG alley Dump torswo: Hee Cabinet: Standing Galley Shelving on page 72. 

Detachable Galley Bracket Detachable Galley Bracket 
Inclined 45 Degrees — With Socket Reversible — With Socket No. 2675 Roller Bracket 

To attach to a perpendicular surface. This is the Same as the inclined bracket shown to the right To attach to a perpendicular surface. Bracket arms standard galley bracket attached to wall galley racks except made to reverse. Inclined 16 degrees. When extend horizontally. A pair of brackets will hold six shown on page 73, Teversed extends horizontally. rollers. 
No, 2645— With 8-inch arm, No. 2660— With 8-inch arm, 
No. 2650— With 10-inch arm. No. 2665 — With 10-inch arm. 
No. 2655 — With 12-inch arm, No. 2670 — With 12-inch arm 

i 
The standard rail supplied with all single-tier cabinets and with the No. 2010 eee 

‘Two-Tier Adman Cabinet, No. 2020 Two-Tier Newspaper Ad Cabinet and No. [pi — Th — 
2030 Two-Tier Newspaper Cabinet. Supplied with detachable sockets, ready for ] ie i | 4 
attachment. Rail of blued-steel. Brackets and sockets of cast-iron, black EE \ uv 
nameled. 3 - ( = . f No. 2680 Foot-Rail y 

y 
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No. 2685 Foot-Rail 

Standard for two-tier cabinets. Supplied complete with detachable sockets ready 
for attachment. Rail of blued-steel. Brackets and sockets of cast-iron, black enameled. 

= re a . — — = E o> > aces S > ; 
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No. 2701 Blank Case No. 2711 Indexed Electrotype Case ; 

For the storage of electrotypes, drawings, etc. Made with fiush bottom and deep Supplied with eight removable divisions; center bar is stationary. Made only with 
enough to accommodate type-high material in quarter-size cases. cabinet front. 

No. 2706 Blank Case, same as above but with Center Bar 
‘The center bar gives added carrying capacity. Recommended for the storage of solid 

metal cuts. Accommodates four quarter-size cases, two in each compartment. 
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No. 2715 Wood Type Case No. 2717 Large Letter Case 
Graduated by picas on the ends. ‘The removable strips can be adjusted to fit any _Holds regular fifty-pound font of type with extra job font of caps and five pounds of 

Gas GE Wal tues sisted pe eaten ea Glas spaces and quads. Supplied with twenty-four strips. j 
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No. 2720 News Cap Case No. 2725 Lower Case 
The standard cap case as revised to provide largest compartments for the most used ‘The standard lay of the lower case. It requires no introduction. What memories 

characters. No change in the lay. it arouses in the minds of the old-time printers. 
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2 : No. 2730 Double Lower Se No. 2735 California Job Case 3 
‘or holding two fonts of caps and figures; or caps, lower case and double font of a: iearca. The most popular of all job cases. Note the large cap boxes. This case is put into all standard type cabinets. 

All cases illustrated on this page are standard full-size. Depth of slats, 15 inches. 
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No. 2740 Italic Job Case No. 2745 Improved New York Job Case 

‘The old standard job case universally used before the introduction of the California Holds acap, small cap, lower case and figure font. The cap section is identical with 

Job Case. Conyenient for fonts with accented letters. the California Job Case. 
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No. 2750 Yankee Job Case No. 2755 Double Yankee Job Case 

The cap boxes in this case are placed at the back, The front section is a regular A very useful and popular case. Accommodates two complete fonts of caps, lower 

lower case lay. A popular case also in two-thirds-size. case, figures and points. Size of boxes allows ample finger room. 
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, No: 2760 Dearmg Job Case No. 2765 Wells Job Case 
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No. 2770 Triple Case : : No. 2775 Quadruple Case 
A most useful and popular case, Will take three fonts of caps, figures and points. Convenient for small fonts. It is adouble cap case. Holds four fonts caps, Agures 

and points. 

All cases illustrated on this page are standard full-size. Depth of slats, 15 inches. 
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No. 2780 Dearing Accent Case No. 2785 Figure Case 
Contains five sections for caps, small caps and lower case of romans, and caps and The figure case is a necessity in every office. Provides extra large boxes for numerals 

lower case of italics, Extra boxes at front for Spanish, French and Portuguese accents, and fractions. 
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No. 2790 Border Case No. 2795 Improved Space and Quad Case 
A roomy case of large capacity for border characters. Accommodates eight sizes, including hair spaces. 
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No. 2800 Hamilton Lead or Slug Case No. 2805 Morgan Lead and Slug Case 
Leads or slugs can be stacked two tiers deep. 1 

This case has cross bars providing two compartments for each length. Leads and 
slugs can be stacked two tiers deep, 
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No. 2815 Adjustable Lead and Slug Case No. 2820 Metal Furniture Case 
‘The heavy center bar to which the three-ply bottom is firmly secured gives maximum Compartments for each length as shown. The three-ply bottom is securely nailed to 

carrying capacity. Tue partitions can be placed to accommodate leads and slugs in the cross bar and partitions. The case can be loaded with metal to full capacity. 
required lengths. 

All cases illustrated on this page are standard full-size. Depth of slats, 17g inches. 
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No. 2830 Ordinary Rule Case No. 2835 Furneaux Rule Case 

The old-style, full-size brass rule case. Many printers now prefer the smaller This case will hold two large fonts of brass rule. ‘Two sections alike in construc- 
quarter-size rule cases shown on following pages. tion divided by center bar. 
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No. 2840 Zenobia Rule Case No. 2845 Harms Rule Case 
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No. 2855 Yankee Job Case No. 2850 Cap Case No. 2860 Dearing Job Case 
‘Two-Thirds-Size "Two-Thirds-Size Two-Thirds-Size 
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No. 2865 California Job Case No. 2870 Brass Leader Case No. 2875 Hamilton Lead or Slug Case 
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No. 3200 Lead and Slug Case No. 3205 Lead and Slug Case 

Contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs Contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs 
from 4 to 25 picas varying by single picas. Additional from 4 to 25 picas varying by single picas. Additional 
duplicate compartments for 263 and 46-pica lengths. The duplicate compartments for 263 and 36-picalengths. The 
material can be stacked two tiers deep. Metal number material can be stacked two tiers deep. _ Metal number 
strips designating lengths placed on horizontal divisions. strips designating lengths placed on horizontal division 
This case is shown in use on the upper working bank of bars. This style case is shown on the upper working bank 
No. 2155 Tracy Stand and No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet. of the No. 2015 Adman Cabinet and the Nos. 2020 and 

Outside dimensions, 38} x 10 inches; depth inside, 14% 2025 Newspaper Ad Cabinets. 
inches, Outside dimensions, 353 x 12 inches; depth inside, 1,5; 

‘ inches. 

No. 3210 Lead and Slug Case 

Contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs from 4 to 26 picas varying by single picas. Also duplicate com- 
partments for 28-pica lengths. Additional compartments for 4 and 5-pica lengths. The material can be stacked two tiers 
deep. A metal number strip designating lengths is placed on the horizontal division bar. This case is for use on the upper 
working bank of type composing cabinets. 

Outside dimensions, 72 x 10 inches; depth inside, 13% inches. 

No. 3215 Spacing Materials Case 

Contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs from 4 to 26 picas varying by single picas. Also duplicate com- 
partments for 28-pica lengths. Additional compartments for 4 and 5-pica lengths. ‘The material can be stacked two tiers 
deep. At the front on the left is a row of twenty-two compartments of equal size, with rounded bottoms for thin brass and 
copper spaces or other spacing materials. Size of compartments, 2x 14 inches. At the right is a series of eighteen com- 
partments for short lengths of leads from 1 to 93 picas long varying by half picas. The lengths from 1 to 43 picas are 
thrown loosely into the compartments, the other lengths from 5 to 94 are stacked into compartments made to fit. Metal 
number strips are placed on the horizontal division bars. 

Outside dimensions, 72x 10 inches; depth inside, 1;'5 inches. 

No. 3220 Spacing Materials Case 

The front row of thirty-two, round-bottom compartments are for thin brass and copper spaces or other spacing materials. 
Size of compartments, 2 x 1} inches; inside depth, 1% inches. ‘The second row, consisting of eighteen compartments, are 
for short-length leads from 1 to 93 picas varying by half picas. ‘The two back rows of compartments are for spaces and 
quads accommodating six sizes with six compartments for each size. A metal number strip is placed on horizontal division bar. 

Outside dimensions, 72x 10 inches; depth inside, 1; inches. 

f & : > = OSG s 2a 
A-W.C.B-7. (4-26) (Printed in U.S.A.) 
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No. 3225 Spacing Materials Case 

For use on lower working banks on typesetting and make-up cabinets and tops. The first row of thirty-two compart- 
ments at the front are of equal size, 1} x 2 inches inside, with a depth of 1; inches. These compartments are for thin brass 
and copper spaces. ‘The bottoms of the compartments are rounded, the ends are square. ‘This allows the easy withdrawal 
of thin spacing materials. r 

‘The next two rows of compartments are for spaces and quads arranged in series of three, or in series of six compartments 
by doubling up. At the rear are compartments for leads and slugs, two compartments for each length from 4 to 28 picas, 
omitting the 27-pica length. Depth of these compartments 1%; inches inside, providing for the storage of leads and slugs 
in two tiers. Metal number strip between lead and slug compartments. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Outside dimensions, 72 x 18 inches. 

No. 3230 Lead and Slug Case 
For similar case in ten-inch width see No. 3210 Case shown on page 53. 

Made with heavy center bar, dividing the case into two sections. Duplicate compartments for leads and slugs in lengths 
4 to 28 picas varying by single picas, omitting the 27-em length. Leads and slugs can be stacked in two tiers. Metal number 
strip on the center division. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Outside dimensions, 72 x 18 inches; depth inside, 1,5 inches. 

No. 3235 Lead and Slug Case—Size 72 x 18 inches. 
No. 3238—The same case in size 72 x 10 inches. 

_ Companion cases to the No. 3230 shown above and No. 3210 shown on page 53. ‘Takes longer lengths from 30 to 60 
picas. Duplicate compartments for each length as shown, with metal number strip designating lengths accommodated. 
Leads and slugs can be stacked in two tiers. Depth inside, 1,4 inches. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

> sS 65 AES Ss : 
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No. 3240 Lead and Slug Case — Size 72 x 18 inches. 
No. 3243 —The same case in size 72 x 10 inches. 

_ Made with heavy center bar, dividing the case into two sections. Duplicate compartments for leads and slugs in lengths 
from 4 to 28 picas, varying by single picas, omitting the 27-em length. Also duplicate compartments for lengths 30, 32, 
34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60 picas. Leads and slugs can be stacked in two tiers. Metal number strips on horizontal 4, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60 p Ig: V 
divisions. Depth inside, 1,5; inches. ee eres 

Material — Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

No. 3245 Lead or Slug Case 

This case will accommodate leads or slugs from 3 to 93-ems pica with variations by half picas; from 10 to 48 picas, 
variations by picas. ‘The material can be stacked in two tiers. Metal number strips designating lengths placed on horizontal 
divisions. 

Material — Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Outside dimensions, 72x 18 inches; depth inside, 1,5 inches. 

No. 3250 Lead and Slug Case with Working Bank 

This case represents a most practical improvement, and can be used to great advantage on the working tops of type 
composing cabinets. It contains duplicate compartments for leads and slugs in lengths from 4 to 28 picas, varying by single 
picas, omitting the 27-em length. The lead and slug section is 14 inches deep, allowing the material to be stacked in two 
tiers. A metal number strip is placed on a heavy center bar, dividing the duplicate compartments. 

The working bank section at the front is 3-inch deep; size 70$ x 10] inches. 

Material — Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Outside dimensions, 72 x 18 inches. 

A-W.C.B.-7. (4-26)
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No. 3255 Metal Furniture Case—Size 72 x 18 inches. 
No. 3258—The same case in size 72 x 10 inches. 

Contains forty-nine compartments 2} inches deep inside for metal furniture in widths of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 
and 50 lines pica. One large compartment for large sizes. Extra strong three-ply bottom. Metal number strips on 
horizontal divisions. The case should be placed on the top of a storage cabinet and used for a reserve supply. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

No. 3260 Space and Quad Case 

Accommodates fourteen sizes spaces and quads, six compartments for each size from 6 to 48 point. This reserve supply 
case Should be placed on the top of a storage cabinet, in a position easy of access for use in replenishing the smaller portable 
quarter and one-eighth-size spacing materials cases. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Outside dimensions, 72 x 18 inches; depth inside, 2 inches. 

No. 3265 Spacing Materials Case No. 3270 Space and Quad Case 

For use on lower working banks of single-tier cabinets, Similar in design to the 72x 18 inch No. 3260 Space 
similar to No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet and No. 2155 Tracy and Quad Case shown above. Half length for use on 
Stand. Two such cases can be placed on the lower work- lower working banks of single-tier typesetting cabinets like 
ing bank of two-tier cabinets. Compartments in front row, the No. 2000 Tracy Cabinet and the No. 2155 Tracy 
with rounded bottoms for thin spaces. Next two rows Stand. Two such cases can be placed end to end on the 
for spaces and quads; last two rows for leads and slugs in lower working bank of two-tier cabinets. Accommodates 
lengths 4 to 28 picas, omitting the 27-pica length. Material spaces and quads in seven sizes. 
can be stacked two tiers deep. Metal number strips on 
horizontal divisions. : Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. 

Material—Birch, with antique gloss finish. Gore: f 6% 18s aah Aman aaa 

Outside dimensions, 36 x 18 inches. 2 pads PENSIONS, a anc hess GCPLn anaes) 

Depth inside, 14% inches. é 

3 = sy E > > 06 oe C= > 
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No. 3315 Paper and Card Stock Cabinet 
A proper receptacle for high-priced book and cover stock. Dust-proof cabinets 

prevent soiling of sheets and color fading. All cabinets shown on this page have 
Combination Label Holder and pull attached. 

a The drawers have three-ply ve- 
ay neer bottoms, ;g-inch thick, 

eee eae with grain crossed. Remoy- 
| Yay \ as ees able partitions, providing for 
} ‘| \\ SS SS pie eae aes A a 

| as SS 2 rawer, if required. Finishe 
: | } \ ——$$—— See back of 4-inch three-ply ve- 

| 1| i (SS neer, with grain crossed. 

I| | yi =e = = Contains ten drawers 45 inches 
| | | ee long, 29 inches wide inside. 

i Hi aS = Six drawers are 2% inches 
| | \ es deep inside, four drawers are 

i] h |= SS 43 inches deep inside. Each 
i lh a= drawer has two pulls. 

] | eh a3 = 
7a eS ga Niaterall cw sntane finches nn) —__ 5 : eM |) \\e | 1 back of three-ply material, 

{ = § Se wees tee? finished. 

= = EES Outside dimensions: Height, 
WAZ 4356 inches; length, 50 

No. 3315 Paper and Card Stock Cabinet inches; width, 344 inches. 

No. 3320 Cardboard Cabinet 

Similar in construction to No. 3315 _ _—=s«s— See 
shown above. A suitable cabinet 
for heavy cardboards and ex- ' a SS 
pensive cover stock. | ] = = = Zz 

Contains sixteen drawers 45 inches | \| = a See 
long, 29 inches wide inside. } an | ee eee Sa 2 
Four drawers are 1} inches deep Via | i a 
inside, twelve drawers are 1} ie |S See = 
inches deep inside, without aad — SS za 
inside partitions. : | i Ss = <= y 

Material — Ash, antique finish; back i Sa ee 

of three-ply material, finished. | aaa 

ae = ae 
Outside dimensions: Height, 4313 | } ae SS 

inches; length, 50 inches; width, a | | eee 
344 inches. . | = : 

ne amie 

No. 3320 Cardboard Cabinet 

———— Oe OT CE —— Oe 
A-W.C.B-8.
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Paper Stock Cabinets 

ees Nos. 3325, 3330 and 
ro = 3335 Vertical Unit Cabi- 

eS ee eee ee ae nets can be used singly or 
CESS SSS = - in groups, placed side by 
SS 8 ae ee side. The ends are flush, 

ee 8 = ez eee ee withoutoverhangof top or 
| sea 8 SS ee = 

ee @ SH eee = =a base. Backs are of three- 
SS Ss ss — S| Sa ply material, finished. 

Lue of Si eee = a No. 3325 Unit Cabinet contains 
eS Sa EZ eighteen drawers for 11x 

| Sega | 2 ae ae 17-inch stock; inside dimen- 
} \ =— azz a eS oe sions 12 inches long, 18 
| | SEZ SSS SS inches wide, 2 inches deep. 
| = 4za— Z| = IFA = | a 2 Each drawer has one com~ 
} | SE zz i a r= = bination brass label holder 

i ——z ee == | SS pull. The drawer bottoms 
| a = eS | = = ZZ Za SS are of heavy three-plyveneer. 

= ee eS] = = i eae Outside dimensions of cabinet: 
ees Ss " 16% inches long, 253 inches 
) S= 2 deep, 52 inches high. 

No. 3335 Unit No. 3330 Unit No. 3325 Unit ee a Ash, antique gloss 

No. 3330 Unit Cabinet contains eighteen drawers for 11 x 17-inch stock; inside dimensions 244 inches long, 18 inches 
wide, 2 inches deep. Each drawer is divided in the middle from front to back by one removable partition provid- 
ing twin compartments, and is fitted with two combination brass label holder pulls. The drawer bottoms are of 
heavy three-ply veneer. 

Outside dimensions of cabinet: 293 inches long, 25% inches deep, 52 inches high. 

Material — Ash, antique gloss finish. 

No. 3335 Unit a contains eighteen drawers for 20x 25-inch cover stock; inside dimensions 26 inches long, 
21 inches wide, 2 inches deep. Each drawer has two 
combination brass label holder pulls. The drawer bot- s 
toms are of heavy three-ply veneer. ee 

Outside eee of cabinet: 30% inches long, 25§ inches SS Ta, ae 
deep, 52 inches high. 5 Hh a aes SS 

Material — Ash, antique gloss finish. | a ae Z 

SaaS 
| eae, eee 

i Eo SSS 3 SS SS No. 3340 Paper Stock SS 
3 Eee 

Cabinet == SSS 
ieee) ee ee 

Made in sanitary construction. Designed to hold book aaa 
paper 25x38 inches. Contains twenty drawers; size inside e i See So 
383 inches long, 25% inches wide, 1} inches deep. Bottoms === - a ee 
of drawers are of 4-inch, three-ply veneer. Each drawer ed ee 
has two combination brass label holder pulls. Back of . Se SS eee = 
three-ply material, finished. =e 

Outside dimensions: 443 inches long, 30% inches wide, ——_ 
52 inches high i gh. i 

No, 3340 Paper Stock Cabinet. 
Mroponae Healey end toe ebice 

: > & eC > Ce
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SS Unit Paper and Cover 
— sss : 

——— ——.. Stock Cabinet 
, ae —} 
Sa ST . 

| C= — : These paper stock units hold standard- 
ee size sheets. An equipment of these units 

SS eee Sas . : 

| i Z a can be added to from time to time. ‘The 
See = Lo Ges 1 : 5 
SS = Ss individual units can be stacked in sections 
ieee i : : 
es eee oa — around windows, and in other places where 

Na: — it would not be possible to place a large 
SS 4 one-piece cabinet. The illustration shows 
<< — —_—_————— No. 3350 Unit, No. 3360 Moulded Cap 

a eS Sea and No. 3375 Sanitary Base. We also 
== a | furnish a No. 3365 Plain Cap and a No. 

| 3370 Flush Base. 
| No. 3350 Unit with ten drawers 

c No. 3360 Moulded Cap 
No. 3375 Sanitary Base 

LIST OF PAPER and COVER STOCK UNITS 

| | Length, Inches | Depth, Inches | Height, Inches | Length, Inches | Depth, Inches_| Height, Inches nehes 

Paper Srock Units | | | | 

*3350 ‘Ten-Drawer Unit 45% Sit 26y6 405 25 | 2 25 x 38 
*3355 Six-Drawer Unit 455 alt 2676 403 | 25 | 3t 25 x 38 
3360 Moulded Cap 455 323 33 e aie : 
3365 Plain Cap 45% 32 +5 picetes ae Fig: ah 
3370 Flush Base | 45% 313 3 CO Fi iad ; 
3375 Gucteey nate I 45% 31h 10 | se oe = Fee 

Cover Stock Units | | fetes a if : rere 

3380 Ten-Drawer Unit 3335 29% 265 «| 29 | 23 2 22 x 28 

3385 Six-Drawer Unit 3335 29} 267% 29) 23 ot 22 x 28 
3390 Moulded Cap 3335 30% 34 Lae rh aa Hint 
3395 Plain Cap 33355 30 cai Lenrat i re Rie 
3400 Flush Base 3335. 29% 33 | Paes | Sete 
3405 Sanitary Base 3325 | 29} | 10 | ; | | y : 

‘The drawers in all of the larger size units have two combination brass label holder pulls. All drawer bottoms are of heavy three-ply veneer with grain of wood crossed. *All drawers in 
Nos. 3350 and 3355 Units have a removable center partition, providing twin compartments. Material — Ash, antique gloss finish. Backs of three-ply material, finished. 

Cover Stock Units are not interchangeable with Paper Stock Units, being of smaller size. 

No. 3345 Book Papert  QQ_y_E_A_A AHF hE 
2 SS = ee 

Stock Cabinet [SS SS 
: tiga “5 eee Se eee ee 

Made in sanitary construction. Will hold | Sa i Za ee 

book paper 25x38 inches and bond paper | SSS ZA eee Sak SS 

17x 22 inches. Two piles of stock 19x24 Ss - ee SS a 

inches can be put in the large drawers. — The Sac 2 een _ ae 

cabinet contains thirteen large drawers divided | ah saa SA 

from front to back by a removable partition } eee a le = —= 

and thirteen small drawers for 17x22-inch stock. ana SS SS eee —) 

i : 5 5s 5 a SSS JS —F 
fnside dimensions of drawers: 38 inches long, 255 — =e r 

juches wide, 1} inches deep; also thirteen drawers a E 

18 inches long, 25$ inches wide, and 1} inches = c—! | 

deep inside. | 

Outside dimensions of cabinet: 67 inches long, 31% | 
inches wide, 37} inches high. ‘f 

Material —Ash, antique gloss finish; back of three-ply No. 3345 Book Paper Stock Cabinet 
material, finished. 

; si ae sian a ce 
‘ S&S : —& 30 a
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a Border and Script Type Cabinets 
ee _ These cabinets are useful for the preservation of borders and script faces with 
AZ eZ hair lines and kerned shoulders. Such type is injured when thrown into an 

SZ ordinary type case. The drawers are placed in the cabinet inclined. This prevents 
1) 4 Ss ZZ 1 the ends of lines from tipping when not secured by the retaining spring clips. 

ay —— gts No. 3410— Contains six drawers, size 10x12 No, 3415-~Contains ten drawers, size 10x12 
i ee inches inside. inches inside. 

=: Outside dimensions, 14} x 14} inches; height, Outside dimensions, 14} x 14} inches; height. 
MAMI TON 173 inches. 25% inches. : 

ae Slotted divisions, fifteen for each drawer. 

No. 3410 Border and Script Type Retaining spring clips, fifteen for each drawer. 7s ae ; 

Cabinet Material— Ash, antique gloss finish; back of three-ply [=———— 
material, finished. iS ————————— i 

| ————_—____ | 
SS Sc | 

The illustration to the right shows a section of a drawer with type and retaining spring clips in Ree ceeter ciel - 
place. The type and border pieces are placed face up between the adjustable division strips in the LS pint ae a jan Bab babel 
same position as when put into the composing stick. The 18-point division strips are adjustable by | Sane Bee | 
six points, and are grooved on the top to receive the brass retaining spring clips, which are placed at / jana ar 

the ends of unfilled lines and between the different charac- fy 
IE ters. Capacity of each drawer: thirty running feet of 6-point; 

. —— twenty-four feet of 12-point; twenty feet of 18-point; seven- (= | 
sl ear teen feet of 24-point; fifteen feet of 30-point; thirteen feet i | 

i = of 36-point. 
t 

== 
aS | . 

== No. 3420 Quarter-Case Cabinet 
We lt ws 

| ; SS ais The single standard quarter-case cabinet is made in height the same as 
WW es | | standardized imposing tables, 384 inches, and contains runs for the accommoda- | 
Hol | tion of twenty quarter-cases, all enclosed by a swinging door with catch. This 
ay <a cabinet seems to meet the requirements in most printing offices. If larger 

| a capacity is required, two or more cabinets can be placed side by side. All { m : pacity oe lore ¢ D y 
Nal a Se standard quarter-cases will fit this cabinet. 

‘ae ee, Material — Ash, antique finish. 
a y ie Length, 10$ inches; depth, 18} inches; height, 384 inches. 
a 

We 
= a ee | 

No. 3420 Quarter-Case Cabinet ' ae Se { 

en ee 
i ‘i SSS : : i SSS 

No. 3425 Specimen Cabinet a 
| a 

In specimen cabinets we have found the demand for an article of nme 

medium size, plain in construction and moderate in cost. There has been a || | ace 

little demand for the more expensive cabinets which we have heretofore = Ss 

listed. | We now carry in stock the single cabinet here illustrated and a4 js Ss 

described. More elaborate cabinets for the filing of specimens of printing i} ae 

can be made to order. Drawing and prices will be submitted on request. | y~ SS ee 

The No. 3425 Specimen Cabinet is of the same dimensions as the two-thirds-size = ae 

standard cabinet body. | | a 

Drawer Equipment: Contains ten drawers, each divided by removable partitions into veo — a 

nine compartments of equal size. , — Saaz 
Five drawers 20} x 163% inches inside; depth, 2 inches inside. ‘ | | SSS 
Five drawers 20} x 16 ;'; inches inside; depth, 43 inches inside. = i = = 

When subdivided, all compartments are 6} x 5y'¢ inches inside. ) Eze K 
Material — Ash, antique finish. faa 

Length, 25 inches; depth, 223 inches; height, 434% inches. Nor sissecned Cee 

‘ 7 ? ie 5 : ~ = 
: > See 00 So <> 
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Matrix Cabinets 
: = For Mergenthaler Linotype Matrices and Space Bands 

a Provides a convenient and safe receptacle for the storage of 
Ss the valuable matrices, space bands and tools which accompany 
Ze every linotype outfit. The construction is based on a careful 
a study of the requirements, and after the suggestions of practical 
= linotype experts. No linotype outfit is complete without 

== one. ‘This is the only practical cabinet made for holding the 
~ LA matrices and space bands and other small tools which accompany 

= a linotype type-setting machine. 
The use of these cabinets enables the linotype operator to 

cs separate his matrices, space bands and small tools, keeping 
each in separate compartments. 

There can be little wear and no 
damage with this arrangement. SS 

No. 3435 Twelve-Drawer Linotype _ Eachdraweris13:x18s inches a 
Matrix Cabinet. Suitable be an inside, having ten grooves, upon = es 

ing fe arcane Fe 5 => ehcp ees, ee which the matrices are placed an 
edgewise as illustrated below. 

The capacity of each drawer is 137; running inches of 
matrices set edgewise. ‘The drawers are set in the cabinet Sectional View of Tool Drawer showing 

on an incline. This position prevents the matrices from Compartment for Space Bands 

falling down or becoming disarranged when the grooves There is division in the front part of the tool drawer 
7 . . os 2 one-inch wide, partitioned to accommodate the space bands, 

are not filled. ‘The illustration of drawer shows the matrices viii are hung on a brass roy a illustrated, This afford 
. . : nveni i valuable little pi 
in place, the unfilled lines being held by metal slugs. oe ee 

No. 3430 Eight-Drawer Matrix Cabinet. Each drawer has ten grooves. Matrices 
P can be placed with the letter stamp facing front or back. Large drawer at bot- 

<a tom for space bands and tools. Space band compartment 133% x 2 inches x 54¢ 
a ae inches deep. Tool compartment 133 x15$x5t¢ inches. Removable parti- 

ea tions between compartments for space bands and tools. One lock at the top 
ye controls and secures all the drawers in the cabinet automatically. 

4 Dimensions: Length, 183 inches; depth, 225 inches; height, 32} inches. Materia]— 
, : Ash, antique gloss finish. Top of birch, antique stained and oiled. Back of 

gumwood, finished. 

The Metal Slug (Full Size) No. 3435 ‘Twelve-Drawer Matrix Cabinet. Similar in construction in all details 
Six metal slugs are furnished with each with No. 3430 Cabinet. Contains twelve drawers for matrices, and one drawer 

aetal a halsihg a the Sacer lace ck at the bottom for space bands and tools, all secured by a single automatic 
matrices, and also for separating special locking device. 
characters. These slugs are made the . . . . . . 
sie shape and size of # wane anda Dimensions: Length, 183 inches; depth, 223 inches; height, 40$ inches. 

Bctutive Ofkeer Tribune Building, New ork N \ NOK ~ 

The Hamilton Mfg. Co., Two Rivers, Wis. RAG ANN vs Was YA 
Gentlemen: We beg to advise you that we have used WZ Wea iN poms Ns Ne Ss NA 

your matrix cabinets for a number of years. We found a 2 ™ 4 (———— 
them well-constructed, durable, and well adapted for our ee —————— 
own use and that of our customers. 6 | ~ 

Yours very truly, 
MERGENTHALER LinoryPe Co Detailed Section of Matrix Drawer, showing Matrices in place 

: oS So ~ (61.3 Ss Ss : 
A-W.C.B.-11A. (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Sort Cabinets 
With Removable Steel Boxes 

These sort cabinets are very compact, and will 
= hold a large amount of material within a small floor 

a space, and easy of access. The removable individual 
== boxes are of immense value as a time-saver. The never- 
= ending search for sorts in many printing offices is a con- 
a stant source of expense which cannot be figured directly 
— in the cost sheets. The little leaks incident to lost motion 
= of the hand and foot swell in large volume of expense 

= unseen, and consume possible profits. A lack of sorts 
ee and sort equipment is a fruitful source of such loss. 

1 Cabinets of this kind supplant the various tin can and 
eee §=6Cigar box arrangements found in many printing offices. 

Ge These cabinets are of uniform height and can be placed 
: under the overhanging top at the end of any standard 

No. 3463 Sort Cabinet type cabinet. 

LIST OF SORT CABINETS 
| | Individual Boxes _ ei AEs ae ; Dimensions of Cabinet ea i 

Rov ‘Tiers of Drawers | No. of Drawers | x4. 3457 | No. 3458 Pounds Length, Inches | Depth, Inches | Height, Inches 

3463 | epee leat 150 100 425 4 Oe 435 
3465 Bsa list 290 300 200 850 273 223 421 
3468 3 20 ee | 0450 300 1275 405 Doyen dor 

Material—Ash, antique finish. Back, of laminated ; 
gumwood, finished. = = = 

5 : = i 
The individual sort boxes are of steel, with olive- a ee 

green baked enamel finish. Label holder pulls = — — 

or lifting bars on sort boxes. <= —= = 
eS i ae 

= = 
= <i = dhe = 

_ = 2 — El al 
; == — 

No. 3457 Steel Sort Box No. 3458 Steel Sort Box a5 7 : —— 
with label holder pull or with label holder pull or SS =] 
lifting bar. Size, 3x 3 x3 lifting bar. Size, 3x4}x3 = = 
inches. Weight capacity, inches. Weight capacity, S 2 e 
2 pounds, 13 ounces. 4} pounds. 

Maximum capacity of each drawer in above cabinets is 15 ‘ iNupaae 
boxes No. 3457 or 10 boxes No, 3458. No. 3468 Sort Cabinet 

2 > 64 2 > > 
A-W.-C.B.-10B. (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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/ Trucks for Drying Racks ] 

/] These low, easy-running trucks are designed to carry the 
interlocking drying racks shown on pages 121 and 122. A truck 

} will safely carry a large number of loaded racks stacked one 
i} upon another, and they will 

give lasting service. Some large 
jk plants are equipped with as 

7X many as one hundred of these 
J . 

Vem platform trucks. They are uni- 
(AW Ove versally approved by printers 

~ Sen Dal A 4 who have used them. 
3 Ip Ss P| 

Sy — SG (\= No. 3470 — Platform, 24 x 36 inches. 
Kan = No. 3472 — Platform, 33 x 45 inches. 
Why No. 3475 — Platform, 38 x 52 inches. 

Material — Frame of elm, with antique gloss finish. All metal parts are black enameled. Center wheels 
fixed, and 12 inches in diameter. Swivel casters on ends, diameter of wheels 53 inches. 

No. 3480 Form Truck 
A safe and economical truck for electrotypers and printers having large quan- 

tities of forms to be transferred to the foundry or elsewhere. 
This truck is substantially made to stand rough handling and abuse. The chases 

fit snugly into substantial steel channels, which prevent the forms from interfering. 
The chase channels are made of heavy steel 1-inch wide by 17 inches in length, 
and will withstand years of continuous wear. 
The arrangement of wheels and casters is such NA) Al 
as to permit of handling heavy loads of page g A AK A 
forms in chase with ease and safety. Capacity A \\ ea 
of truck, twelve chases of any size. (OSs \ \a\ 

| a \ . 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. All metal parts are \\ S Oo \ 
finished in black enamel. | li ASA A + 

Dimensions: Length, 30 inches. Te \ 
Width: Body, 26inches; overall, 323 inches. | 
Height to top of body, 24% inches. i i 3 
Height to top of handle, 36 inches. AS 
Diameter of large wheel, 12 inches. c :  — 
Diameter of small wheels, 4} inches. i 4 ay 

‘The swivel casters are ball-bearing. alr aS SS 4 } 
: e ie LATS) 

z S&S Oss == 65S > ; 
A-W.C.B.-17A. (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.)



Galley Cabinets and GalleyTrucks 
fe Ss a (Made in Steel and Wood ) 

——— es LA 'T. WASN’ T many years ago when the principal labor 
—— —— ee RABLYA of the average foreman was to “‘keep track’’ of the 
——_ et standing matter in his office. Catalog pages, standing 
Yr tr LS J jobs, etc., were either “‘piled’’, or stored promiscu- 
a — | N ously on letterboards, with the result that when a 

——— Yj certain page or job was called for it was usually 
Ae eet ne C Ge located, after much effort, at the bottom of a “‘pile’’ 
parm ——— = —— or in such position on the letterboard that much matter must 

| —— be handled to get the particular thing desired. Then it was 
} pe placed on a galley, corrected, proofed and replaced — some- 
ei eee ee <i where — resulting in much loss of time, patience and money. 

Reena Now, with Hamilton Equipment, all this is changed. Letter- 
NISTESMD ob Mabe un co boardsare passé; _ piling of pages about the room is a relic of the 

days when real costs were unknown, 
a or seldom considered. ‘Today the stor- : 

a} | age problem is taken care of in a syste- > | 
5 |) matic manner; a place is provided for i a S 

[ —_ ) everything and any piece of matter BRM, 9. \ / - \ 
e 2 q stored isinstantly available; time issaved “SS gee | 

i 5 in every operation and what was for- i. oe Bs ~<a 
, —— merly one of the printer’s most exas- SS 
, ; perating problems has been brought to NK — 4 iii: 
4 a. a point where it is simplicity itself — ~~ 
° 2 practically automatic. 

y — The Hamilton one-piece, double- the’ doublestranath aide wall end 
RAB EC Ae ES eer walled galley is the most practical all- “°° 7unded top edges. 

purpose galley ever produced. Made of specially prepared 
steel, formed with elaborate dies in mammoth presses, it pro- 

5 ] vides every advantage of any other steel galley and is better in 
; K ie L | that its double walls, with perfectly rounded top edges, insure 
: eel i a rigidity not approached in any other design. 

— = os 5 = : = " } CABINETS WITH SLANTING SHELVES | CABINETS WITH RUNS ONLY—NO SHELVES 

oe ee | Z 2 : lark 2240 Ee Vel ell 

eer ea ee g a 2) 80/06 Go B z| eo | 08 

‘ = | 13510 | 2-col. | 1] 25| 72} 13538| 83x13 | 2| 50| 93 
4 ye = | * 3510) |e2a0c" L 255) 72) | * 3538)|) 82x13 2 50 9t 
aay = ee 1 | 13515.) 2- “* 2 50 | 7% 13540 | 8%x 13 4 | 100 oF 
a 5 a, b ] = 3515)|.2= °° 2) 50.) 72 | *.3540)) 8tx 13) 4/100] 9 

= 5 - - zt 13520 | 2- ‘* 4 | 100 | 73 13541 | 10 x16 4 100 | 103 
Ease #3520 |i 2anc< 4 | 100 By * 3541 | 10 x16 4 | 100.| 103 

13533 | 3-Col. | 4 | 100 | 9§ | 13542 | 12 x18 4 | 100 | 123 
Et CL * 3533 | 3- “| 4| 100 | 92] * 3542 | 12 x18 | 4| 100 | 124 

—___— 13544 | 3$x23 | 4] 100] 4 
GALLEY TRUCKS * 3544 3} x 234 4 100 4 

3 
No. 13540 — Cabinet with runs. 13500 | 82x13 | 2] 32 | 94 eee Sixes A inh es 
No. 13520 — Cabinet with shelves. 3500 | 83x13 | 2] 32] 94 Bl gt oat : No. 13505 — Galley Truck. # * | 13565 | 8}x234 | 4| 100| 9 

13505 | 2-Col. | 2 32] 7h | 3565 | 81x 234 | 4 | 100 9 
CABINETS with runs are 38% in. high; with shelves, © 35051) 25 [alo 32 lize BeeSs 

43 in. high. Run openings are ys-inch wider than given —_ 
inside measure of galley specified. *Made of wood. All galley openings are regularly numbered from 1 up to capacity of cabinet. 
TRUCKS (steel) are 32% in. high, 2514 in. wide; “CLEARANCE” means maximum width of shelf or run opening. Hamilton Galleys are 

wood trucks, 38" in. high, 25! in. wide. $g-inch wider outside than inside; sizes listed are all inside measure. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

A-S. C. B-509-A (Printed in U. S. A.) 
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Standing Galley Shelving 
This shelving represents a most economical idea for a crowded office. It makes waste 

space available. The shelves when fastened to a wall or partition project only 61 inches. Any 
vacant wall space can be used and converted into valuable storage space for standing ads, 
jobs under way, electrotypes or book pages. Pages nine inches long can be accommodated 
with heading to the front, and every line will be easily accessible for correction. 

In a wall space 6 feet long x 52 feet high, from fifty to sixty pages 7 x 9 can be stored, tak- 
ing up only 6: inches of space from the wall, and every line of type will be in plain sight, and 
in a position foralteration. The brackets are of cast-iron, enameled, drilled for screws and 
ready for adjustment. The hardwood uprights are drilled for screws, to fasten to the wall, 
and also for brackets properly spaced. It is an easy matter to put the shelving in place. 
Each bracket occupies 9% inches in height. 

= } 

ain Tm CC 

yf yy : —— { 

Style ‘‘A’’ Standing Galley Shelving Style ‘‘B’’ Standing Galley Shelving 

No. 3570 Style ‘‘A”’— 22} inches long, plain single No. 3576 Style ‘‘ B*’— Single shelf 22} inches long, including two 
birch shelf, including two brackets. This is correct length brackets. This is correct length to attach to end ofa standard type 
to attach to end of a standard type cabinet body. Width of cabinet body. Top and bottom strips slotted by variations of one pica. 
shelf in clear, 9 inches. Inside dimensions of shelf, 7} x 21x § inches deep. Eight partitions, 

No. 3572 Style “‘A’?—Single shelf, 48 inches long; one pica thick, supplied with each shelf. 
otherwise same as No. 3574. No. 3578 Style ‘‘B’’— Single shelf, 48 inches long, otherwise same 

No. 3574 Style ‘‘A’’— Single shelf 69{ inches long, in- as No. 3580. Fifteen partitions, one pica thick, supplied with each shelf. 
cluding three brackets. This is correct length to attach to No. 3580 Style ‘‘B’’—Single shelf, 693 inches long, including 
back of a standard two-tier full-size type cabinet body. three brackets. This is correct length to attach to back of a standard 

two-tier full-size type cabinet body. Top and bottom strips slotted by 
variations of one pica. Inside dimensions of shelf 83 x 68} x § inches. 

‘ ‘Twenty-four partitions, one pica thick, supplied with each shelf. 

VA Uprights for Brick Walls 
¥ 

S In cases where the walls are of such construction that the brackets cannot 
4 be attached with ordinary screws, the brackets should be screwed to wooden 

yA uprights, and these uprights screwed to brick or cement walls by means of 
j§. wooden plugs and screws or expansion bolts, as shown by the end-view 

4 illustration on this page. Sets of uprights should be ordered as follows: 

“7 No. 3582 — One set of two uprights for Nos. 3570 and No. 3588 — One set of three uprights for Nos. 3572, 3574, 
3 3576 Shelving for two shelves high. 3578 and 3580 Shelving for two shelves high. 

al No. 3583 — Same as No. 3582, for three shelves high. No. 3589—Same as No. 3588, for three shelves high. 
4 No. 3584 — Same as No. 3582, for four shelves high. No. 3590 — Same as No. 3588, for four shelves high. 

4 y No. 3585 — Same as No. 3582, for five shelves high. No. 3591—Same as No. 3588, for five shelves high. 
z No. 3586 — Same as No. 3582, for six shelves high. No. 3592—Same as No. 3588, for six shelves high. 

sted No. 3587 — Same as No. 3582, for seven shelves high. No. 3593 — Same as No. 3588, for seven shelves high. 

RRM rao 6S sie 8 sue esed onic oe 5 me 
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Wall Galley Racks 
The frames are of hardwood, with antique finish. || 

The brackets and sockets are of cast-iron, with black 

enamel finish. The bracket arms are detachable. All 
sizes will fit into the standard socket. The brackets ' 

illustrated on this page with acute angle are regularly 
: Galley Bracket and De- supplied. tachable Socket 

LIST OF WALL GALLEY RACKS 

Rack No. | Galley Capacity | Length of Brackets | gracket No. Used ee ————— 
‘ ane y ee sed, Inches | i Height, Inches | Width, Inches | ‘Thickness, Inches 

3601 | 6 | 8 | 2645 | 31 Poe Lu 
3602 6 10 2650 31 1435 1} 
3603 6 12 2685 | 31 4% | ui 
3604 8 | 8 | 2645 38 1455 | i 
3605 | 8 10 2650 38 1435 1 
3606 | 8 te 2655 38 1455 14 

3607 10 8 2645 46 vite L 
3608 | 10 {le heole gage 46 1435 ui 
3609 10 12 | 2655 46 147; 13 
3610 12 | 8 | 2645 | 55 | 1435 | 1} 
3611 12 | 10 2650 | 55 | 1435 1} 
3612 12 | 12 2655 | 55 | coeds res 
3613 15 8 2645 67 levee vena 4 
3614 | 15 10 2650 67 1455 | 1} 

No. 3607 Rack with 3615 | 15 12 | 2655 67 1455 1 
ten pairs of eight- 3616 | 20 8 | 2645 | 86 1475 1} 
inch arms for double- 3617 | 20 10 2650 | 86 1455 aes 
column galleys 3618 | 20 12 2655 | 86 14ye 14 

Rolling Galley Rack B ak aT 

Especially valuable where transferring of type matter is required. “The racks a 
loaded with galleys and type can be transferred from the composing room to the “ar <i 

make-up tables, and when not in actual use they can be pushed aside into out-of- <a <a. 
the-way corners where they will not interfere with other work. Mounted on aa ~~ <a. 
heavy 23-inch double casters, with wheel bearings capable of sustaining a weight S : ° a 
of 2000 pounds. Uprights have drop handles. The base is wide, thus insuring a i 
against accidents by capsizing. —<———~. _4 : 

Capacity considered, the rolling galley rack costs but little more than the com- — = a 
mon wall galley rack, and is much more convenient and economical. The wood- SS — 
work is of hardwood, with antique finish. The brackets are detachable and aI. ss 
reversible. When reversed the galleys are held in a horizontal position. When — — 
desired we can supply this rack with Nos. 2645, 2650 and 2655 Brackets, same —— = os <S 

as supplied with wall galley racks shown above. <a ~ —.. 

<a a 
LIST OF ROLLING GALLEY RACKS = = 

a _ a = Sh so vege = So 

No. | Galley Capacity eae Orie tracker noted | Height, Inches 

3620 | 30 | 8 2660 | 66 = 
3622 | 30 10 2665 | 66 . 
3624 30 12 2670 66 4 

These racks occupy floor space 241 x 26} inches, Neen Salley Back vath 

; > > 13 <> >
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Mergenthaler Emergency Supply Cabinets 
These cabinets form safe and convenient receptacles for all tools and extra supplies used 

about the Mergenthaler machines. They are built from designs furnished by the Mergen- 
thaler Linotype Company, and approved by expert operators familiar with the requirements. 

Emergency cabinets are constructed with extension fronts, the side runs extending for- 
ward beyond the drawer front line, flush with the front of the cabinet sides, allowing the 
drawers to be pulled out almost the entire depth without danger of dropping, and without 

te undue strain. 
a : The double-swinging doors have clips fas- 

a es tened on the inside surface for holding wrenches, 
"2a = screw drivers and other tools and parts. 

J ‘ i The drawers are indented far enough back 
Ais e GEA from the front so that there will be no inter- 

ea 2 ht ference with the tools in place when the doors 
e. y are closed. The doors are fitted with first-class 

| locks, so that the entire contents can be secured 
ue ° E iY b against interference by unauthorized employees. 

FH 5 These cabinets can be fastened to the wall 
| Sa x when it is found convenient to have them in 

ae that position. Two metal clips are fastened to 
= \ the back for this purpose, or they can be placed 

No: 3647 Emergency Supply Cabinet upon a table or stand. 

No. 3647 Emergency Supply Cabinet 

Over-all measurements: Width, 27 inches; depth, 17} inches; height, 293 inches. 
The cupboard in the end measures 85x 5% x34 inches inside, and is a convenient place for the oil can and other 

tools and supplies. 
Drawers — The top drawer is divided into thirty-six compartments, each 23 x 2,5 x 2 inches inside. 
The next two drawers below are blank, 23% x 103 x 23 inches inside. 
The fourth drawer is blank, 23% x 105 x4 inches inside. The bottom drawer is blank, 19% x 105 x8 inches inside. 

‘The compartment at the right of the bottom drawer is divided into six spaces for ejectors. 
The sliding shelf at the bottom, shown with pull attached, is 25;'¢ inches long by 13 inches wide. 
Material — Ash, with antique gloss finish. 

No. 3650 Emergency Supply Cabinet a = 

Over-all dimensions: Width, 33 inches; depth, 253's inches; . a h 
height, 293 inches. : ee § 

‘The cupboard in the end measures 13}. x 83 x4 inches. r 4 ‘ 
Drawers—The two top drawers are alike, each divided into = £ tie 

thirty-six compartments, 43 x 3x 2 inches inside. z ° =a 
The next two drawers below are blank, 17x30x4 inches i 

inside. wae 
The bottom drawer is blank, 17x 25x 8 inches inside. 
‘The compartment at the right of the bottom drawer is divided ES Py 

into seven spaces for ejectors. i 
The sliding shelf at the bottom is 31} inches long’ by 17 

inches wide. ~ 
Material— Ash, with antique gloss finish. No. 3650 Emergency Supply Cabinet 

ESS sS> . 3 = S> > 4 
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No. 3657 Iron Furniture Cabinet 
( Not made in steel ) 

This cabinet is designed especially for holding one A-1 Font of Barnhart Brothers & 
Spindler Iron Furniture, a total of 1016 pieces. It serves to keep this material in good 
order and readily accessible. It is a time saver. 

The upper or bin section is for storing the smaller sizes. ‘The lower section will con- 
tain the larger sizes. 

Each compartment plainly numbered, designating the width and length of the contents. 

Dimensions: Height, 383 inches; width, 544 inches; depth, 13 inches. 

Material: Ash, with antique gloss finish. 

Capacity — Upper Section: 32 pieces each 4x 2, 3, 4 
DA aig! 2 Sex 203) 45-5 
DA To One 2, 035.4, 550 
24 6 8x2, 3, 4,750.8 

Lower Section: 24 pieces each 10 x 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 
D4ee < BG LOE ooo. tO on LU 
loge f= 202, 3,4 5,.0,25, 10 
IGE < S20 Be OWA Ow Osos LO 

; Ss S> (S81 ESSE Ss 
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. ele, —E rR 
ANIL Reglet Cabinets niin 
a HEEL 
HEE We make for stock two reglet cabinets, one for Pare 
He : PH Aili] lengths 60 picas and shorter, the other for lengths EEE Fe S ? PEEEEEEEEE 
NIU 61 to 160 picas. ‘The reglet contents are standard TT 
a eT fonts as supplied with the imposing table units. bail 

] | ||| These standard units are inserted in finished out- ey 
H Hil] side shells with sanitary bases. The complete jee 
TL cases are 38% inches in height, bringing the top to 4 PEE 

ee ttt | ] a level with the surface of a standard imposing eae TH We mh : : : BAO eis Ese HH table. Metal number strips, designating lengths, cS i i HLL 
i WW) are placed on horizontal partitions. o 
i i 
| | ; Material — Outside cabinet, ash; contents, birch. 

L : Finish — Antique gloss; plain finished backs. 
No. 3690 No. 3695 

Cabinet and Contents Cabinet and Contents 

No. 3690— Cabinet and Contents No. 3695 — Cabinet and Contents 
No. 3734— Contents only No. 3736 — Contents only 
No. 3692 — Cabinet only No. 3697 — Cabinet only : 
Contains thirty-four pieces each, nonpareil and pica reglet, cut Contains thirty-four pieces each, nonpareil and pica reglet, cut 
the following pica lengths: the following pica lengths: 

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 72, 75, 102, 105, 108, 111, 114, 117, 120, 123, 126, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60. 78, 81, 84, 87, 90, 93, 96, 99, 129, 132, 135, 138, 144, 150, 156, 160. 

A total of 2244 pieces. A total of 2244 pieces. 
Height, 38} inches; width, 11] inches; depth, 11} inches. Height, 38} inches; width, 11} inches; depth, 27}% inches. 
The No. 3734 Contents will fill the No. 3805 Job Imposing The No. 3736 Contents will fill the No. 3807 Job Imposing 

Table Unit. Table Unit. : 

et EI : : ae ~HBEEES Furniture Cabinets gf ETA-E) 
Be EER fea 
ae 2 3 Soke glee 

rk aA _ Standard furniture cabinets are made in six are 
WETITEE) sizes. The contents are the same as supplied with rT 
ett : : : FY ‘ ple roe standard units for imposing tables. The outside a 
ecrtce] shells have sanitary bases. The height of all pe 
git) cabinets is 38: inches, bringing the top to a level pone ar Fy : : 5 TH 
RE EEEE) with a standard imposing table. Metal number a EEE 
PEHLEEE] strips, designating lengths and widths, are placed PAu ao 7 HEE Ps, g g g > Pp. am PEE ee he chi Hori c ea mee cae mE] on the front of the cabinet horizontally and ver- ct Pere ew EELS : PEE 
i. tically. BEY 

| Material — Outside cabinet, ash; contents, birch. 

l : Finish — Antique gloss; plain finish backs. 
No. 3700 No. 3705 

Cabinet and Contents Cabinet and Contents 

No. 3700 — Cabinet and Contents No. 3705— Cabinet and Contents 
No. 3740 — Contents only No. 3742— Contents only 
No. 3702 — Cabinet only No. 3707— Cabinet only 
Contents: 12 pieces 2-line 4 pieces 6-line 4 Contents: 12 pieces 2-line 4 pieces 6-line ; jeces 3-lin ji i In each of the following lengths: ee : a In each of the follow! 3 My pices ine pieces ling} To. 4s, 20, 25, 30, 36 alr 5) Hee ee ee 70,80, 60, fod, 110, 120, 130, 4 pieces S-line and 60 picas. 4 pieces Sline 140 and 160 picas. 
A total of 432 pieces. A total of 432 pieces. 
Height, 38} inches; width, 113 inches; depth, 11} inches. Height, 38} inches; width, 117 inches; depth, 2742 inches. 
The No. 3740 Contents will fill the No. 3809 Job Imposing The No. 3742 Contents will fill the No. 3811 Job Imposing 

Table Unit. Table Unit. 

i > > EC AGA a: C= Ss : 
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No. 3710 I 
DW) cabinet and fe eon 

‘ \ Cabinet and 
Contents t Contents 

No. 3710— Cabinet and C 8. ; 
eget ena iContent No. 3715— Cabinet and Contents. 

No. 3748 — Contents only. Nov S750 Contents onl 
No. 3712— Cabinet only. Rs ene 

: a ‘ r A No. 3717— Cabinet only. 
Contents: 4 plese Z tine a mies Gilne In each of the following lengths: 24 pleceaDline 12 pleces Gli ee gees unc cp 10e 15, 20).25.:30, (95, 40) 50 Contents: aires Bling 8 vincee Sling | Ineach of the following length 

Te pieces Sine TONE | ant 60 pies Toes fine 8 pce ne | ac es 130, 
A total of 972 pieces. peeeieees o-ling : 

Height, 38} inches; width, 234 inches; depth, 11} inches. Bacal Ouaie rice 
Th e N ara pe a ee ‘ill ea ae ae a = s Height, 38} inches; width, 233 inches; depth, 274% inches. 
Bees ab) Conter te wrll At: thee No. Job Imposing The. No. $750 Contents will fit the No. 3819 Job Imposing 

¢ : ‘able Unit. 

A ai anes eee SSS SS ———— ceuessesSeeee=S= 

es cee ~ SEES EEE 
amr Pee ays See 4 

Be ee po seers eEEee SESS SSeS Gee =oe 

Ps _ Ha Bi Hl Heped Bees oes 
ee eee eee Pee rrereg pe eee eee 
mere pe eae fe ere eee ee Ped Saree ee cE Eee Behe eee beep ee 

pa reprerreceep eee eee t= career ea S-EEEEe 
BiiEe k pn ——— 
enn ree eee e nate eq cerned ES== 

PRE PM tk Laue ery eee pars Yee Sere ee meet oe 
ee 

No. 3720 i No. 3725 
Cabinet and Contents \ Cabinet and Contents 

No. 3720— Cabinet and Contents. No. 3725—Cabinet and Contents. 
No. 3758 — Contents only. No. 3760—Contents only. 
No. 3722— Cabinet only. No. 3727— Cabinet only. 
Contents: 28 pieces 2-line 20 pieces 6-line | : ’ 28 pi Diliie. Wipieces: 6: 

D4 pieces line 16 piece 8 | In each of the following lengths. Contents: eee ne ree une. | Tesch of the foll lengths: 
24 plccca dine ie peses Outing | 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 38, 40, 86 ee eee pe \ 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130 
20 pieces 5-line } and 60 picas. : Ans ie 140 and 160 picas. 

A total of 1332 pieces. A total of 1332 pieces. 
Height, 38} inches; width, 34§ inches; depth, 11} inches. Height, 38% inches; width, 34% inches; depth, 27}% inches. 
The No. 3758 Contents will fit the No. 3827 Job Imposing hee a Contents will fit the No. 3829 Job Imposing 

Table Unit. able Unit. 
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Imposing Tables with Square Legs 
HE utility of an imposing table is enhanced by utilizing the space underneath for 
letterboards, chase racks, furniture, reglet, etc., as exemplified in the line of modern 
tables shown on preceding pages. 

These low-priced, square-legged tables will answer the requirements in country offices 
where space 1S not ata premium. 

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF SQUARE LEG IMPOSING TABLES WITH STONE OR CAST-IRON SURFACES 

Size of Size of Floor Space |* Heiehe wie 
No : ITY OF STONE aan Iron ‘Taken by to Top of Sas 

: a inns | Po wee ae || ee 
4070 | School Size .. é fone TRigiaeos vali ole oy ean eco p meek epee 
4075 2 pages, 6-Column\: 200 tvs. u3s 5. 24 x 36 27x39 263 x 383 38} 4 
4080 2 pages, 7-Column . ese eho a 26 x 44 29x47 283 x 463 38} 4 
4085 2 pages, 8-Column..... Bon Sy 28x 50 31x53 303 x 523 382 4 
4090 For Job Work..... : es 36 x 48 39x51 383 x 503 38} 4 
4095 | 4 pages, 7-Column 4 o8 26 x 76 oot 282 x 783 384 6 
5000 | 4 pages, 8-Column Pet tars 28 x 84 31 x 87 303 x 863 38} 6 
5005 | 4 pages, 6-Column Quarter is 36 x 60 39 x 63 38} x 623 381 jess 
5010 | 4 pages, 7-Column Quarter A 48 x 60 51x63 503 x 624 38! 4 
5015 For general work....... 48 x 72 Six 75 503 x 743 38} 6 

Imposing tables are made of hardwood, and supplied without thickness of a brass galley bottom. Fill space between edges of 
finish in knock-down form. ‘This insures convenience in han- stone and coffin with putty. 
dling. Large tables can be taken up stairways and through narrow 

doors in sections. Norice—All imposing stones are crated separately, and are 
How To Bep a SronE—To properly bed an imposing stone it shipped at customer’s risk. No claim can be made on us or 

should be laid in putty. ‘Take the stone and place it on skids on the transportation company if breakage occurs. As stones are 
the floor face down. Roll strips of putty and place them on the very heavy, this is necessary in order to obtain a low freight rate. 
stone where the supporting strips will rest. Take coffin and re- If shipped released, they take fourth-class rate; if not released, 
verse, placing it over the stone. Lift coffin and stone together, they take first-class rate. Orders for imposing stones are ac- 
and place on the table. Tap stone to thoroughly bed, and see cepted only on this basis, at buyer’s risk, unless otherwise 
that it projects evenly above the inner edge of the coffin the specified. 

SS > hh OSS SSS OS 
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No. 5100-A Ink and Roller Cabinet 
This is a moderate-priced ink and roller cabinet for small platen press rooms. It pro- 

vides a suitable place for storing a miscellaneous assortment of inks in cans, and is fitted 
with a porcelain mixing pan 

in the drawer. The top of Equipment 
the cabinet can be fitted with Rotter ACCOMMODATION: 

a cast-iron imposing surface, There are adjustable brackets on the door to hold ten rollers for job 
as illustrated, foruse in correct- presses in any size from 8x 12 to 14x 23 inches. The lower support 
ing and planing forms. for the forms is of cast-iron, dish-shaped, to catch drippings. 

Ink Srorace Capacity: 
ss A cupboard provides for the storage of inks and cans of other ma- 

ae terials. “The cupboard has a hinged door, and is fitted with three 
ae adjustable shelves, which, when equally spaced, divide the cupboard 

= into four compartments, each measuring 16§ inches wide, 75 inches 
high and 125 inches deep. 

7 ie aa Ink Mrxine Facriuries: 
ie — A porcelain-lined tray is fitted into the drawer immediately below the 

ee working top of the cabinet. The tray measures 133°5 x 16 inches, and 
Es iy = eee has sides }@-inch high. 

Hn eal FA eat ie i 

ll | | een it IMposING SURFACE: ‘ 
j nth ae A cast-iron surface, size 193 x 21 inches, with rabbet on four sides, 
| \}] will fit this cabinet. 

— | 

— a ! | Material —Ash, with antique finish. 

= ail Dimensions: Floor space, 19§ x 203 inches. 7] ie : ’ 
] yi a i] Height; 42 inches. 
] j nl = < z 3 

WL No. 5100-B— Same as No. 5100-A but with wood top. 

No. 5100-A Ink Cabinet 
With Cast-Iron Imposing Surface 

No. 5103 Ink Cabinet ——————— 
This ink-storage cabinet provides a suitable place for Wi 

storing a miscellaneous assortment of inks in original cans J 
in enclosed compartments, and is fitted with a glass mixing 
slab on the top. My ee 

o) 

The interior of the cabinet has two adjustable shelves, which, when equally 
spaced, provide three compartments of equal size, 263 inches wide, 712 
inches high and 7% inches deep. The cabinet has two sliding doors SS > 
operating on ball-bearing sheaves. “The plate glass mixing slab Semen 7 i 
on the top measures 8 x 10 inches. The wire basket shown in % ON an 
illustration is not supplied with the cabinet. Rann Ns i 

Porno 

Material —Ash, with antique finish. Waa. Se 

Dimensions: Floor space, 283 x 11 inches. BOOK Oo! 
‘ 1: k 

Height, 38% inches. No. 5103 Ink Cabinet 

> > 112 > > 
A-W.C.B-15. (4-26) 

(Printed in U. §. A.) 
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Platen Press Room Cabinet 

a This is a most complete cabinet for large platen 
= press rooms. It provides storage space for all the 

a—_ = necessary materials, and a place for mixing inks. 
ee The iron surface will be found convenient for un- 

} ry, » locking forms. 

| Equipment 
| / = For Rotters: 
i oe Doors open on three sides of the cabinet. Each door is fitted 

H j } i | a id} I with adjustable brackets for holding job press rollers, providing 
y ee en in all for twenty-eight rollers for any size press up to 14 x 22 

a -n K Gordon or Universal. The lower support for the rollers is 
Le i——- 98 dish-shaped, to catch the drippings. 

Soe ; 
== = 

F i ies Ink SroracE: 
| if | Ey There is a cupboard provided for the storage of inks and mis- 

a cellaneous cans of material. This cupboard has hinged doors 
and is fitted with two adjustable shelves, which, when evenly 

* s ivide th board into th: E S, eac No.5105-A Platen Press Room{Cabinet, with No. 15106 spaced dude the cupboar tate meres ony be ae ao 
Cast-Iron Top, Showing!Ink Storage Side. measuring 253 inches wide, 6 inches high and 11? inches deep. 

Ink Mixinc: 
A porcelain-lined tray is fitted into one of the drawers immediately below the top of the cabinet. This tray 
measures 133% x 16 inches, with sides 12 inches high. 

CoMPARTMENTS FoR Racs: 
There are two metal-lined bins, with one spring-closing door covering both. One bin is intended for clean i > 
rags, the other for soiled rags. 

ImposinG SuRFACE: 
A cast-iron top, size 21 x 36 inches, supplied with rabbet on four sides. This cast-iron surface is supplied with 
this cabinet only when specially ordered. 

For Miscettangous Toots: 
One drawer immediately below the working top, measuring 95 x 16 inches, depth 14 inches, for storage of inks, 
knives, spatulas, etc. 

Material — Ash, with antique finish. a 
‘ ne 

Dimensions: Floor space, 353 x 204 inches. 
Height with cast-iron top, 42 

inches. 5 as 
Height with wood top, 41 Lb H | 

inches. ig 1 VF 

No. 5105-A — Platen Press Room Cabinet aa j 
without top. 1 , Me ran 

] Paki | 
No. 15106 — Cast-Iron Top only, size 21 x 36 vid } 

inches, with rabbet on four sides. . i 

No. 5105-B — Same as No. 5105-A but with } 
wood top attached. | | 

= ' J ~< ei 

4 i - 
ere i 

No. 5105-A Platen Press Room Cabinet, with No. 15106 
Cast-Iron Top, Showing Roller Storage Side. 

; o> > SLES > oS : 
A-W.C.B.-15. (4-26)
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: No. 5110 Unit Ink Cabinet 
. @ se : This cabinet provides storage for ink and rags, with a 

f glass mixing slab on top for mixing ink. ‘The cabinet is 
Z, j intended to be used separately, or as a companion piece 

with No. 5112 Roller Cabinet shown below. 
A r= eI | 

al: 
Equipment 

i He CoMPARTMENTS FOR Racs: 
=} ‘There are two metal-lined bins with spring-closing doors, one bin for 

clean rags and one for soiled rags. 

f Cuppoarp FoR INK SToRAGE: 

A cupboard is provided for the storage of inks and miscellaneous cans 
of material. This cupboard has a hinged door, and is fitted with two 

‘ eee adjustable shelves, which, when evenly spaced, divide the space into 
No. 5110 Unit Ink Cabinet three equal compartments, each measuring 1375 x 7355 x 8% inches. 

Ink Mixtnc: = 

A plate-glass slab, 8x 10 inches, for mixing inks, is placed on the top ) 
of the cabinet. 

Material —Ash, with antique finish. fre | 

Dimensions: Floor space, 30§ x 10 inches. l 
Height, 40 inches. ri 

WW) 
We 

No. 5112 Unit Job Press WS 
. i F 

Roller Cabinet : i 

This cabinet was designed as a companion piece to Kl 
No. 5110 Cabinet illustrated and described above. It is, 2 : 
however, a very practical cabinet when used separately ee : : 

: for the storage of rollers. No. 5112 Unit Job Press Roller Cabinet 

a The cabinet is fitted with five vertical roller drawers. 
Ar Each drawer has a capacity of six rollers of any length 

es 5 for 14x22 press or smaller sizes. Total capacity of 
i cabinet, thirty rollers. Front of cabinet is fitted with 

Wt | a hinged door making it dust-proof. 
EH) iz i = 

TET ab | — Material —Ash, with antique finish. 
ei) ae: j e 
i: s 3 4 Dimensions: Floor space, 30% x 183 inches. 

NF: 1 Height, 40 inches. 

. See illustration at left showing this cabinet combined with No. 5110 
Cabinet making.a complete equipment with all facilities for platen press 

ae room use. 
A combination of No. 5110 Unit Ink Cabinet and 

No. 5112 Unit Job Press Roller Cabinet. 

> OS 1 SOS o_ 
A-W.C.B.-15. (4-26)
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Unit Roller Cabinet for Cylinder Press Rollers 

Most printers operating cylinder press 
Tr rooms use the cupboard method of storing 

naa i i| rollers. This unit cabinet is designed to 
| i combine the advantages of the old-fashioned 

wai cupboard with improvements, such as flexi- 
ioe | bility, which is made possible by the unit 
7 Ill construction, and ease of handling rollers, 

pat || which is accomplished by means of a re- 
| Hl a volving roller carriage. 

I Each unit is fitted with roller holding 
/ devices, adjustable, and accommodating 12 

rollers not over 76inches long. Roller sockets 
| are on 48 inch centers. The base of the roller 

carrying mechanism is of cast-iron, cup- 
¢ ‘ shaped, to catch the drippings. It revolves 

| i on ball bearings, and consequently is easy 
| i to operate when loaded to full capacity. 

{ | The side panels in each unit are made 
; removable, so that when a group of units 
) are placed together, as shown in the illus- : 

tration below, only two panels are needed, 
/ one for each end of the row. For this rea- 

son units are priced with and without side 
panels. 

Ta | 
oo ele. (leo) 

Units with and without panels are numbered as 
follows: 

No. 5116 Cabinet, with two end panels. 

No. 5117 Cabinet, with one end panel. 

No. 5118 Cabinet, without end panels. 

Material — Ash, antique finish. Roller-holding 
devices of pressed steel and cast-iron. 

Dimensions: Floor space, 28 x 263 inches. A group of four unit roller cabinets — Two No. 5117 
Height, 81,55 inches. Units and two No. 5118 Units, assembled into a com- 

wa? plete cabinet, occupying floor space 112 x 26} inches. 

: sS S 1b == SS = 
A-W.C.B.-15. (4-26)
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_ New York Drying Rack 
Some arrangement of drying racks is a necessity in every printing office. Without such facilities there is great 

waste of labor and materials. 
‘The New York dryers are removable, and can be transferred to the press in order to take the sheets direct from 

the fly. Thus undue handling, which means an excess of spoilage, is avoided. The use of these dryers prevents 
excessive stacking of the freshly printed sheets. Expensive slip-sheeting is 
reduced toa minimum. Intelligent use for a good set of dryers will prevent 

eS OEE OS much of the smutting commonly experienced. 
——=4 oe The New York drying rack is made in two sizes. The dryers are 
SS made to take sheets 24 x 36 and 28x 42 inches. ‘The frames are made to 
pz take twenty dryers. 

— ‘The frame is mounted on casters, and can be transferred about the press 
ioe == room as the requirements demand. : 
= SSS Dryers are sold complete with supporting racks, or separately. 

SS i Material — Frame of ash, with antique finish. Dryers of birch; in the 
= So ”")] bite eihoue nish 
= EB LIST OF NEW YORK DRYING RACKS = I Ss S$. |] $$. $sS SSaVw—[[= * Ss OO? > e Dryers in Each Rack vy 

a S< GF z= es. No. of Dryers |__ size of Dryers Inside, Inches 

5160 20 24x 36 
5165 20 28 x 42 
5159 Rack only 24 x 36 

ee Be jew ork Dei Pestle ales ryer only x 

Mesa wis baaiianen 6 ee Dryer only) |) PERE 

Chicago Drying Rack 
A suitable outfit for the proper drying of the printed sheets. An enormous waste of good material is constantly 

going on in every office not equipped with drying racks. Smutted work delivered to dissatisfied customers will 
never build up the business. 

‘These drying racks are substantially constructed of selected hardwood. They 
have wide bases, which prevent the frames from toppling over under heavy loads. a 

‘The Chicago drying rack differs from the New York rack in the manner of SS 
placing drying shelves into the upright rack. The side rails extend at the rear, i 
and are notched to receive round lugs which project from the frame uprights. FE as} 
When loaded, the dryers can be placed in a horizontal position, and, when VEE, SS ES 
not loaded, they can be inclined upward and out of the way until required, as Ef — 
the illustration shows. j=l 

This type of drying rack is made in three sizes, to take sheets 24x 24, Ob Se / 
24 x 36 and 30x 48 inches. The racks are supplied complete with dryers, and UE, Se / 

4 the dryers are also sold separately. Each rack is mounted on heavy casters, and  ————s/ 
can be transferred about the press room as the work requires. —————— 

Material — Frame of ash, with antique finish. Dryers of birch; in the white, 
without finish. a 

LIST OF CHICAGO DRYING RACKS : SSS 

Dryers in Each Rack ii Hs eS 
No. a ee ez 

w) Number of Dryers | Size of Dryers Inside, Inches jag SEZ 

5170 | 12 24x 24 i [ 
$175 10 24 x 36 Fi 
5180 10 30 x 48 tT) 

5182 | Dryer only | 24 x 24 Uf, 
5183 Dryer only 24 x 36 
5184 Dryer only 30 x 48 

When large quantities of dryers are required, we recommend the Koerner Interlocking Chicago Drying Rack Frame, 
Drying Racks and Nos. 3470, 3472 and 3475 Trucks. filled with individual dryers 

= oS = FS E1200 oS Ss a 
A-W.C.B.-17B. (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Interlocking Cylinder Press Drying Trays 
: zs ae An indispensable adjunct to the cylinder pressroom. A substantial inter- 

iz; 3 Fr locking drying tray that will pay for the cost of installation several times each 
up 2 year in the added production of the press, the accuracy of the work produced, 

or ‘® the easy handling of the printed stock, and the prompt delivery to the customer. 
Ht ee ‘These trays have two strong handles on each end. ‘They can be easily lifted 

es from the press, and transferred in a fraction of the time usually necessary in 
i making changes. 

Showi he Interlocking Fea in th eens e é z F 
nee eee iahe Dake Tae? nee ‘These trays, being interlocking, can be securely stacked to any height with- 

‘ out danger of tipping. The tray bottoms are of heavy stock, $-inch thick 
in the smaller sizes, and heavier in thickness in the larger sizes. The 

end rails are 1¢ inches wide and 3 inches high, and are made to run the short way of the tray unless otherwise 
ordered. The trays inside, when stacked, have a clearance of 2$ inches. The sizes specified allow for a jogger 

i box. When jogger boxesare nat used, a sheet nearly the full size of tray can be delivered into it directly from the fly. 

‘These trays were designed by Mr. H. W. J. Meyer, Chairman of the American Printers’ Cost Commission of 
the United Typothete and Franklin Clubs of America, and : 
their practicability and usefulness was first demonstrated in @ 
the plant of the Meyer-Rotier Printing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. = p ——— 

Advantages Gained in Using Interlocking | _— 
Drying Trays iw oo 

Bievsenabley the, presemanoseecure ai beter orstilleri colorewiiiolln man | er 
slip-sheeting, especially when the trays are used in connection with | - ————— 
jogger boxes. 2/ oa ed 

They prevent off-set in handling from the fly-board to the truck. a al !  ——— - 

They prevent wrinkling of sheets, usually caused by the pressman flying c Hy ee =r EE 
the sheets. ’ J SS Zz ee = <— 

My — ware . 
The sheets are kept clean, and finger marks are avoided. Gs C | ve 

The edges of the stock are kept perfect, and more accurate register is x 
eeaeadin Salge HE A stack of Drying Trays loaded on a No. 3472 Transfer 

Truck. ‘This style of truck is shown on page 65. 
‘The printed sheets, when plated on these racks, will dry rapidly, insur- 

ing prompt delivery. 
ae eet eo epee 

‘The trays can be used for laying out stock for seasoning, which also in- Standard Sizes Carried in Stock 
sures a better register. 2 hes 5 ni le 

No. 5205—Size inside, 25x31 inches. This 
These trays have heavy, glued-up bottoms. Wrinkling of sheets, com- tray can be used for stock: 

mon with open slat bottoms, is avoided. . 
19 x 25 inches or smaller. 

‘The heavy handles, two on each end, pro- Seales . 
vide for the easy lifting of a loaded tray No. 5208—Size inside, 30x41 inches. For stock 

Ne from the fly-table. in the following sizes: 
a = Ps. ; "Ghe changes ca be kept sepa- 21 x 28 inches 24 x 36 inches 
= SS i rate, and mixing is avoided. 22 x 32 inches 26 x 29 inches 

— bee ge : a: ee 2 = 
a SSS = Printed sheets on the trays can No. 5211—Size inside, 37x51 inches. For 
Ss ~ eS be immediately transferred stock in the following sizes: 

| aa a i ere | Bone phe steparuarent: fo 25 x38inches 32x 44 inches 
eS > nee e cuore 28 x42 inches 33 x 46 inches 
* @ . . i 30} x 41 inches 35 x 45 inches 

3 -S > ae Any part of a large 4 ee ‘ e oe Tae cine pe No. 5214—Size inside, 45x61 inches. For 
= : —e available for re- stock in the following sizes: 

pan es ong de 36 x 48 inches 42 x 56 inches 
livery to the 38 x 50 inches 

Flying the printed sheets q binder or cutter, é i 
directly intoatray placed ~ . or for comparison Trays for special sizes, and for sheets 44 x 64 inches and 
on the delivery board, . of color. larger made to order. 

ors sae ——==-— a. ——— : Ons 
A-W.C.B-25,
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Interlocking Drying Racks 
>— See With these racks, sheets are taken direct 

SS from the fly, and may be stacked ceiling high, 
od in a straight and rigid pile, with no more 

Z i —a weight on the bottom than on the top sheets. 
SSS From the time the sheets are fed into the press 

| — ai until ready for the bindery, no handling is 
ji a required. When stacked, each rack is firmly 

, 5 ee CCCOockeed on its neighbor. They save handling, 
. — SS and the consequent waste of paper through F SS 2 : . 

SS offset, smearing, finger marksand tearing. Slip 
ies ; sheeting can be entirely dispensed with. 

Interlocking Drying Racks stacked 5 aes coe 
with paper, straight and rigid. They circumvent electricity, by receiving 

the sheet direct from the fly. 
They ensure evenness of temperature, and thereby assist in getting a perfect register on 

lithographic work, 
A saving of time may be effected by placing the racks as they come from the fly 

board on one of our trucks, made especially to take these racks, described on page 65. 
With the aid of this truck, a 

SIZES CARRIED IN STOCK pile of racks can be transferred aS pes 
a < safely and easily to any part =n = 

SNe Size Tose, rahe re of the plant. ] ao a = Ns 

a | ea The interlocking drying © 
5195 |. 24x36 racks are made with hardwood J t =. 
ae | ee sides and wide softwood slats, 7 i : , 

ee with openings between. End View of Interlocking Device 

The side rails on interlocking drying 
racks are 1} inches wide. 

Acie pi chisuDor We ae What Customers Say who have used Interlocking Drying Racks 

adds 1, inches to the height. > athe sacks 
can also be supplied with a clearance of at es 
2 and 3 inches between when stacked. SAVES $60.00 A WEEK 
Unless otherwise ordered, the side rails are Buffalo, N. Y. 

always made to run the longest dimension. We save in labor $60.00 per week. We save at least one per cent of the paper. We 
find that a perfect register, absence of offsetting, the entire suspension of slip-sheeting, 
even temperature, absence of electricity and seventy-five per cent saving of floor space, 

(S3 are immediate results of the use of these racks. They have paid for themselves during 
— 4 the three months’ use in our establishment. They are easily handled, strong and durable. =———s| e 3 

fd —f Jight in weight, and when stacked to a height of 12 feet to 15 feet are perfectly rigid and s 
Fe —; impossible to knock over. We have piled today 20,000 sheets in one stack, and the floor 

r Cte SS} space occupied is 33 x 47 inches. Cosack & Co. iS. = 

é \ SI CANNOT DO WITHOUT THEM 
==] Five Points, New York City 

i a Having had in active use during the past year thousands of your interlocking drying 
. 7 al A ‘ racks, we find them an invaluable adjunct to our business. We have been enabled to dis- a ’ 3; i 

be a C pense with slip-sheets, to the great improvement of our work; while the loss by offset, 
finger marks, dust, etc., has been reduced to a minimum. We could not do without 

A Stack of Interlocking Drying Racks them. We consider the use of your patent drying rack in lithography, second only in 
on one of our Printer’s Trucks. importance to the adaptation of steam power to lithographic presses. 

(See page 65.) Downatpson Bros. 

S o> ele Ss oe
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No. 5246A Make-Ready Table 
ee iii Every cylinder press room requires a make-ready 

Fe ee table for cutting overlays and underlays. ‘This table 
\) yi ees Us is moderate in price, and will fill the requirements 
X 4 1 nicely. The top is zinc-lined and adjustable. It can 
———— be tilted to any angle. When not in use, the top can 

| be placed in almost a vertical position, and the table 
can be put aside, occupying little floor space. 

| : ‘ é 
fn si: Construction: The tilting top is of cherry, lined with seventeen 

<— — meee . * . 

SS —— ee ma | 7 gauge zinc. The frame is of heavy steel tubing. 

| y NS | Finish — The metal parts are finished in black enamel, baked. 

pe | a The zinc-covered top is lacquered. 

Illustration is of No. 5246 Dimensions: Size of top, 36 x 48 inches. ; : 
No. 5246A —36 x 48-in. Top with castors. Floor space over all, when top is horizontal, 36 

No Bee eae Toate x 48 inches; when topiis in vertical position, 
No. Bere Top ie castors: 22 x 48 inches. 

Nol 2AGH— 24 32-In: Top without castors Height to top when horizontal, 41 inches. 

; > x 
No. 5248 Artists’ Table 

(With No. 5249 Four-Drawer Unit.) 

This table was designed by a practical commercial artist having a keen appreciation of the advantage gained in 
having a place for all needed materials, conveniently arranged for effective handling. 

The top is adjustable to any desired angle. It is fitted with a revolving center for use in retouching photographs 
and for detail work on wash drawings. 4 

The drawer below the top is for the storage of tools and instruments. This ~_°-— 
drawer is automatically secured when the small water-color drawer at the end of q 
the table is locked. The water-color drawer contains three glass trays, each with | 
six compartments for colors, and also a compartment for | 
holding the brushes and other equipment. 

At the right-hand corner a swinging tray is provided, eS 
fitted with openings for ink, tumbler and water bowl. A: a 

Below the working top, the No. 5249 Four-Drawer a a Se ee i 
Unit can be placed, as the illustration shows. The drawers = a Sen : __- Arena a ae 

: in this unit are for the storage of copy, catalog specimens —— = lea a 
( and miscellaneous materials used by the artist. 2 | pe wat q % 4 ¢ 3 , wee CL) 

e Material—Oak, with golden oak rub finish. Top of soft- SS Hi | CH \ 
wood, finished. =| fl ) 

: : : ca >| | Hl \ 
Dimensions: No. 5248 Table—Floor space occupied = oq \ 

31x42 inches. When water-color drawer is ex- | f \ 
tended, floor space is increased to 31 x 493 inches, | — fi ) 

Diameter of revolving top, 24 inches. | S = \ I 

Drawer under working top, 173x24x23 inches inside. ——— ——=§ \2 
° * f - 2 y 

Size of water-color drawer, 11x 14 inches. ) S| owe 

Size of swinging tray, 9x9 inches. | eee : | 

No. 5249 Unit, containing four drawers, each 104x23 No. 5249 fo Deon 
x 3$ inches inside. under the Working Top. 

Lighting fixture, as illustrated, supplied as an extra. Lighting Fixture in position. 

mosey — ‘ — - : 
——— Oe 1 — SS SS 
A-W.C.B.-22.
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ot | 
| I 

> No. 5250 Foreman’s Desk 

A practical foreman’s desk, simple in construction and convenient in arrange- 
ment. This desk will simplify the work of the foreman by having all copy and 
proofs close to hand and systematically arranged. The raised copy rack is open at 
the back, giving the foreman an unobstructed view of the composing room. 

The center drawer is blank; size inside, 28x22 inches; depth, 2} inches. This 
drawer is fitted with a first-class lock. 

In the right pedestal there is one vertical letter file or correspondence drawer, fitted 
with a follower block and containing an alphabetical index. Above the drawers are 
two sliding boards, one on each end, size 13}.x 20 inches. 

‘The copy rack over the desk top is divided into seven open copy bins. Size of each 
bin 11 x 83 inches inside by 25 inches deep. Each bin has a label holder. 

Material —Ash, with antique gloss finish. 

Dimensions: Height to working top, 30 inches; over-all height, 41 inches. Top, 
62! x 28 inches, covered with green battleship linoleum, providing a smooth work-~ 
ing surface. Under the top there are two drawers in the left pedestal, fitted with 
adjustable partitions for the storage of miscellaneous papers. 

> > ee > Ss ;



Notice 

The following pages, 130 to 144, illustrate 
newspaper tables made up from standard stock 

units. Many ofthese tables have proved popular 
with a certain class of newspaper offices. 

If none of these are desirable for your work, 

after looking over the standard stock units 
illustrated on pages 246 to 249, write us the 
arrangement you would like and we will send 
a blue print of a table drawn up according to 

your own specifications.
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Overhead Banks . | 
Divided for Leads and Slugs and Spacing Materials ’ 

A _ The idea of hanging and supported lead 
it \\\\\ WAVY AANA \ and slug banks in connection with imposing 

| WW SET =e r tables, dumping and correcting tables and banks, | PRAY YY \ ( : 5 f |X AWAVAAAAAYV ANA A EXACTS on make-up tables and other articles of composing | 
"etanesape y "aaa room equipment has come into general use. i 

Type A eae i Most of the equipment has necessarily been 
Crerhead i il special, owing to widely varying conditions and 

Ban ; ieee | requirements. In presenting these illustrations 
i aa 4 : 5 Sa of lead and slug banks, we have selected types | 

ends of table. : i most generally used. They can, how- 
| S I ETD a ever, be supplied in any form and in any 

Cen | a ii ii Sil ie acl cS ct lst length, either hanging by means of ad- “~ 
i ere) Sjustable supports from the ceiling or J 
FE: ears 1 SSE aaa al "| supported by uprights secured to the ends of the at 

se p> | table or bank. Lights under overhead banks are 
i | r v aa ee ft aie pat ee supplied as an extra feature. See price list. 

a a ea | ia Type A Overhead Banks 
SG at y/ if F For Job Imposing Tables \ 

ty ( Hy i | y" Made and carried in stock to fit standard tables, accommodating marble surface 60 inches long or cast-iron 
A ( \ | surface 63 inches long. Also for table accommodating marble surface 72 inches long or cast-iron surface 

| i Ny) TW 75 inches long. Other sizes will be made on special order. Write for prices. 
by ry i No. 5375 Type A Overhead Bank for 60-inch marble surface or 63-inch cast-iron surface table. Accom- 
Hike = S| TR modates on each side leads and slugs from 4 to 26 picas varying by ems, also 28-pica length. RN i ig P eg ¥ 

ES aS | S| No. 5380 Type A Overhead Bank for 72-inch marble surface or 75-inch cast-iron surface table. Accom- 
Sb modates on each side leads and slugs from 4 to 28 picas yarying by ems. Duplicate compartments for 4 and 

ai 5-pica lengths. 

e ] 
‘Type B Overhead Banks 

For Job Imposing Tables | 

No. 5385 Type B Overhead Bank is same length and lay | 
as No. 5375 Type A Bank. This type of bank is to be hung I} eo Seay 4 
from the ceiling, and is supplied with ceiling flanges 8 inches in \\ ivy y ry \ Ve) VY \ diameter. State height of ceiling when ordering. No. 5385 iE \\\\\ \ \\\ \ \\ \ VAN Var \cAZAG 
Bank is correct length for placing over a 60-inch marble sur- TH ACC a heheh ke Err reryTy yy \ \ face or 63-inch cast-iron surface. \ \\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \\ A NAAGASIEASS: \ 

No. 5390 Type B Overhead Bank is same length and lay as No. 5380 Type A y | AAVAAAAASAEA AS AAS RE a TS Bank. No. 5390 Bank is correct length for placing over a 72-inch’ marble surface pss ~ 
or 75-inch cast-iron surface. Type B Overhead Bank—To be hung from ceiling. 

‘Type C Overhead Banks 
For Newspaper Tables ' 

‘Type C Overhead Bank was designed especially for use over newspaper Type D Overhead Bank 
make-up tables. It is made and carried in stock in 6, 7, 8 and 10-foot lengths. For Newspaper Tables 
Other sizes made on order. One side of the bank is plain (no divisions) and : <i . ae a is designed to accommodate steel unit trays for overhead banks as illustrated gy $x eee OPEC except that (like the Type and described on page 131. ‘The other side of the bank is divided into six Paper lieu easiest tt Seen 4 \ { Sanne eras ig flanges 8 inches in diameter are supplied with each bank. } 

This bank, supported like Type A, is made to fit 6, 7, 8 and 10-foot State been ot ceiling when ordenie: wf tables, and is supplied with pipe uprights and brackets for attaching to table, No. 5410 Type D— 6 feet long. 
as shown by the illustration of Type A above. Nes ue eee Des dees Jong: 

gy No. 5395 Type C— 6 feet long. OF BUDO A rae pecuiOnes No! 5398 Type C— 7 feet long, No. 5420 Type D —10 feet long. 
4 No. 5400 Type C— 8 feet long. 

No. 5405 Type C — 10 feet long. 

Hi r ne Seay SE aw S\) 

ae —— \ " iY " SA oS eqs LY . \\ 
hm OY Ney Sag ee a) ys Lay \ \ 

pO AAAS A titi 

Type D Overhead Bank — To be hung from ceiling. Type C Overhead Bank —To be attached to ends of table. 
For other style tops, see pages 139, 140 and 142 
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Steel Unit Trays for Overhead Banks 
The storage of make-up material in overhead banks is now the general practice in all printing plants 

making a pretention of modernization. Such banks have proved especially valuable in newspaper plants. 
In the rush hour, preceding the final lock-up, having the materials immediately to hand in abundant 
quantities has proved of inestimable value. Individual: units can be removed from the overhead bank 
and brought down to the make-up surface. These individual unit trays are substantially constructed of 
sheet steel with divisions of brass tubing. They will last a lifetime, saving labor time, proving a ma- 

\ terial aid to a rapid make-up, and a source of added profit. 

Steel unit trays can be accommodated in the following regularly listed overhead banks. 
a a ee 

Number Type | SREB BOE || Number Type Foun oe Number Tre gee ean a ae 

po $395 CS 1235 5405 c 121 5415, D 9635 
5398 | & 853 5410 D 1245 5420 D 12135 

= 5400 | cS 9635 5413 D 853 

Type ‘‘C’’ Banks are supplied with pipe uprights and brackets for attaching to ends of table. (See illustration of Type A 
Bank on preceding page. ) 

Type ‘‘D’’ Banks are supplied with pipe uprights and ceiling flanges for attaching to ceiling. (See illustration on preceding page. ) 

No. 5393 Bank, which is the style of bank shown on No. 5670 Four-Foot Assembling Table, will also accommodate these 
trays. The two banks on this table are each 483 inches long inside. See page 143. 

These steel unit trays are shown with Nos. 5600, 5605, 5610, 5615 and 5670 Newspaper Tables shown on following pages. 

| In selecting units for these banks the total of individual unit lengths should equal the inside length of the bank to be filled. 

j | ee esa re Po r Eye aed yr | 

| i H Ceacoe tsa ace erro, | 
| pasa pe bo ere er epee TS ae | I = JE 

pono ee es Cor aden Pea R cae RRC RC eee Cee | 
i el eas } rie oe Oar fe as } iE | balboa teen PtCpeeo bbe Deka [ie 

) No. 5425 Unit. No. 5428 Unit. Length, 25 inches. No. 5431 Unit. Length, 23} inches. 
} Length, 7} inches. For full, half and quarter-length column For labor-saving column rules—diyisions 
} For single and dou- rules with tails, and single and double- from 2 to 28-pica ems by ems, vary- 

| ble-column dashes. column materials. ing by half picas from 23 to 93 ems, 
also one 55-em compartment. 

Pare reo — 
| Pal eo) ed EN ee] F zt 

| ey Cxer RUC a ot ass) 
| bd 2) Bite Ercoet nnn an) 

Pg bed be Pe = prec) | Pei 
Pu | [erost koe tc pene ee ee] | eacousuasd | 

es [Ete 2 bate — a 

~ No. 5434 Unit. Length, 8} inches. No. 5437 Unit. Length, 203 inches. No.5440 Unit. Length, 5,5; inches. 

} For single-column materials. For cross rules or cross leads. For short-column rules with tails. 

| — —_ 1 —— = a a a 

| ee ee, fl Seren 
} | | | = re — on a 

at ma rr. LL fo ace 
| Bel eed patie) c acenee ~ Se _ 

ese eres = rz ee | 
el | ru ee en eel 

- = poe a a 
TEE ODOR ibibo bk bk bo ike ib. ik Polke 

| No. 5443 Unit. No. 5446 Unit. Length, 52 inches. 

! Length, 10§ inches. For labor-saving column rules — divisions from 2 to 50-pica ems by ems, varying 
| For single and double-column by half picas from 1 to 93 ems, also compartments for 1, 3 and 8-column rules. 

materials. 
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No. 5600 Six-Foot Newspaper Make-up Table 
This make-up table provides storage space for matter in galleys and in chases. The 

illustration shows the dead slug bin on one end. ‘The overhead bank is filled with remov- : 
able unit trays. This table will prove valuable in newspaper plants of medium size. 

The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, is as follows: 

No. 5533 Unit — Contains three tiers of steel galley Attached on one end of this table the illustration shows 3 
shelves, accommodating fifty-one double-column, a No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. This bin is detach- 
full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is con- able, and can be dispensed with if not required. It 
secutively numbered on upright post. is arranged to empty by gravity, as shown by the 

No. 5587 Unit, with bin— Contains eight flat shelves illustration on page 143. Zs a 
for matter in galleys; size of each shelf 17 inches No. 5714 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures ) \ 
x 247 inches. 28x 72 inches, and unless otherwise ordered is 7 | 

No. 5584 Unit— Chase rack with eight compartments, supplied without rabbet. 
each to accommodate an eight-column newspaper Material—Ash, with antique finish. 
page in chase. Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28 x 81 inches, including the 

i 3 dead slug bin 
The table is open from both sides. i Height to working surface, 38} inches. 4 
The overhead bank is blank on one side and can be Height over all, 78} inches 

} equipped with the following unit trays shown in the Extra Equipment 

illustration above. (Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 5434 for single-column rules or leads. Ne ea Reece eee 143.) 
2 oO. ead Slug Bin. ee page 

No: 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. No. 5448 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in metal 
No. 5431 for labor-saving column rule. moulding according to the National Electrical Code and 
No. 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 

See page 13] for illustrations showinga complete set of the unit trays. Nos. 5425 to 5446 Steel Unit Trays. (See page 131.) To be 
The rear side of the overhead bank is divided into six com- selected to fill one side of the overhead bank, length inside 

partments. 723; inches. 
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| No. 5605 Seven-Foot Newspaper Make-up Table 

ie This make-up table is designed expressly for small dailies and weeklies. The size is 
just right to accommodate four 7-column pages in chase. 

The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to 
: : 8 P 

right, is as follows: 

No. 5578 Unit— Contains fourteen No. 2500 News- A Marble Surface for this table measures 26x 81 
paper Letterboards; size outside 29% x 25 inches; inches. When desired a Cast-Iron Surface 28 x 84 

| size inside 28 x 24 inches. inches can be used (without rabbet unless specified). 

=~ No. 5587 Unit, with bin—Contains eight flat shelves Unless otherwise specified the table will be supplied 
for matter in galleys; size of each shelf 214x 24% with coffin for a marble surface. 

oe inches. Material —Ash, with antique finish. 

No. 5533 Unit— Contains three tiers of steel galley Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28 x 87 inches. 
| shelves, accommodating fifty-one double-column, Height to working surface with stone, 397 inches. 

full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is con- Hien a working surface with cast-iron surface, 
secutively numbered on upright posts. Hicieytore ait ae vanches: 

The table is open from both sides. ys fea 
The overhead bank is plain on one side, of proper Q Extra Equipment 

} 5 ie ‘Supplied on order at extra charge) 
size to accommodate standard unit trays. Trays are not No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. (See page 143.) 
supplied as a part of standard equipment, but may = ; enue é i : i 

be ordered as required. For selection of individual trays paar so peirneney ys eas ou Mari e Surtees Eee siz : page or Cast-Iron Surfaces.) 
to fill the bank see page 131. Length of bank inside, Tadividel aye for cvetbend Bank > (See us 1 } os : ys verhead bank. (See page 131.) 

85% inches. Trays should be selected not exceeding No. 5448 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in metal sec eth : wired ii 
this dimension in total length. The rear side of over- moulding according to the National Electrical Code and listed 
head bank is divided into six compartments. by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
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| No. 5610 Ten-Foot Newspaper Make-up Table = 
Equipped with overhead bank, filled with removable steel unit trays. (See page 131.) re, 

No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin on one end. (See page 143.) s 
} For detailed description of this table see opposite page. Ca 
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| No. 5610 Ten-Foot Newspaper Make-up Table 

| This table provides an abundance of storage space for matter in galleys, and for Sunday 
and feature pagesin chase. The surface of the table provides sufficient space for six 7-column 
pages or five 8-column pages in chase. 

| A table of this size is admirably suited to the modern system of make-up on stationary 
tables, dispensing with the old-style trucks or turtles. 

} The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, 
| is as follows: 

No. 5575 Unit, with bin— Contains eleven No. 2500 Newspaper Letterboards; size out- 

| oi side 293 x 25 inches; size inside 28x 24 inches. ; : 
i ¢ No. 5587 Unit, with bin— Contains eight flat shelves for matter in galleys; size of each 

shelf 223 x 24% inches. 
No. 5533 Unit— Contains three tiers of steel galley shelves, accommodating fifty-one 

} double-column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is consecutively numbered 

i on upright post. 

| No. 5539 Unit — Contains four tiers of steel galley shelves, accommodating sixty-eight 

j double-column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is consecutively numbered 

| on upright post. 

| The table is open from both sides. 

| Attached on the end of the table the illustration shows a No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. This bin 
| is detachable, and can be dispensed with if not required. It is arranged to empty by gravity, 

into the dumping truck, as shown by illustration on page 143. 

| The overhead bank is blank on one side and is shown equipped with the following unit trays: 

No. 5425 for single and double-column dashes. f 
No. 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. 
No. 5434 for single-column rules or leads. 

} No. 5431 for labor-saving column rules. 
No. 5440 for column rules with tails. 
No. 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. 
No. 5428 for full, half and quarter-length column rules with 

j tails, and single and double-column materials. 
No. 5443 for single and double-column rules or leads. 

| Any other assortment of unit trays can be selected to fill the overhead bank. See page 131 

{ for illustration showing a complete set of the trays. 

The rear side of the overhead bank is divided into six compartments. 

| No. 5720 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 28x 120 inches, and unless otherwise 

| ordered is supplied without rabbet. 

| a Matertal—Ash, with antique finish. 

\ = Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28x 131 inches, including the dead slug bin. 

} Height to working surface, 383 inches. 
Height over all, 783 inches. 

| 
Extra Equipment 

| (Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 5720 Cast-Iron Surface. 

No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin for attaching on end of table. (See page 143.) 

| No. 5454 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in metal moulding according to the National 

| Electrical Code and listed by Underwriters’. Laboratories. 

Nos. 5425 to 5446 Steel Unit Trays. See page 131. To be selected to fill one side of the 

| overhead bank, length inside 121 inches. 
See preceding page for illustration of this table. 
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| No. 5615 Eight-Foot Newspaper Make-up Table 
This is an ideal table for large dailies. The surface easily accommodates four 8-column 

pages in chase. The equipment underneath the surface provides ample space for waiting 
matter in galleys, hold-over ads, etc. In addition there are fourteen letterboards, each of 
which will accommodate an 8-column page in chase. 

The arrangement of the individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, is as follows: 
No. 5578 Unit— Contains fourteen No. 2500 News- Any other assortment of unit trays can be selected to fill the 

paper Letterboards; size outside 292 x25 inches; overhead bank. See page 131 for illustrations showing a com- re 
NTE eons Re i Ee plete set of the trays. \ 

| ee abs 24 inches, (See page 37.) ‘Therear side of the overhead bank is divided into six compartments. 
No. 5587 Unit, with bin— Contains eight flat shelves No. 5718 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 28x96 inches, 

for matter on galleys; size of each shelf 242 x 24% and unless otherwise ordered is supplied without rabbet 

inches. — ‘ : Material—Ash, with antique finish. 
No. 5539 Unit — Contains four tiers of steel galley Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28x 100 inches. 

shelves, accommodating sixty-eight double-column, Height to working surface, 38} inches. 
full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is con- Height over all, 783 inches. 
secutively numbered on upright post. Extra Equipment 

The table is open from both sides. (Supplied on order at extra charge) 
‘The overhead bank is blank on one side and is shown equipped No. 5718 Cast-Iron Surface. | 

with the following unit trays: : . 
ING Sida thtin ete wadedodb le column caiien No/ 5073 Dcad'Siug Bin (See page 143)) a 

| No. 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. No. 5452 Lighting Fixture, for four lights, wired in metal 
| No. 5434 for single-column rules or leads. moulding according to the National Electrical Code and listed 

No. 5431 for labor-saving column rules. by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
No. 5440 for column rules with tails. Nos. 5425 to 5446 Steel Unit Trays. (See page 131.) To be 
No. 5437 for cross rules or cross leads. selected to fill one side of the overhead bank, length inside 

| No. 5443 for single and double-column rules or leads. 96% inches. 
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No. 5640 Six-Foot Ad Make-up Table 

The table illustrated is one of the many designs possible with our flexible unit system 
of construction. The arrangement shown provides storage for foreign ad cuts, imprints, etc. 
The galley storage space is always useful in the ad room for hold-over ads, waiting matter, etc. 

The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, is as follows: 

No. 5536 Unit, with bin—Contains four tiers of steel ‘The rear side of the overhead bank is divided into six 
| galley shelves, accommodating fifty-two double- compartments. 
| column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening No. 5724 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 

C is consecutively numbered on upright post. This 28x 72 inches, and unless otherwise ordered is 
unit is open from both sides. supplied with rabbet on one long side only. 

No. 5569 Unit— Contains nineteen full-size blank Material—Ash, with antique finish. 

Ber . oue or other material. This unit has a Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28 x 87 inches, in- 
| De tee ete Nas : cluding the dead slug bin. 

The overhead bank is divided for labor-saving leads and Height to working surface, 383 inches. 
slugs, from 2 picas to 94 picas by ens, and from 10 Height over all, 78} inches. 
to 40 picas by ems, omitting the 27 and 39-em 
compartments, but with one 263-em compartment Extra Equipment 
and one additional 13-em compartment. (Supplied on order at extra charge) 

| Attached on one end of the table the illustration shows No. 5724 Cast-Iron Surface. 
| a No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. This bin is detachable, No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. (See page 143.) 
| and can be dispensed with if not required. It is ar- No. 5448 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in 

ranged to empty by gravity, as shown by the illustra- metal moulding according to the National Electrica! 
tion on page 143. Code and listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
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No. 5645 Eight-Foot Ad Make-up Table 

if 

The large letterboards in the right end of the table will accommodate full-page forms in | 
chase. The sort drawers, galley shelves and bins for empty galleys are all useful, and con- } 
veniently arranged for rapid work. 

The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, is as follows: 

No. 5554 Unit— Contains one tier of eight sort drawers; 13-pica length. The rear side of the overhead bank is divided 
each drawer will accommodate twelve No. 3458 Removable into six compartments. 
Steel Sort Boxes, size 3x4}x3 inches; capacity each sort Attached on the end of the table the illustration shows a No. i 
box, 4} pounds. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. ‘This bin is detachable and can be 

No. 5509 Unit — Contains three tiers of steel galley shelves, dispensed with when not required. It is arranged to empty 
accommodating fifty-one single-column, full-length steel gal- by gravity, as shown by illustration on page 143. — 
leys; each galley opening is consecutively numbered on up- No. 5726 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 28x96 
right post. inches, and unless otherwise ordered is supplied with rabbet 

No. 5527 Unit —Contains two tiers of steel galley shelves, on one long edge only. : 
accommodating thirty-four double-column, full-length steel Material —Ash, with antique finish. zi 
galleys; each galley opening is consecutively numbered on Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28 x 100 inches. 

upright post. Height to working surface, 38% inches. 

No. 5581 Unit—Contains three galley bins; size of each Height over all, 783 inches. 
bin 12}x 98x 242 inches inside. : : 

No. 5578 Unit—Contains fourteen No. 2500 Newspaper Extra Equipment 
Letterboards; size outside 29} x 25 inches; size inside 28x 24 (Supplied ononter stextralcharee) 
inches. (See page 37.) No. 5726 Cast-Iron Surface. 

The table is open from both sides. No. 5452 Lighting Fixture, for four lights, wired in metal 
The overhead bank is divided for labor-saving leads and slugs, moulding according to the National Electrical Code and listed 

from 2 picas to 9} picas by ens, and from 10 to 40 picas by by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
ems, omitting the 27 and 39-em compartments, but with one No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. (See page 143.) 
26}-pica compartment and one additional compartment for the No. 3458 Steel Sort Boxes. (96 required. ) 
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No. 5650 Six-Foot Dumping Table 

This table is simple in design but very practical. It meets the demands of 
? most newspaper offices, large and small. The lower portion is fitted with bins for 
u dead galleys, which may, when necessity demands, be utilized as a temporary 
K overflow storage space. The table is open from both sides. 

The saw-tooth top is of heavy sheet steel, with sloping divisions for double- 
column galleys. The overhead bank, facing one side only, is divided into com- 

partments for single-column 14-em take slugs and phat matter, with com- 
partment for double-column material at each end. Above the overhead bank 

€ there are copy hooks. 
Material—Ash, with antique finish. 

Dimensions: Floor space over all, 293 x 73 inches. 
Height to working surface, 383 inches. 

Height over all, 67% inches. 

Size of each bin except the two lower bins in center tier 213 inches wide, 67% inches high, 26 inches 

deep. The four lower bins in center tier, two on each side of table, are only half depth and measure 

123 inches deep. 

Extra Equipment 
(Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 5462 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in steel conduit according to the National Electrical 
Code and listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
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No. 5655 Eight-Foot Dumping Bank 

The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from J 
left to right, is as follows: 

No. 5533 Unit— Contains three tiers of steel galley shelves, accommodating fifty-one double- J 
column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening is consecutively numbered on 

| upright post. 

No. 5587 Unit, with bin (two required). Each contains eight flat shelves; size of each 
shelf 313 x 24% inches. 

The table is open from both sides. 7 

‘The dumping top of this bank is steel lined, with partitions of brass tubing dividing the bank pl 
into compartments running the full length in the following widths: 

Four compartments, 2} inches wide. 
Two compartments, 45 inches wide. 
One compartment, 63 inches wide. nen Gee 

Material—Ash, with antique finish. gouk Ho soe 
No. —Size be 

| Dimensions: Floor space over all, 29 x 973 inches. No. 3493 — sive re 
Height to front of bank, 41 inches. No. 8497 —size 10 
Height over all, 52 inches. 

SoS SS SSO 1 Ss oS :
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No. 5660 Six-Foot Correcting Table 
* The design shown is one that has been used successfully in a number of newspaper plants. } : : y : 

[ A flat working surface is now acknowledged by most newspaper men to be the most rapid 
method of handling matter, as it puts the compositor in the most natural working position 

+ where he can do the best work. 
The arrangement of individual units in the lower portion of this table, from left to right, 

is as follows: 

i No. 5530 Unit, with bin— Contains three tiers of steel be placed at any desired height above the working surface. 

C galley shelves, accommodating thirty-nine double- te ae a i" oe dey Sense n2 a saree 
I ‘< . eac. en ol e table he iulustration shows a oO. 

column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening Dead Slug Bin. ‘These bins are detachable, and can be dis- 
is consecutively numbered on upright post. pensed with if not required. They are arranged to empty by 

No. 5587 Unit, with bin— Contains eight flat shelves gravity, as shown by the illustration on page 143. 
| for matter in galleys; size of each shelf 143 x 24% Material —Ash, with antique finish. 
| inches. Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28x86 inches, including dead 

} No. 5530 Unit, with bin— Contains three tiers of steel ae ee a ea 

} galley shelves, accommodating thirty-nine double Se ear entmeeaaaee oat ) Height over all, 78} inches. 
column, full-length steel galleys; each galley opening ; 

| is consecutively numbered on upright post. Extra Equipment 

} The table is open from both sides. (Supplied on order at extra charge) 
| : a d } 
| The overhead bank is divided on both sides into compartments Two No. 5673 Dead Slug Bins. (See page 143.) 
} 14 ems wide for single-column matter, with one compartment No, 5448 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in metal 

at each end 28} ems wide for double-column matter. The moulding according to the National Electrical Code and 
overhead bank is fitted with set-screw adjustment, and can listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 

| 
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Pressed Steel Tops 
in following sizes: 

No. 5488—Size 4 ft. 4 
No. 5490— Size 6 ft. 
No. 5492 — Size 7 ft. | 
No. 5494 — Size 8 ft. ! No. 8496—Size 10. J | 

da a E — os 
aE ba ~~ er ee Se aS : ” 

F biz SE eee 
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No. 5665 Six-foot Receiving Table : 
This receiving table is designed especially for use on large metropolitan dailies. 

It provides space for spreading out matter in galleys where it is easily accessible. ‘ 
The table is open from both sides. 

The underneath arrangement consists of three tiers of plain open bins; each bin 
measures 24% inches deep, 22 inches wide and 64 inches high inside. ~ 

The top of the table is of pressed steel and measures 72 x 28 inches. — 

Material—Ash, with antique finish. 

Dimensions — Floor space over all, 28 x 72 inches. 
Height to working surface, 38} inches. 
Height over all to top of lighting fixture, 783 inches. 

Extra Equipment 
(Supplied on order at extra charge.) 

No. 5460 Lighting Fixture, for three lights, wired in steel conduit, according to the 
National Electrical Code and listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 

———————— 1) OSS — 
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No. 5670 Four-Foot Assembling Table 
This table is designed for plants where the make-up is done on trucks. It is one of many styles which we 

have built for this purpose. In use these tables form the central unit for a group of trucks. It is equipped for make- 
up materials, including column rules, cross rules, leads and slugs. Below the surface in the body of the table there 

: is provision for the storage of waiting matter. 
“ The arrangement of individual units in the table, from left 

| SSS" _ eee to right, is as follows: 
} * BF . No. 5512 Unit, with bin — Contains four tiers of steel galley shelves, 

Ea =. accommodating fifty-two single-column, full-length steel galleys; each 
j AeA ee AA galley opening is consecutively numbered on the upright post. 

| ieee . vA No. 5587 Unit, with bin — Contains eight flat shelves for matter in 
iY ———— \ \ galleys; size of each shelf 19 x 24% inches. 

_ ‘| iY VN aoe \\ \ The table is open from both sides. 

( r ~ a Sa meeegeee> The overhead bank is in two sections, and is shown equipped with the 
ot eo following unit trays: 

© \ \ (ake A\= A\ \\ \\ Upper Section — No. 5437, for cross rules or cross leads. 
\ ‘A Ei ia \ \, No. 5425, for single and double-column dashes; balance of 
Tr TAC \EAPNSNENCAE EAN | va \ \\ __ space blank for miscellaneous materials. 
| LY NA ANU ALATA \eeA CATE Lower Section — No. 5434, for single-column rules or leads. 
rs ‘e Sa No. 5431, for labor-saving column rules. 
i) No. 5440, for column rules with tails. 

i i No. 5443, for single and double-column rules or leads. 
| Any other assortment of unit trays can be selected to fill the 
i overhead bank. See page 131 for illustration showing a 

| . a s rE complete set of the trays. 
5 5 er a | No. 5712 Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 28 x 48 

eres inches, and unless otherwise ordered is supplied without 
c | rabbet. : 

| ] / ew = Material —Ash, with antique finish. 
i S| ; Dimensions: Fl Il, 30 x 48 inches } II | —— imensions: oor space over all, 30 x 48 inches. 

\| i a ere ; Height to working surface, 38} inches. 
| | | A a ie <s <i ee | Height over all, 78} inches. 

| ; fe is neg |) ewes _Extra Equipment 
} } / ed i oo Ee | (Supplied on order at extra charge) 

1| i mai > a | pe SS | No. 5712 Cast-Iron Surface. 

4 \| ig o> = | ME = No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin. 
j } a / le ae Pee, ‘ Pvaae 

i i} Ma ed a ha ies ae | No. 5456 Lighting Fixture, for two lights, wired in steel 
' } i Se i ty ee conduit according to the National Electrical Code and 

} | ais < | po | listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
{ aed - i~<4 ia) ee Nos. 5425 to 5446 Steel Unit Trays to be ff 

—— de tee ams } elected to fill the two | és ns aprTe St r il 
= = banks; length of each se | 

bank. inside, 483% inches a i 

Cc No. 5673 Dead Slug Bin — cs ee i 
| Ete = 

The illustration shows the dead slug bin attached to the end of a ey | - ay 4 a 
newspaper make-up table. : = ee 3 

j When the latch is drawn the contents are dumped by gravity into the Za ee 
. mre . . . . : ~ =I 

| metal dumping truck. The truck shown in the illustration is the No. a ee —s 

' 3490 Hamilton Self-Dumping Truck described on page 66. The No. Lares 2 Is 

| 3485 Truck shown on the same page can also be used in connection with | ee / ‘ = 
| this dead slug bin. AM —, “PGI | 

This method of disposing of dead slugs and type does away with the A Bas. KOSS) i 
i mutilation of the working top, in cutting an opening for the old-fashioned iy ii | i, a 
i chute which descended into the truck placed underneath the table. The 7 @ SE GS 

| space under the table formerly occupied by the truck is also made avail- Showing No. 56 z 
able for the much-used working materials. howing No.! 73, Dead Slug Bin attached on the end 

The dead sl bin i dof f Z ueia sen aaer 2 of a newspaper make-up table. The contents 
! ; e dead slug bin is constructed of furniture steel s-inch in thickness. are dumped by gravity into the No. 3490 

} It is finished in two coats olive-green enamel, baked. Self-Dumping Truck. (See page 66.) 

> => As > > ; F : = ¢ , S : i 
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No. 5675 Five-Foot Cooling Table 

eae || sll . Bei: For afternoon dailies 

— with frequent editions 
oy ig eee a water-cooling table | 

: 1 4 = will help to speed up 
is) i" , the work. Page forms \ 

— —— SS hot from the steam 
} a 7 | tables can be handled 

i Gee es without danger almost 
| _—— i , immediately after plac- \ 

| " ——_a€ mene ing on a water-cooled J 
i] i ee i surface. These surfaces ; 

a ) (a are supplied with con- 
\ (= a ee kee ee nections for supply and 

5, ea = waste pipes. 

i ras The underneath por- 
No. 5675 Cooling Table with No. 5728 Water-Cooled Iron Surface tion of the table is 

equipped with plain open bins for miscellaneous storage. Each bin measures 26% 
inches wide, 24% inches deep and 94 inches high. One of the bins is partially 
obstructed by water connections to the cast-iron surface ‘above. 

| No. 5728 Water-Cooling Cast-Iron Surface for this table measures 28 x 60 inches, 
and can be used as a plain cast-iron surface when the water-cooling feature is not 
required. 

| Material—Ash, with antique finish. 

Dimensions: Floor space over all, 28 x 60 inches. . 
Height to working surface, 384 inches. 5 

Extra Equipment 
(Supplied on order at extra charge) 

No. 5728 Water-Cooled Iron Surface. 
! No. 5458 Lighting Fixture, for two lights, wired in steel conduit according to the National Electrical 

Code and listed by Underwriters’ Laboratories. 
(For type of this fixture see page 142. ) 

\ 

— ——— =~ ee, we 
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| No. 5728 Water-Cooled Iron Surface — 28 x 60 inches — X-ray view 
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No. 5730 Rolling Page Transfer Cabinet Truck 
This truck is intended for storing and transferring newspaper pages in the chases. It is 

practical in design, and has proven very useful and economical in many newspaper plants. 
The transferring of forms from the make-up table to the truck is simple and easily 

accomplished. The letterboard is placed on the top of the transfer truck (see illustration) 
making the total height from floor to top of board 4 inch less than the surface of a standard 

] newspaper make-up table. When the transfer truck is rolled alongside it is very easy to 
slide the page from the surface of the table to the 

ae a surface of the letterboard. Any variation in height 
o ee 3 Which might be occasioned by uneven floors is over- 
@ gps come by the extension side rails on the letterboard. 

y : SSS (See illustration of newspaper letterboard on page 37.) 
} —aeeeemm=e===ey| [hese rails when placed on the surface of the make- 

_ ey) up table bring the two surfaces in line. 
} eee ’ 

| | | Sel Equipment 
ee errr | | i : Be 

= SSS The cabinet contains ten No. 2505 Newspaper Letterboards, 
| it SS ——_ each measuring 23$ x 283 inches inside. The letterboards slide on 

) | | heavy steel runs. The truck is mounted on substantial casters 
fs ) eS with ball-bearing swivel casters. The wheels of these casters 

on pmo measure 4} inches in diameter. 

. a || =e ee Material—Ash, with antique finish. 
Vie a.) Dimensions: Width, 29 inches. 
a.) Depth, 31% inches. 

No: 5730 Rolling Page Transfer: Cabinet Truck ee 38 _— d when placed on 

4 

Make-up or Transfer Trucks 

‘These trucks are made of heavy steel angles, making a i asl _ 
| very substantial and neat appearing framework. e 2 3 

All surfaces are of cast-iron, two inches thick, heavily q 
ribbed and accurately machined. The chase guards or 

= stops shown in illustration are of cold-drawn steel, $-inch 
q square. ‘These guards are not supplied with the trucks un- | | 

less specially ordered. ; | 
‘These trucks are fitted with heavy casters which will withstand the | | | 

most severe usage. “They have a threaded shank which screws into the | 
| pipe uprights, making replacement, if necessary, very simple. All trucks | 
! will be supplied 383 inches in height unless otherwise specified. =o ite —| 

LIST OF MAKE-UP OR TRANSFER TRUCKS ‘ eb 2a , ; 

No. | Newspaper Size Size of Surface, Inches Veal = s 
| Se SE aN | Te ea ee an ok Ta ao Ss ta Veal 
| 5732 Z-column 233x283 i 2 

5734 8-column 253x303 1 

Extra Equipment:— Guards on surface supplied at extra charge. MN rane ree 

. > > plates Ss ean ee aane
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No. 5738 Head-Letter Cabinet 
— SSS SS This compact cabinet when placed close to the t a: Dé piace 

| # i heading machine completes the equipment of the 
| aA» AY head-letter man, and makes a very efficient work- 
— , ing arrangement. | 

\ — = The cabinet provides storage for generous quan- | 
Beeeie | tities of the few type faces required for headings 
=| | on the average daily, and it also has compartments ' 
SS a eet g' y p 

a SS eee on the working top for leads and slugs, rules ani ee ee h king top for leads and slugs, rules and 
| eee” == clashes. 

al | —— — 4 Standard Equipment te 

| ee) SS = cs a = ___—— || No. 2110 Removable Single-Tier Working Top. 
| \ aaa Sh ~ 

i SESTSE : i Special cabinet body containing one No. 2795 Improved Space 

| | ey i i and Quad Case, seven No. 2725 Lower Cases and nine 

| = i No. 2735 California Job Cases. 

i —— =o i Mortised label holders and celluloid covers in case fronts. 

SS ij One flat shelf in body of cabinet for dead and waiting heads 

} a measuring 32{x17% inches. This shelf will accommodate 

a = Se | regular column-length steel galleys. 

| ——— er q One galley dump 9 inches wide x 32% inches long. 

| Fup = ge eee ' One removable case on upper bank of top for cross rules, 

I ll ae SS divided into compartments for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8-col- 

i| i ee umn lengths. Size of case outside 10x 37x 1 inch. 

a Se oe, 

a | : | ye fm *. | 

No. 5738 Head-Letter Cabinet —Working Side = ae a 

One case on rear of working top, divided for single and double- / | 

column leads, slugs or dashes. ja =o 

Lower working bank will ac date a full-size type case. lll, Ott OX iy \N we. working bank Wl commodate a full-size type e i fe QQ AX AA. \ 

Material—Ash, with antique finish. 1 aes : 7 

Dimensions: Standard size body, 35} x 223 inches. fp A Ee =r 
Floor space, including overhang of working top, = ne 4 . may | 

37 x 26 inches. | ] a ig 

Height to top of upper bank, 57 inches. | | a 

ge | J 
e é a 
Extra Equipment ah ve uF 

(Supplied on order at extra charge) | ae a 

Consecutive numbers on cases. | iN i a Meee 

Lighting Fixtures wired in steel conduit according to the i. “AN : is nih 
National Electrical Code and listed by Underwriters’ Labora- i i KN \ Ny eM j 
tories. yi Dai fll, JU 

No. 2163-C — Two lights overhead and one over cases. ] I : i) ie wits: 
No. 2163-D — One light overhead and one over cases. \ i] Wi If 
No. 2163-G— Two lights overhead only. ae | I NAAR (ee ee 
No. 2163-H— One light overhead only. : " — Sas 
No. 2163-K — One light over cases only. ea 1 ioe = 

No. 5738 Head-Letter Cabinet — Rear Side 

> > SwlA9uy > oS
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No. 5740 Cabinet for Miller Saw-Trimmer Parts 
‘The cabinet illustrated was designed in co-operation with the Miller Saw-Trimmer 

Company. It has been approved as a practical receptacle for the parts which accompany 
the Miller machine. 

wo ‘ 
| SF Equipment 

r = eee ee Blank drawer at top is 5$ inches deep inside. ‘This drawer contains a steel tray, size 
} ti] = 3x6 inches x }-inch deep inside, for oil cans. Balanc> of drawer for storage 

| Ss of large parts. 
| SS NY . . . 3. aye se ge. * 

SS The second drawer is equipped with adjustable partitions for dividing drawer into various 
= i size compartments for machine parts. Depth of drawer inside, 2} inches. 

The third drawer is grooved at front and back for removable divisions for dividing the 
[~. i | ae drawer into compartments from front to back for long tools. Depth of drawer inside, 

| ae = 23 inches. 
~~ ial 5 bee ee fourth ue is plain, without divisions, for storage of large parts. Depth of 

| ' Ss ®. VI rawer inside, 5§ inches. 

| | ee Game The fifth and sixth drawers are plain, without divisions, for miscellaneous storage. Depth 
a | | of fifth and sixth drawers inside, 2% inches. 

Sy SS a | All drawers are 15 inches wide inside by 18 inches from front to back inside. 
£ =A TONS = i Dimensions: Floor space, including overhang of working top, 24{ x 273 inches. 
oe Flat working top, 1} inches in thickness. 

No. 5740 Cabinet for Miller Height of cabinet, 34 inches. 

Saw-Trimmer Parts 

No. 5743 Saw-Trimmer Guard 
For a considerable radius around a saw table there usually accumulates a quantity of 

shavings and metal particles which are thrown about by the saw and cutter tools. 
The installation of a proper guard or ‘“‘fence’’ will prevent such litter from accumulating 

about the plant. The 
danger of having metal Seige P , MSS 
particles getting into ma- ; | ie oat , : ; Be re, a NE 
chine bearings or paper | “| et AES pi | | 
stock is also minimized. a) i ag va | | -_ ( 
The appearance of the ia ee 

room is improved, and an a | ) ee ae | \.. 
: * 4: . . iY aed y 

air of tidiness is main- | | a a ea eee | 
tained. | ; I \ H 

aad The guard screen is } oa j Ere ha | | 
; made large enough to | , | a i | 
_ “accommodate a standard ee ie i | th | 
| Miller Saw-Trimmer | | i et Aa 
: with complete equip- | | aS ss z v4) 

ment. = | fee Tr 
hy i) Sal: 

Material — Ash, with antique j i F ni S| ; 
finish Sy H ie vs i 

Dimensions: Width across front, a i : Al : 

; outside, 5 feet. i a se 

. Depth, 4 feet. | SS I Pe | 
Height, 4 feet 6 inches i. 

Miller Saw-Trimmer with No. 5743 Guard in Position 

a - sS cloOLe Ss Ss
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No. 5746 Linotype Copy Cabinet 
_ Every linotype operator requires a place for storing copy. The cabinet shown i 
is excellent for the purpose for which it has been designed. It provides also for 

storing ‘“‘mat’’ trays and other miscellaneous material 
used by the operator. 

Equipment 

Two drawers, each measuring 203 inches wide, 10 inches from front 

to back and 2 inches deep inside. 

One open compartment or bin 214 inches wide, 11} inches deep 

and 6% inches high. 

The sloping top of the cabinet measures 133 x 24 inches inside the rim. 

Material — Ash, with antique gloss finish. 

Dimensions: Width, 25% inches. 
Depth, 14 inches. 

No. 5746 Linotype Copy Cabinet Height, overall, 29 inches. 

No. 5749 Magazine Cabinet 
In every office where the linotype machine is used there is need for a safe 

storage place for the extra magazines. 
The vertical drawer system of storage is time tested, and is being used today 

successfully by many printers throughout the country. 
This cabinet is built on the unit system, making it possible for printers adopt- 

ing it to add sections from time to time as the business growth warrants. 
The drawers are mounted on wheels. 

Any drawer can be easily pulled out. : 
The magazines are suspended in the 
drawers on brackets, which engage the ; 
lugs on the sides of the magazine. The - 
top of the cabinet is suitable for use as a —=" 
work bench or as a dump. | i 

Originally designed to hold magazines for Lino- aie | 
type machines models 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 14 (which ha lia | by ae 
are uniform in size) but will also hold magazines for Nt a ‘ \ 
Linotype models 9, 10, 12 and 15. Hooks holding Cg | |e 
magazines are adjustable and will be adjusted to accom- ; 4 

modate size magazine desired to capacity of drawer ee 

which is 253 inches wide, 29% inches high and 3 aa] 

inches deep. RT 

Customer must always specify style and size ’ i 

magazine drawer is to accommodate. 

Material — Ash, with antique gloss finish. < " 

Dimensions: Occupies floor space 22§ x 363 inches. - 
Height, 383 inches. No, 5749 Magazine Cabinet 

eS o = lolly 2 sS> C2 
A-W.C.B.-12B. (2-27) (Printed in U. S. A.)
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No. 5800 Compositor’s Stick Rest 

This little article fills along-felt want. It saves 
: time, temper and type. Made of wood, and used 

for holding the stick on top of type forms while 
Passe HOHE making corrections. 

ROS en Don’t waste time in trying to make the type 
me stand upright in a stick lying flat on a form; and 

; don’t injure the face of the type by placing the 
ne recon metal stick on the face of a type form. 

x 10 inches, 
Material—Birch, oiled 

Old-Style Mallets 
Made of thoroughly seasoned and selected hickory and lignumvitae. The handles are 

threaded and screwed into place. The outside surface is thoroughly shellacked and varnished. 

LIST OF OLD-STYLE MALLETS 

es er z Kind of Wood Y | __ Size of Head, Inches Ue 

5805 | Hickory 2x4} 
5807 Hickory 3x5 
5809 | Hickory | 33 x6 
5811 | Lignumvitae 14x 2% 
5813 | Lignumvitae 1ex3 
5815 | Lignumvitae | 2x3) 

Eg enn, Joe aan Ol-Siyle Male 

; ; - 
Robinson Improved Printer’s Mallet 

The hammer head of this mallet is ovoid or egg- : 
shaped. A blow struck upon the planer is always a 
square blow. It is not possible to strike a glancing blow. 
‘There are no sharp corners to wear away or to damage 
the delicate type faces. ‘This mallet stands on end when 
not in use, and in correct position to be quickly and 
rapidly grasped by the make-up man at a time when 

Robinson Mallets — Showing Comparative Sizes seconds count in the make-ready. 

The Robinson improved mallet is made in five sizes, of lignum- , 
vitae and hickory. The best-selected stock is used, and the surface is 
smooth and polished. A trial mallet will convince any printer of its ¢ 
superiority. Each single mallet is packed in a paper carton. 

LIST OF ROBINSON MALLETS 

- 2 Nation ioe | No. _Lignumvitae ee Tee of ball Takes et | Full Length, Inches 

5820 5825 43x4 9} 
5821 5826 4 x3% 8: 
5822 5827 3} x 3 8 Always Strikes a Square 
5823 5828 3h x2t 78 Blow 
5824 5829 24 x 2k 6: 

=o — ols S o=S= 
A-W.C.B.-26. (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Proof Planers 
Made of maple, faced with a high-grade, thick and 

sain closely-woven felt. This felt facing can be easily renewed 
Tones + \yy removing the wooden binding strips. 

/ Finish — One coat of shellac and one coat of varnish. 

No. 5835 — Size 3} x 8 inches. 

No. 5837 — With leather top, otherwise same as No. 5835. 
Proof Planer 

Ordinary Planers 
Made of selected rock maple, winter-sawed and long 

seasoned, the very best stock procurable. 
Finish — One coat of shellac and one coat of varnish. 

No. 5839 — Size 34 x 6 inches. 
No. 5841 — Size 3} x 8 inches. 
No. 5843 — With leather top, size 34 x 8 inches. 

No. 5845 — Midget planers, size 1$ x 3x 1} inches. 

No. 5848 — PressMAN’s PLANER — same as No. 5843 but only 114 in. high. lO iteceE ner 

Linotype Planer 
eee Necessary in every office having linotype machines. 

= Faced with corrugated rubber. It removes the “‘whiskers’’ 
= from linotype slugs without injuring the face of the type. 

_——eeeee Finish — One coat of shellac and one coat of varnish. 
Minotype Bliner No. 5847 — Size 3} x 6 inches. 

Wooden Shooting Sticks 
These sticks are cheap and easy to manipulate. They will not scratch or split the wood 

quoins and side sticks. It is a mistake to allow the use of an iron or steel shooting stick. 
Every time the steel comes in contact with the 
metal type faces there is damage done which a 
must be corrected, usually in the rush hour. Sa = seals 
Made of hickory without finish. No. 5851 — Hickory Shooting Stick 

Size at small end 3x +¢ inches, size at large end 14 x 1} inches, 
Length, 11 inches. 

fs LIST OF WOOD POSTER STICKS 

ood Poster Sticks ace ane: aoe | Length Inside, Tahoe 

Made of selected seasoned cherry, fitted with an iron "5855 16 

japanned clamp and knee, with polished set screw and ae As 
brass-lined end. 5858 24 
Finish — One dip coat of oil. oe a 

5861 32 
5862 36 

5863 40 ay 
Wood Poster Stick 

———— OO 1D OO :
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Wood Quoins —. 

Made of hardwood and packed in paper boxes contain- y 
ing 100 in each box, or in burlap bags containing 500 or 1000 Le ... 

ay quoins, also in barrels Sn gi = 

<<a 4A containing approxi- re MO ee 
4 } ia \ ; , Minny anal ae 

gf ee a mately 7500 quoins. “i “7,5, es 

j SDS —_— ", This is the old stand- Higyt 20 — a” 
7 oo Qo | : = | ard wedge-shaped wood S Wo 

Ss \ “J quoin, 1% inches long = 

Wood Quoins in Various Widths and in varying widths. Wood Quoins in Paper Box 

EEE No. 5869 — Box containing 100 hardwood quoins. 

TTT my No. 5873 — Bag containing 500 hardwood quoins. 

an Sikes No. 5877 — Bag containing 1000 hardwood quoins. 

Tp mm No. 5881 — Barrel containing 7500 hardwood quoins. 

Free MD Vop F i000 8 
j rr % ep HOOD gue™ 

. 

by, 200 Bid Wells Quoins 
“> " ” Tr P| ee” ° : je ini i i te . 4 ee, ~ No. 5865 — Box containing 100 hickory quoins (old No. 1) 

. eaupw ; No. 5866 — Box containing 100 hickory quoins (old No. 2) 

No. 5867 — Box containing 100 hickory quoins (old No. 3) 

Wood Quoins in Barrel and Bags No. 5868 — Box containing 100 hickory quoins (old No. 4) 

Bellows Mitre Boxes 

— 
i 

. SS Dt, y Laminated Mitre Box 

Printer’s Hand Bellows Sy i A 

tees Made of three-ply laminated material, 
The printer’s hand bellows are made of, ojJed, firmly cemented with the grain 

basswood, shellacked, and selected sheep- crossed. Will outwear several ordinary 

skins, all secured by binding strips and mitre boxes. Made in two sizes: 
heavy upholsterer’s tacks. | A special reed is Oi 24 laches Geile De lacs ob Snsid 
inserted to assist inflation. aa ane i. NCSI ECP ett see 

No. 5887 — Small size, 8 inches. No. 5893—3 inches wide, 2+ inches high inside, 
No. 5889 — Large size, 10 inches. 16 inches long. 

f Se 6. +154 & > > = 
A-W.C.B.-27. (4-26) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Reglet and Furniture 

™ Made in yard strips or cut to labor-saving 
<—S Be lengths and packed in bundles containing 100 
Se a pieces. (We supply reglet in yard-lengths unless 

25 a otherwise ordered. ) 
The Weuse thoroughly kiln-dried stock for our reglet 

Ham and furniture, and make this material on machines ( 3 ‘ 
: . specially designed for the purpose. For accuracy 

‘ and smoothness in these important particulars it 
. cannot be excelled. All cut to point standard. 

Reglet in Bundles ae 3 ; 
Finished, one dip coat of oil. 

LIST OF REGLET AND FURNITURE 
IN YARD LENGTHS : 

No a Widths | No cle widds 

SROs | See noint ie feersO0S< | 10 linen, 
5895 | 12-point 5906 11-line 
5896 | 18-point 5907 12-line 
5897 ! 2-line 5908 13-line 

5898 | 3-line 5909 14-line 
5899 4-line 5910 15-line 
5900 Sline | 5911 16-line 
5901 | Gline =| 5912 17-line 

For furniture and reglet in labor-saving lengths, see loose- Reglet — Yard Lengths 
leaf price sheets. 

LIST OF TAPERED SIDE STICKS OF VARIOUS THICKNESSES 
ass SUPPLIED IN YARD LENGTHS 

No. | Widths | Thick End, Inches Thin End, Inches 

5923 Extra Thin t ae 
5925 Thin 2 3 5927 Medium 1 aE 
5929 Thick 1} t 

Mailing Galleys 
These mailing galleys are made with wooden sides and zinc or brass-lined bottoms. 

Rukenbrod Galley — Regularly supplied in 10 and 
13-em (inside) width and 23% inches long. This 
galley has an adjustment thumb screw in one end. 

Rukenbrod Mailing Galley No. 5933 — With zinc bottom, 10 picas wide inside. 

Mustang Galley — Regularly supplied 
in 10 and 13-em (inside) width, and 
28% inches long. These galleys have 

F = = wooden side rail graduated in intervals 
alli tte i nce of 27 points. 

Sr cee No. 5934 — With zinc bottom, 13 
Mustang Mailing Galley picas wide inside. 

No. 5939 — With zine bottom, 10 
picas wide inside. 

= O= SS Oe 
A-W.C.B.-27. (4-26)
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Pulls and Bar Handles 
‘The use of type cases can be greatly facilitated by attaching pulls or bar handles on the fronts. We 

make plain handles or a combination of pull and label holder. This line of case front hardware also 

includes label holders, symbol plates, steel strips consecutively numbered and individual consecutive 
numbers in steel or celluloid. The varying sizes and styles now listed are carried in stock, and can 
usually be supplied in any quantity or assortment on short notice. 

Cll 

Zé ae ee 
a SEI ee Ree - 

| aU ANU eg ODN , ye 
No. 6065 Combination Label Holder and Pull. Pressed Brass; Brush Brass Finish Lacquered. 
No. 6066 Combination Label Holder and Pull. Pressed Steel; Olive Green Baked Enamel Finish. 

: —S 
QS aN 

oe, 
a a oe 

BF i = 4 iY NWN WN! 
2 Ge ee ee eee = 

No. 6058 Combination Label Holder and Pull. Pressed Steel; Olive Green Baked Enamel Finish. 

At mas + Vi = | J N : 

No. 6056 Pressed Brass Pull. Brush-Brass finish, lacquered; cut full size. 
No. 6057 Pressed Steel Pull. Olive green baked enamel finish. 

_—, —, 

Co a ) 

No. 6068 Pressed Brass Pull, Brush Brass Finish, Lacquered. 

= == 158 SS oa 
A-W.C.B.-28, (2-27) (Printed in U.S. A.)
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Label Holders and Numbers 

Pa (Ph Sees ‘ 

No. 6073 Pressed Brass Label Holder. Brush brass finish, lacquered; cut full size. 

O j © Ruts Fi 

a . 

r) Le ry ? 4 

No. 6076 Pressed Brass Label Holder. Brush brass finish, 
lacquered; cut full size. 

a a 

° 
So 18 Point No Ps 3 

<Q . 

NM DEVINNE 
Vi ey 

ss 
b No. 6097 Steel Number Strip 
Brass Label Holder, with polished brass finish. Black finish, wate enamel 

No. 6079— Size 1x3_ inches. Dees User 
No. 6082— Size 1x3} inches. 
No. 6085— Size 1x4 _ inches. 
No. 6088— Size 1x 4} inches. _— 
No. 6091 — Size 1x5_ inches. oo 
No 6094-—-Size 1x53 iuiches, . 2, s 6 a 

> \ No. 6100 Steel Number Plate. 
Black finish, white enamel 

; \ figures; cut full size. 

“4 yy 

’ () 

No. 6103 Symbol Plate. Brass No. 6106 White Celluloid Num- No. 6109 White Celluloid Num 
letter With ved enamel back ber Tack. Black figures; cut ber Tack. Black figures: cut 

ground; cut full size. full size. full size 

> S ot60 > cae <S> = 
A-W.C.B.-28. (2-27)
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ilton’ d All | No. 6125 Hamilton’s Improved All-Stee 
5 1 Patented ) Cutting Stick ‘ 

Full Size View g 

All-Steel 5 ‘ 
Cutting Stick | A stick to be used by every printer who stops to figure 

Hy at expense items, and who appreciates the value of time and 
5 a LU material, and never wastes it. An all-steel cutting stick 
ie og > outfit costs but a few dollars and lasts practically forever. 
‘4 ¥ The interchangeable cutting strip can be discarded as often 

pe ‘Om as necessary — new ones cost but a trifle. 

aj [ = a In the improved all-steel cutting stick there is no wood part about 
4 = it except the auxiliary cutting strip, which is firmly held in place and 
‘ a clamped by means of the screw bolts which engage the back edge of the slot 

in the machine bed. These ; 
clamping bolts at one operation 

: thus secure the auxiliary cutting strip DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING 

_ in place, and at the same time bind the body 1. Give size square of main body piece. 
piece in the machine bed slot, so that it is not 2. Give length of stick. 

necessary to remove the body piece when renewing the 3. State how far from front edge of stick the knife strikes. 
auxiliary cuttine stri 4. Give name and number of cutter. 

y Soup: 5. State how many auxiliary cutting strips are wanted. ; pa! r > s P 
The steel on the rear side of the auxiliary cutting-strip 

groove is scored very much like a file. When this scored a] 
surface comes in contact in clamping with the auxiliary © For ; 
cutting strip, it is held firmly in place without the turned ib WR 84 | ¢ 
steel on the end, and there is no slipping of the strip under Pe 
the shear of the knife. A E ae 

The all-steel cutting stick can be supplied in any size | 5 s : 
desired, to fit the slot in any paper cutter. F =F 

AN INDORSEMENT 

‘THe HAMILTON MFG. Co. Cena ARO hil alee rind the aucune cer Gentlemen. We beg to advise you that the two new style steel cutting sticks which you Bee ene ae Oe ee 
placed on our cutters about three months ago are giving entire satisfaction. We find this A—Main body picce of steel. piece Avian enc opeation! 
new stick quite an improvement over the old style. G—Ausiliary cutting strip of wood. Recess in. main body piece A, to 

It is always level and holds th vood stri fectly intact, and de ire any :. - . “ - orate eg nd al th wom zee aes and doe ot ete a” -ctping ne wich ores" lon ewe fea 
Yours very truly, THE HENRY O. SHEPARD Co. ce < newing auxiliary cutting strip B—Guide bolts secured to clamping Gu Aelihouk (He the ahaln. 2 

ae i Z = f ee gt body piece, A, from the recess 

Auxiliary Cutting Strips for Hamilton’s Poe ain ody sine ac ties tian eartne agg Geer 
All-Steel Cutting Stick cutting machine recess, and wood. 

No. 6130— 38 inches and under. No. 6140 —55 inches to 70 inches. POINTS OF SUPERIORITY 
No. 6135—38 inches to 54 inches. No. 6145—71 inches to 84 inches. No breakage. No turned steel on end required, allow- 

In ordering cutting strips, give the exact length required. All ing full-length cut. No removing of body piece from \ 
strips are cut to standard uniform gauge, and are sure to fit. All cutter bed in renewing Auxiliary Cutting Strip. 
sticks made 35-inch square. , 

No. 6150 Old-Style Solid Wood Cutting Sticks 
Made from selected rock maple, thoroughly seasoned, and first-class in every respect. A great saving in this 

item can be effected by using Hamilton’s improved all-steel cutting stick described above. 

END SIZE END SIZE END SIZE 
Size A — }-inch square. Size E — 14-inch square. Size J — }-inch round. 
Size B — 3-inch square. Size F — 1}-inch square. Size K — 1{-inch round. 
Size C — 4-inch square. Size G — 13-inch square. Size L — 1}-inch octagon. 
Size D — 1-inch square. Size H — 1}-inch square. 

The above cutting sticks are carried in stock in the following lengths: 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 60, 66, 72, 78, and 
84 inches. Order by letter for size square, and state exact length required. It is good practice to send a sample, cut from the end of < Ln SUES one erred £0 
aused stick. All wood cutting sticks are made scant in size one-thirty-second of an inch. 

= a - —— . - Pe ae eee eat 
E > > ee eee = 
A-W.C.B.-36, (Printed in U. S.A.)
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S > Bookbinders’ Goods 
Cutting Boards 

Our cutting boards are made of the best selected rock maple. This stock is winter- 
sawed, and long seasoned before being put into work. All cutting boards are made on 

order only from this old stock, in sizes and quantities 
ieee ee as required. Work on these boards should not be hur- 
SSS ried. It will be distinctly to the customer’s advantage 
— : : Ga : 
el to give us as much time as possible in filling an order. Tiree : : 

ae The end-grain cutting boards are made of small 
: i : pieces, cut from end of log. Each piece is grooved 

No, 6500 Straight-Grained Cutting Board 5 _ het i 
on two sides, splined and glued to adjoining pieces. 

S : ‘These boards are supplied with and without steel rods 
SSS and binding strips. ; 

Mae — No. 6500 Straight-Grained ‘ aS i DE Nee 
Mery Cutting Board. A ee SN 

No. 6505 Diagonal-Grained NG 
u & é Cutting Board. A = Bi eee 

No. 6505 Diagonal-Grained Cutting Board Nos6S10- End Grin Cute a Se 
i eee \ Pa 

ting Board without steel : eee 
The diagonal and straight-grained boards are sold rods and binding strips. BNIB 

by the square foot, usually in two-inch thickness. | No. 6515 End-Grain Cut- VIP. 
The end-grain boards are sold by the square inch, ting Board with steel rods ae SE re ee @ 
and are supplied in thickness as required. and binding strips. hi) = 5 

Aiea - 

No. 6518 Cutting Blocks No. 6515 End-Grain Cutting Board with iron rods 

For Sterling Round Cornering Machines, one dozen blocks per box. and binding strips 

Bn eae ae Se ee Joint Rods for Bookbinders 
AA 0 — ‘These rods are made of hardwood, true and accurate, 

without finish. Unless otherwise ordered they are cut in 
I $ a pe lengths as given below, which allows about } inch for over- 

CLE LEED Lil lapping ends of book. Order by number. The illustrations 

S y ; N show full-size end views. 
= a No. 6520— Quarto, 18} inches. | No.6536—TImperial, 24} inches. 
pag Lo SP AISI T. | No. 6522 —Cap, 18} inches. No. 6538 — Small Quarto, 18 inches. 

SEE BRM EC ikepicciafer Zaza No. 6524— Demy, 20} inches. No. 6540— Medium, 18} inches. 
Fe Zi a) e | No. 6526— Medium, 22} inches. No. 6542—S. Royal and Medium, 

= y Wy Wi BZ No. 6528 —S. Royal, 24} inches. 223 inches. 
~ : a SIT Sa No. 6530— Cap, 18% inches. No. 6544— Imperial, 24% inches. 

E No. 6532 — Demy, 204 inches. Other sizes and patterns can be 
Joint Rods for Bookbinders No. 6534— Medium and Royal, furnished to order. 

224 inches. 

No. 6548 Band and Rubbing-up Sticks serene 
Made of smoothly finished rock maple without finish, and put cilia | a 

up in sets of six sizes, one each 3%, 3’, #2, 3, #2, and 32 of an inch a per te 
width of groove, 12 inches long. oe pp - 

In using these sticks the work is done more quickly and uniformly. = 
‘The two largest sizes can be used for forming the larger bands on — ms 
the backs of blank books, also for turning sharp corners. “The i S S 
sticks in this way replace the folder, rubbing-up stick, burnisher and» / ee ; 
other tools heretofore used for various purposes. 7 ? ? 

-F ! Byes E : 
No. 6549 Rubbing-up Stick, made of lignum-vitae, size $x 1 x 16 inches. 

No. 6548 Band and Rubbing-up Sticks 

: > <> = 2 SSS : > :
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Gilding Boards 

Made of rock maple, smooth and perfect. Supplied in the white without finish. 
Length as required. 

LIST OF GILDING BOARDS 

oy) Sone Width, Inches | Thiet Ends Inckies | Thin Bad, Inches 

Zh 6550 6} | u i 
AE LL 6552 Te se ; ts 
GF oe ee i 1s 6558 | 9% i : 

: Gilding Board Special sizes and patterns made to order. oe 

No. 6560 Morgner Tooling Press a 

This press is especially designed for use in delicate hand- Cl —<—LAA a 
tooling the backbone of books. It is a style long used by ei 
the most expert European art binders. It is made of rock << 
maple, and supplied in the white, without finish. 

Length, 15 inches; distance between screws, 10 inches; height, 7 Morgner Tooling 
inches; maximum opening of jaws, 8 inches. Press 

Lithograph Scrapers 

Made of selected rock maple, winter sawed, 
free of all imperfections. Supplied in the white 
without finish, perfectly smooth. Unless other- 
wise ordered, supplied in lengths approximately 

No. 6564— Maple Lithograph Scrapers three feet long. 

Bookbinders’ Cabinets 

Bookbinders’ Cabinets are now made standard two- 4 — 
thirds-size, and contain the regular two-thirds-size cap A 
case. ‘This case provides large letter compartments. — 
The capacity is increased, and the individual types can eas 
be more easily extracted. ‘The cases have three-ply ee 
bottoms, with the grain alternately crossed. a 

_ Material — Ash, with antique ’ 

Frere ee PP PPePe pe a Back of 3-ply veneer, No. 6568 Bookbinders’ Cabinet 
PPPPrPE PPP PP Pr 

VTITIT YT PITETTT LIST OF BOOKBINDERS’ CABINETS 

TTT TTT ATTTTT Se TTTTTTT rr rrr No. | Case Capacity | Height, Inches 4 Floor Space, Inches 
PEPrrEP bi peb 6566 6 | 142 25 x223 z *6567 6 | 133% 18} x 19 

6568 10 | 2k 25 x 223 
No. 2850 Two-Thirds-Size *6569 10 1955, 18} x 19 

Cap or Bookbinders’ Case. 6570 15 | 283 25 x22} 
Compartments for caps, figures SSN oS Lan SS SS ot 

and points. *Equipped with case containing 49 compartments equal size. 

i > : > TGS > >
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a ; 
= = Sewing Benches 
a 

= = These benches are made of basswood, 
= = with ash fronts, and are supplied with 
= = antique gloss finish. The wood screws 
= = are of birch, accurately cut, and all i 
= = uniform and interchangeable. 
= = The following sizes are carried in 
2 = stock: 

i iy No. 6572— 18 inches between screws. 
; No. 6574—24 inches between screws. 

| 5 i No. 6576-30 inches between screws. 
| ul No. 6578— 36 inches between screws. 

iad $$$ = No. 6580—40 inches between screws. 

Sewing Bench i 

S 9 ip Jf NK » 3 
Z me | ON 

No. 6584 Blank Book Sewing ; — 
co = 1 i iC 

Bench : | | , i 
3 i 1 Og 

This is an improved bench, with all g { | 
the metal parts accurately made and inter- 3 : 15 
changeable. ‘The adjustable screws have 3 13 
large heads, deep slotted, and they will fi | j i 
give long and satisfactory service. The fy F i | HP 
wooden screw uprights are deep cut, wen pe pe | 
with accurate thread, and are inter- 5 4 PS eS 
changeable with all sizes of the ordinary 3 eS Po | 
sewing bench. ; 7 : : a = 

Finish — Antique gloss. THE HAMILTON MFG. CO. 

Blank Book Sewing Bench 

Finishing Presses 

. A The finishing presses are made of 
5 { | birch throughout, with shellac finish. 

The clamping blocks are 33 inches 
i 3) ae square. ‘The screws are accurately cut 

ae 5 a and are interchangeable. ‘The follow- 
THE HAMILTON Wi ing sizes are carried in stock: 

S = No. 6586—14 inches between screws. 
= = No. 6588—18 inches between screws. 
S = No. 6590—21 inches between screws. 
=. = No. 6592— 24 inches between screws 
Ree No. 6594— 28 inches between screws. 

No. 6596—31 inches between screws. 

Finishing Press 

== — > = 164 5 aS Ce
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Plow and Press 

This illustration shows the plow and press complete with lever bar, which accompanies each press. 
All materials are the best procurable. The diameter of the wood screw is 27% inches. The distance 

between screws is 264 inches. The jaws have a spread 
= ey s of 12 inches. The knife is of English pattern, short and 

Ulli» i = : stiff, made of the finest tool steel. This style 
SS Coe Z S — is a great improvement over the old knife. 

= EN a —QXSg Made of hardwood throughout, with 
j © ad belize finish. 

iz <A y Ly PF 
Way (Ga et i) Zt No. 6600—Complete, plow, press, knife 

mm we and pin. 

L Cn No. 6602—Press and pin only. : —— Ro ee 
N » a =< No. 6604— Plow and knife only. 

ES y No. 6606—Press pin only. 
Pl d press s | conpicie wah No. 6608—Knife only. 

5 pin and knife. 

Finishing Stand with Table and Gold Cushion 

‘The finishing stand is constructed in a workmanlike manner, of selected hardwood. The backboard 
is made with cleated end. The finishing stand is attached to the table as shown in the illustration. 

No. 6610—Stand only, small size, 12 x 20 inches. Material—Birch, with shellac finish. All metal 
No. 6612—Stand only, large size, 16x 24 inches. parts black enameled. 

Gold Cushions 

Covered with the best law calf, securely fastened on edges with tacks, and reinforced with binding 
strips fastened with round-headed brass upholsterer’s tacks. One full-size blank drawer in the base. 

Material—Ash, with antique gloss finish. 

No. 6614—Size 7 x 13 inches. 
No. 6616—Size 8 x 16 inches. 

No. 6618—Size 9 x 18 inches. 

No. 6620 Table for Finishing 
Stand 

Substantially made of hardwood, with heavy top. 
Height, 32} inches; length, 42} inches; width, 242 
inches. 

Material—Ash, with antique gloss finish. Top of 
birch, with oil finish. 

Finishing Stand with Table and Gold Cushion 

E > 6s 16 == SS C= 
(Printed in U.S. A.) A.-W.C.B.-37.
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No. 6622 Roll Cloth Cutting Machine 

Designed to cut binders’ cloth without waste. | This device will take six rolls of material in any length up to 
42 inches. The rolls of cloth are held on iron rods which are held in grooves in the uprights. These rods with 

the rolls are removable. 

on The cloth from the different rolls passes down to the bottom 
BO of the frame and under a pressure roll of iron; it then passes along 

LAC over the bed of the machine as shown in the illustration. 

ae 2 Fi ‘The cutting groove across the bed is lined with steel on both 
= edges. The knife when used in cutting drops into this slot between 

ae i the pieces of steel lining. The cloth is quickly and smoothly cut. 
Fo = = a ‘There is a measuring gauge marked by inches for the convenience 

tt ery of the operator in cutting the material to any desired size. 

by ge — Made of hardwood throughout, finished antique gloss. 

= Dimensions: Width, 443 inches. ; 
Length, 41 inches. 
Thickness of cutting bed, 2} inches. 
Height of upright, 18} inches. 
Length of bed from cutting groove to the gauge stops, 22 inches. 

SG No. 6626 Table for Roll Cloth 
Cutting Machine 

No. 6622 Roll Cloth Made of ash, with antique gloss finish, Dimensions: Length, 42} inches. 
Cutting Machine with Top of birch, oiled. Width, 39} inches 
No. 6626 Table. Height, 30 inches. 

No. 6628 Stuart Finishing Stand : 
An excellent stand, far superior to the ordinary finishing stand. It is made \j 7 

of ash throughout, with antique gloss finish. The clamping jaws are faced 
with felt. The face of these jaws, the part that presses against the. book, ‘ 
swings on a pivot, striking the cover of a book of any thickness squarely. " J ie £2 

The clamping device is closed by foot power by means of a treadle a ee 
attached to a heavy coil spring. When closed the clamp is held in position ; Serr 
by an iron ratchet. The connection between the treadle and the clamp is a heavy steel J ae i 
coiled wire. f poe a i 

‘The block which supports the book is adjustable by means of a lever and ratchet. 1 ee x i 
This supporting shelf can be lowered 14 inches below the top of the clamp, or it can \ ae Bs " 
be raised to the lower edge of the clamp. A book of any size can be placed in the Be f k | : 
clamp, and no time will be lost in making the adjustment. ; / ee i ae 

The clamp can be easily fixed to a table by means of two pins which drop into {oe — <2 
openings in the top of the table. The table can also be used separately, and the clamp aa | — 
removed when not required. ‘This device is sold with or without the table. Hi POL TON 

i | a Ss . 

No. 6630 Table for Stuart Finishing Stand | \ 
iw This table is made of ash, finished antique gloss. It 1] ) 

i oz, is substantially constructed, and will give lasting service. Fi 5 
bth oa ‘The top is of birch, with oil-stained finish. ‘There are i 

DBA ya holes in the top for securing the finishing stand in ie ul BSS 
4 Vis position. es a ISS 

Af, ae Dimensions: Length, 42 inches. Regi = wd 
| \) Width, 241 inches. 4 

in TY Height, 32. inches. ‘ eee 
Hea pa One drawer in table, size 143 x 18§ x 3} inches inside. No. 6628 Stuart Finishing Stand attached to i Lp No. 6630 Table. 
Oe WN i z 

1 /i No. 6632 Backing Boards—Steel Faced 
‘ Made of selected rock maple, and faced on one side with polished steel. Finished, shellac gloss. 

No. 6632 Backing Board Width, 3 inches; thickness, 32 inch; length, 18 inches. Special sizes made to order. 
(Steel Faced) 

= ———— Ca (i166 OS oS _ : > 
37-A.-W.C.B,
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— No. 6636 All-Steel Work Table 
| W THEt Bi sa 

| | A practical piece of equipment for the bind- 
a ery or pressroom. It is light in weight but 

very rigid, and will support practically any load 
that can be placed upon it. 

4 es , The table top and shelf are of high-grade furniture steel, 
| k smooth and flat. Size of top 24 x 24 inches. The shelf 

i | _— > 3 | measures 23} x 23$ inches. The legs are made of hot-rolled 
| ; & angles, mounted on double-wheel swivel casters. The 

| ac =< table can be easily transferred to any department when loaded. 

- : Cy : Finish, olive-green enamel, two coats baked. 

= | bg Dimensions: Height, 33 inches. 
ey we Floor space, 24 x 24 inches. 

No, 6636 Work Table 
(All-Steel Construction) 

Gilding Presses 

The illustration shows the gilding press combined with the stand. We can 
supply the press with or without the stand, or the stand only, as required. All 
materials are the best procurable. The press and stand are made of hardwood 
throughout; the screws are of iron, 
and are accurately threaded. The : K 
sliding pins running parallel to the a aN a 
screws are of steel. The boxes are gett Va TN 

of iron or gun metal. A lever bar oem f a! : i Perec) 
accompanies each press. The dis- eee) 
tance between screws is 28 inches. 
The jaws can be spread 18 inches. | _/h 
Special presses with additional spread 
of jaw can be supplied at special 
prices. Our gilding presses are now 
all metal except the two jaw bars, 
which are made of selected hard- 
wood. The stand is of ash, with 
antique gloss finish. The wood parts 

\. of the press are made of birch, with 
shellac finish. 

Gilding Press and Stand 

LIST OF GILDING PRESSES ONLY WITHOUT STAND 

sg No E | Length of Iron Screws, Inches | Size of Screw, Tndhies t [. size of Wood, Inches = ES sie of Box 3 

6638 35 1 55 x 5$ Iron Boxes 
6646 35) 1 53 x 53 Gun Metal Boxes 
6642 36 2 62 x 5¢ Tron Boxes 
6644 | 36 2 61x53 Gun Metal Boxes 

"No. 6645 Hardwood Stand to fit any size of listed press. aaee 

: S> _> = 167.2 s> S 
5 A.-W.C.B.-37.
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: ’ Bookbinders’ Press Boards 

eect These boards are supplied made of plain cherry or laminated 
3 a ao 7 stock, without bindings, with brass bindings, and with nickel-plated 

“ brass bindings. We do not recommend boards with zinc or alumi- 
an num bindings on account of the softness of the metal, which we 

, pie J have found not always reliable in connection with all classes of 
Cierra ~ = /\ work. The cherry boards are made of several pieces grooved and 

LED. = i ~~ glued into one solid board. The laminated boards are made of 
‘nee » me several layers firmly cemented together. This style of board is now 
Cae ks in general use. We have special facilities for handling the best 

Detail showing: Construction of Laminated stock procurable. Binders throughout the world are using our 
Brase-Bound Board boards. Thousands of these press boards are in use in the Govern- 

ment Printing Office in Washington, D. C. 

The illustration at the side shows in reduced size the construction of the laminated board with brass binding. These boards are 
usually made of five layers, firmly cemented and forming one solid board. The center layer receiving the screws i§ thicker than the 
four outside layers. The grain in the different layers is crossed. These boards cannot shrink, swell or crack, and with good care they 
will give lasting service. Care should be taken, however, to keep laminated boards away from moisture, otherwise the layers are liable 
to come apart. The screws used in fastening the metal bindings are of brass. The brass binding strips are of hard metal, the best procurable. 

LIST OF BOOKBINDERS’ PRESS BOARDS 

Unbound Boards | Brass-Bound Boards cnn BaacHound Boards 
Size in Inches agit tis 

sae Cherry | Laminated Cherry Laminated Cherry Laminated 

16 x 24 No. 6650 | No. 6660 | No. 6670 | No. 6680 | No. 6690 | No. 6700 
18 x 24 No. 6652 No. 6662 | No. 6672 No. 6682 No. 6692 | No. 6702 
20 x 24 No. 6654 No. 6664 No. 6674 | No. 6684 No. 6694 No. 6704 
20 x 28 No. 6656 No. 6666 No. 6676 No. 6686 No. 6696 No. 6706 
22 x 28 No. 6658 No. 6668 | No. 6678 | No. 6688 No. 6698 No. 6708 

iO hens tees adel an iapeci order ; Teen 

No. 6710 Unit Press Board Cabinet a 

The illustration shows a unit cabinet mounted on a base, and VW 
partly filled with press boards. The height including the base is 38} 
inches, making the top available as a convenient working surface. : ) . 

Using the base will bring the press boards away from the floor. 

Each unit cabinet will accommodate eighteen standard press boards, bound 4 
or unbound, in either size 16 x 24 or 18x24 inches. The two sizes can be 

kept in the same unit. This arrange- 
ment is provided for by a back stop, ; 
which is used when the 16x 24 boards 

|| 11] | | | | | are accominodated, and dispensed with ah oa ts 
Hit i when the cabinet is filled with 18 x 24- i 
| | | | ] il inch boards. 

HHI WA HLL Material — Ash, with 
AU antique gloss finish. Top 

Aa AIHA NA of birch, with oil finish. 
i HH i | HHH TH Dimensions of Unit Wii i HHL Hi Wi ck 
NN 1 AIH TH ARLAH without Base: 
il | | il WH HATA Height, 283 inches. No. 6710 Single Unit Press Board Cabinet with 
ELLE Lemme Width, 324 inches, No. 6712 Base. The upper surface can be used 

Depth, 193 inches. asa working top. Standard height 38} inches 
from the floor. 

_ ees 
Five No. 6710 Unit Cabines and dude No. INO. 6712 Base for Unit Press Board Cabinet 
ee eeaah oer tte ace io Made of ash, with antique gloss finish, to match the unit cabinet. 

inches.. These five units will accommodate Dimensions of Base: Height, 9% inches. 

ninety press boards, bound or unbound, in sizes Width, 325 inches. 

16x 24 or 18 x 24 inches. Depth, 19% inches. 

> > 18 === o 
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No. 5980 

Hamilton Plate Mounting 

VERY printer knows the difficulty of handling irregular-shaped stereotype or electrotype 
plates. The usual method is to tack the plate or plates on a large block of wood and 
then jig saw the extra wood away, leaving more or less inaccurate space in which to 

set type. This, at best, is unsatisfactory, and takes considerable time and labor even with the 
right tools and machinery. The new Hamilton method is a great time and labor saver, and 
will save its cost many times in a year. 

The method is as follows: 

Take the Hamilton Mounting Blocks and build up in the chase the approximate shape and 
size required by the plates. The blocks are accurately cut to ems from 5x 5 to 10x 10 and are 
treated with oil to prevent swelling or shrinking. When the blocks are set in place the form 
is locked up and the plates are laid on the mounting blocks and tacked in their correct posi- 
tions. The job is thus done in a few minutes that would require hours by the old method. 

These blocks are the correct height for 11 point plates and are particularly adapted to the 
smaller newspaper plants. They can be used over and over again. New blocks are obtainable 
at small cost. 

The rack shown above holds a font of mounting blocks as follows: 40 pieces each of 10x 10, 
8x10, 6x10, 5x10, 8x8 and 5x8; 60 pieces of 6x8 and 6x6; and 80 pieces of 5x6 and 5x5. 

Dimensions of Rack: Width, 2534”; Depth, 434"; Height, 84’. 

Material and Finish: Made of elm, finished in antique lacquer. 

Manufactured by 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

Eastern Office: Rahway, N. J.~ Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th Street, Los Angeles 

Hamilton Goods are for Sale by all Prominent Typefounders and Dealers Everywhere 

For Sale by ~ 

AWCB- 46



Steel Section 

(SEE OTHER SIDE)



Steel Imposing ‘Tables 
Pages 236, 238 and 239 illustrate a few imposing 

tables which prove to be very popular with a certain 

: class of printers. Also any of the tables shown in wood 
on pages 88 to 109 can be duplicated in steel. 

If none of these are desirable for your work, write 

us the arrangement you would like and we will send 
a blue print showing a table drawn up according to 
your own specifications. 

Steel Newspaper ‘Tables 
Page 232 illustrates a newspaper table the body of 

which is made up of standard stock units. Almost any 

desirable arrangement can be made up from the stand- 
ard stock units illustrated on pages 246 to 249. 

Write us what units you would like in a table 
and we will send you a blue print of a table drawn up 

according to your own specifications.
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Padding Attachment No. 15050 ( Recent 
Hamilton Steel Tables are quickly and easily converted ee i . --B 

into modern Padding Tables with this device. Illustration Dees za aa “<p 
at right shows all parts in place for padding while the one H = — a a ee 
at bottom shows the position of the same parts when not A-- ~~ baa oS 
in use. Padding Board and Drip Pan are the only units A aa — | P---A 
not actually secured to the table at all times. A =a a | A 

Details i | = 
Uprights (A) are 18 inches long and made of $” cold- \ ae oe 

rolled steel threaded to top. The Padding Board (D) is i 
of selected 14” stock 10” wide and 44” long, with a 3}/” 
center slot in each end to receive the upright as shown in 
illustration. Pressure is obtained by use of 6” Star Wheels es yy 
(C) on uprights. (B) is metal washer between star wheel Pee 
and board. iN | / 

The uprights extend through the flange of the table top @® 
and are held securely by a locked nut. They operate Pr ij 
freely in the holes and, when not in use and board ye 
removed, hang loosely at sides of table. { im 

Drip Pan (E) catches the drippings from the brush or et 
from the pads when pressure is applied. 

Tables Nos. 15038, 15040 and 15042 are regularly 
supplied with holes drilled in fanges, 5 inches from each ee . 
end, to accommodate Padding Attachment. End view, showing Table as 

used for padding. 

Gluing-On Attachment No. 15052 

Gluing-On Attachment consists of two parts: Swinging Bracket (G) which is attached to a stationary part which in 
turn is fastened to angle table leg; Aluminum Pan (H), 8’ diameter, which fits snugly into the Swinging Bracket and in 
which the Glue Pot is placed; Aluminum Cup (K), 43” diameter, for holding the Glue Brush when not in use. We do 
not supply the Glue Pot. 

‘The swinging part is on a hinged joint which permits swinging the Glue Pot clear of the table top either at end or side. 
A slight touch only is required to swing the Bracket, Brush, Glue Pot and contents under the table entirely out of the way 
of the workmen. Brackets are made of grey cast-iron and may be quickly attached to the flange of the table leg with the 

aid of no tool other 
than a wrench. 

The Glue Pot (L) 

rests in Aluminum Pan 
(H) which sets loosely 

Ce ——2'5) | into the bracket proper. 

— 7 Li N Attached tothe bracket 

rt 1 B -A_ isasmaller Bracket (J) 
= =» )) H of proper size to hold a z 

os _ \ | | B a 43” cup (K). 
Ss a 4 
are \ ~~ | iy By the old method | 4 y 

f Aw 4 the Glue Pot and Brush 
x G Ss aaa might be anywhere in Y ie 3 

A mae aa \ aN the room. Where our 

= eo (| device is installed all 
7 ae parts are always in one 

H place — most conven- 

ient for use when 
needed, and entirely 

Showing Padding and Gluing-On Attachments when not in use out of the way when 
— entirely out of the way, but instantly available when needed. not in use. 

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeeEeEeeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeE
eeEeeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEee———eEeEe————E————EE SE 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

A-S.C.B.-S01-A. (Printed in U. 8. A.)
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DIMENSIONS, ETC. 

No. sneties res 

15020 24x 24 (none) 
15022 24x 24 Tron 
15028 30x 30 (none) 
15030 30x 30 Tron 
15030-A | 30x 30 Fibre 
15035 30x 30 Iron 

eae rue Taree aa 15035-A 30x 30 Fibre 
ee te ec a ig *15038 36x 72 |)Casters 

en : «15040 36 x 96  |{supplicd only 
iT ’ fhe ane *15042 36x114 |Joraer. 

:- pe — i eee 15045 36x 54 Tron 
A = ae ae ee 15045-A | 36x 54 Fibre 

eek - ee es = a a thea Sa ee ae 
: ee eI | Standard height, either with or with- 
eS . RANG Tig Stabe ey aaa. Sony aS out casters, 32 inches. 

ee ——— : =  *Regularly supplied with holes drilled 
Styles Nos. 15038, 15040 and 15042 (see table). in flanges for Padding Attachment. (See 

: other side of sheet.) No. 15042 made 
AMILTON Steel Tables —the universal “i S* '*8* 
choice of progressive printers —are rapidly i 
displacing the old-style wood tables in the 
Bindery, Pressroom and Mailing Room of 

modern printing plants. They are light in weight, 
yet strong and durable —a design developed with the 
one idea of serviceability, and about as nearly inde- 
structible as they can be and still serve the real pur- 
pose for which they were designed. = > 

Legs and frame are heavy angles, with tops of (ii culm es 
heavy-gauge steel with channel reinforcements, to [| > 9g = 
5 ioe : : : ae MI a ee 
insure rigidity and avoid vibration. SS) Rem iia 

As contrasted to the old-style wood tables which sites wes. 15020 wo 15030-A (see table above): 
were easily splintered, rough surfaced, always of ques- 
tionable strength and stability, and almost impossible 
to keep clean, our table tops are always smooth and 
easily cleaned and tables practically indestructible. 

All corners are carefully rounded, smooth, and 
acetylene welded to insure maximum strength, and 
with ordinary usage should outlast any number of ee 
wood tables —and be right at all times. | a 

Standard height is 32 inches, either with or without casters. 

Casters supplied with No. 15022 are 3-inch diameter; all other 
casters are 4-inch diameter. 

Tables Nos. 15038, 15040 and 15042 are regularly supplied with Soe oe eB 
holes drilled in flanges, 5 inches from each end, to accommodate ee ln eg i 

Padding Attachment. ee ee 
Gluing-On Attachment may be easily and quickly secured to Sa Ne oe AEA 

the angle legs of our tables. Sree Nom TEAS, ISD4E-A. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE



No. 12005 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood — No. 2005.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-six full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Two copy drawers and swing trays for quarter cases in rear. 

Full-length galley dump in rear. Wired for lights over cases. 

Extra Equipment 

Steel fronts for cases. Consecutive numbers on cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

Lead and Slug Case (see Nos. 13210 to 13243 both inclusive). 

Floor space. including overhang of top, 36 x 72 inches. 

im eae a3 Manufactured by 

vor sau ay at erome "TATE LHHAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Selcees senewnune EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N, J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-502. (4-26) (Printed in U.S.A.)
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No. 12000 Tracy Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood — No. 2000.) 
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Standard Equipment . 

‘Twenty-three full-size California Job Cases and one Blank Case. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Copy drawer, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dump. 

Wired for lights over cases. 

Extra Equipment 

Steel fronts for cases. Consecutive numbers on cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

Lead and Slug Case No. 13200. 

Floor space, including overhang of top, 36x 37 inches. 

Manufactured by = 

ror sue Yau. THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
eee EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, WN. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A.-S. C. B.-502. (4-26)
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No. 12040 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood— No. 2040.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-six full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Back flush; no projections. 

Designed especially to go against a wall or to complete a row of cabinets. 

No installation complete without one or more of these. 

Spacing material cases as shown. 
Full-length top bank. Switch control overhead. 

‘Takes regular lamp bulbs. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases, 

Overhead wiring. 

Floor space, including overhang of top, 23x 70 inches. 

Manufactured by 

2 <€ mune. THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE | EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-503. (4-26) (Printed in U. S. A.)
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No. 12220 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood— No. 2220 Paneled Back, No. 2215 Veneer Back.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-six full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 

Cases have wood fronts. ; 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 

Wired for lights over cases. 

Extra Equipment 

Steel fronts for cases. Consecutive numbers on cases. 

Also made in steel in one-tier size, No. 12210. 

One-tier size in wood (with paneled back) No. 2210. 

One-tier size in wood (with veneer back) No. 2205. 

Floor space, 22 x 69 inches. 

Sr NI) > Re ee, . QDs Manufactured by 

a 2 couse aur THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S. C. B.-503. (4-26)



No. 12030 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood— No 2030) 

The Ideal Cabinet for Use in the Ad. Room of the Modern Newspaper 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-two full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Pyramid bank divided for leads and slugs as shown. 

Copy drawers, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dumps. 
Push button controls lights over cases; switch control for overhead lights. 

All sockets are for standard electric bulbs. 
Emeraldite shades for overhead lights supplied when specified. 

Height to working surface, 40 inches. 
Floor space, including overhang of top, 36x 71 inches. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Biued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

Manufactured by 

vor sae wv aur reo — TFTK FA AMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Aten Diese are EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-506. (Printed in U. S. A.)



No. 12035 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood — No. 2035.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Twenty-one full-size California Job Cases and one Blank Case. 

Cases have wood fronts. 
Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 

Pyramid bank divided for leads and slugs as shown. 
Copy drawer, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dump. 

: Push button controls lights over cases; switch control for overhead lights. 
All sockets are for standard electric bulbs. 

Emeraldite shades for overhead lights supplied when specified. 
Height to working surface, 40 inches. 

Floor space, including overhang of top, 36 x 36 inches. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

E> Manufactured by 

von sate wv ats exo = "TFT EK HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN



No. 12025 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood— No. 2025.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Twenty-one full-size California Job Cases and one Blank Case. 

Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Case on top bank divided for leads and slugs as shown. 

Copy drawer, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dump. 

Wired for lights over cases. 

Floor space, including overhang of top, 33 x 36 inches. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

E> I) 3 Manufactured by 
f Rn 

ror sux nas. mom THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS ‘EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. I. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-507. (Printed in U. S. A.)



No. 12020 Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood— No. 2020.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-two full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Cases on top banks divided for leads and slugs as shown. 

Copy drawers, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dumps. 

Wired for lights over cases. Both sides alike. 

Floor space, including overhang of top, 33 x 71 inches. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

Manufactured by 

vor sate wv az ero = “TFL K FAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, WN. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN



No. 12010 Ad-Man Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood — No. 2010.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Forty-six full-size California Job Cases and two Blank Cases. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Overhead bank divided for leads and slugs as shown. 

Auxiliary bank with justifying cases. yx J ying 
Copy drawers, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dumps. 

Wired for lights over cases. Both sides alike. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

us Manufactured by 

FOR SALE BY ALL. PROM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
See pene EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B,-508,. (Printed in U.S. A.)



No. 12015 Ad-Man Steel Cabinet 
(Also made in Wood — No. 2015.) 
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Standard Equipment 

Twenty-three full-size California Job Cases and one Blank Case. 
Cases have wood fronts. 

Case fronts finished olive green and have brass pulls and mortised label holders. 
Overhead bank divided for leads and slugs as shown. 

Auxiliary bank with justifying cases. 
Copy drawer, swing trays for quarter cases and galley dump. 

Wired for lights over cases. 

Extra Equipment 

Consecutive numbers on cases. Steel fronts for cases. 

Blued-steel foot rail. Overhead wiring. 

E> Manufactured by 

vor sae ava moe HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Deane ere iee EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN



‘ Galley Cabinets and GalleyTrucks 
C = aa (Made in Steel and Wood ) 

——— poe I" 'T’ WASN’ T many years ago when the principal labor 

er KABLYA of the average foreman was to “‘keep track’’ of the 
| pcre or Er ot standing matter in his office. Catalog pages, standing 

| —_——s — pn eat & J jobs, etc., were either “‘piled’’, or stored promiscu- 

| te N ously on letterboards, with the result that when a 
| — te — | 0 J] certain page or job was called for it was usually 

Ppt aw located, after much effort, at the bottom of a “‘pile’’ 
eee a ere | or in such position on the letterboard that much matter must 

| ee eth be handled to get the particular thing desired. Then it was 
— eo — placed on a galley, corrected, proofed and replaced — some- 

ee peer he —— where — resulting in much loss of time, patience and money. 
a l | I a at i: - ~ . : es 8 s 
Steen IN ith Hamilton Equipment, all this is changed. Letter 

boards are passé; _ piling of pages about the room is a relic of the 
days when real costs were unknown, 

rear ~ —_—e or seldom considered. “Today the stor- 

o age problem is taken care of in a syste- 5 ie 
Re 3 i) matic manner; a place is provided for —_— => q 

i 5 y) everything and any piece of matter SAM “\ : 
i stored isinstantlyavailable; time is saved “SS pee oy 

3 5 in every operation and what was for- » < 2 = — 
5 s merly one of the printer’s most exas- \ Se 
; » perating problems has been brought to . fin: 
et a point where it is simplicity itself — oe 

* : practically automatic. 

5 ee The Hamilton one-piece, double- the’ doublestreneth nile" walls and 
ROB EC Aen RES See walled galley is the most practical all- “°° 7nded t0P edges. 

purpose galley ever produced. Made of specially prepared 

steel, formed with elaborate dies in mammoth presses, it pro- 
a ] vides every advantage of any other steel galley and is better in 

SS Se oe || that its double walls, with perfectly rounded top edges, insure 
4 s pet et a rigidity not approached in any other design. 

Re ea = = =| | CABINETS WITH SLANTING SHELVES | CABINETS WITH RUNS ONLY—NO SHELVES 

pe ee | 5 ‘ ] = & | : 
ee eal) be = Pei) a “al 28 < = o eo 

eee eee 13510 | 2-col. | 1] 25 | 77} 13538 | 82x13 | 2| 50] 9: 
eee 2 * #3510 :|:2=" *¢ 1 25 | 73 | * 3538 Sr 13 2, 50 9t 
he ° Seg 13515) 25) 2 50 | 7% 13540 | 8}x 13 4 | 100 9 
areas i 2 % Solo. e-0°° 2| 50] 73 | * 3540 | 82x13 4/100] 9} 

a pee = 13520 | 2- <‘* 4 | 100 | 73 13541 | 10 x16 4 | 100 | 103 
ee * 3520 | 2- ** 4 | 100 a * 3541 | 10 x16 4 | 100 | 103 

13533 | 3-Col. | 4 | 100 % | 13542 | 12 x18 4 | 100 | 12} 
DEERE TSS + 3533 | 3- «| 4 | 100 | 9§| * 3542 | 12 x18 | 4| 100 | 124 

a= 13544 | 3$x23h] 4| 100] 4 
GALLEY TRUCKS * 3544 33 x 23% 4 100 4 

i 3 
No. 13540 — Cabinet with runs. 13500 | 83x13] 2] 32] 9 saee & ae ji i a No. 13590 — Cabinet with shelves. * 3500 | 88x13 | 2| 32 | 94 X93 ot 
No. 13505 — Galley Truck. : 5 4 | 13565 | 83x23} | 4| 100} 9 

13505 | 2-Col. | 2| 32] 73 | + 3565 bah | 4 
CABINETS with runs are 3814 in. high; with shelves, * 3505.{/2- ** 2 32 7% 8) x 234 100} 9 43 in. high. Run openings are ¥s-inch wider than given a le ee ee 

inside measure of galley specified. *Made of wood. _ All galley openings are regularly numbered from 1 up to capacity of cabinet. 
TRUCKS (steel) are 324% in. high, 2514 in. wide; ““CLEARANCE” means maximum width of shelf or run opening. Hamilton Galleys are 

wood trucks, 38'4 in, high, 25!9 in. wide. $<-inch wider outside than inside; sizes listed are all inside measure. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 
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No. 15735 Smouse Adjustable Truck 
(Patented October 7, 1913. Other patents pending. ) 

 ————— ee 
si >} 2 - v 1 

2 , .: a 

Pressure Here 
Does the Trick 

Instantly — 

No Cranking 

cay a 

eS 
ee 

Adjustment 
This truck was designed exclusively for use in transferring forms from stationary make-up 
tables to steam tables, and vice versa. It has a total elevating height of ¢ inches, which 
means that it has an adjustment of § inches from a given center. It may be operated 
with equal facility from either end; a slight pressure on the handle at either end of the 
table instantly raises or lowers the top to a desired height and it stays where you put it. 
There are no wheels to turn, no levers to manipulate. 

In ordering, always give the exact height of tables your trucks are to work with. 

6am QS Manufactured by 

ror sare oy aut rome — "TETE FHAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN



Smouse Adjustable T k 
HE “SMOUSE”’ isa real one-man truck, ae 

easy to operate, positive in action. It never Y eet] 
, . : k : , eee ap 

fails. Every movement in connection with \ v8 a aS | 

its operation is a natural one. To elevate, \: ee 

a slight pressure downward on the handle at either a ig | 
as 

end does the trick; to lower, a slight pull “ is all ‘ { A : 

that is required. No guesswork about it. The a, y ‘ 
action is positive, and to operate it is the work of a = 

second. And the Top stays where you put it. No lz ay ie 

wheels to turn; no levers to pull. Simplicity itself! aan, P < 
. . meee : oe < 

Equipped with the famous Smouse Underslung Caster a ofr ys ee . I 

(patented) the Truck with form can be moved about eee 
: a  ———_— Aa : 

the room with such ease as to make one wonder why el ie 4 —— > 
é i a 

they ever tolerated trucks equipped with other cas- | vA mT 
s i J sees 

ters. The Smouse Caster is as remarkable as the oe ae ; ts a 
‘Truck as it operates equally well over rough or ) Be | | ie 4g 
smooth floors, does not pick up strings, waste, etc., i | fs mk 3 ee 

es | s bi . 
and adjusts itself to all conditions. LP \\ [— fe 

/ a a | Ek! SS me 
= j h { ———— , 

i ie 
} E Le v - ae GF 

Be We : Se | : 
= \ | oe b 

aay o> Oi fa? eee ‘i 

| A slight pressure on the handle at either end instantly 

i adjusts the Truck to proper height, and it “‘stays put”? 
i at until released by a slight pull upward on the handle. 

aan Bes ’ Li c 
a 

Ta a OA 
= =o » F te ea 

7 BE al 2g S . 3 i 

| | y ne Smouse Trucks are not an experiment. They have 

< eee ea = 4 Na 8 been in use in many of the biggest newspaper plants 

| Bi) Fy Sg for several years. “The Washington Post is still using 

a eek the first one. The New York Sun and the New 

TD pt i ; Sake York Times are also among its admirers. Once 
vi | (a ‘ 2 ‘ seen it becomes not a convenience, but a necessity. 

8 iy AN Ne Illustrations hereon show the Truck in actual use in 
FZ oe ho : the composifig-room of the New York Sun. 

7 % 
s io i big 

x -~ : The Smouse Truck and the Smouse Underslung 

~ ae Caster are both fully covered by patents owned by 

$ The Hamilton Manufacturing Company and the 

complete device is only additional proof of the pro- 

a tee ie : gressiveness of this Company and their success in 
To slide the form from Table Top to T muck (or vice versa) giving the printers of the world the quality and designs 

is the work of an instant for one man. Note the position intharli 1 il 
of the casters and the nalural position of the workman. in their line of manufacture that are really worth while. 

S&S —- Qu Manufactured by 

vor saz vane come = T FE, HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Poiurs eyeniwacne EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
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No. 13482 Form Truck (Mashek) 
(Patented February 16, 1909; other patents pending. ) 

: omer wii ae a z v t eh, Sa err 

H ee fa ee ee ee eee a ae ee eee ee 
iH ; Rekha 17 

a S64 
aks Se 

A Beer 

a Pee\\ (ga Pee SoS 

u Bs ee , < | . 

SE. ~ . : Ee A 
‘ rs Ae Ree pall = 

a ra ’ . : < ak 

a 7 a C 
DIMENSIONS §fiGg Sa 
= Sf 
Following are the stand- ‘4 am db . c 
ard sizes of TABLE Tops: nN | a N SN 

36x 43 inches. sayy \A INTIS S ——9—— 
36 x 46 inches. ea, y SRR EIN | Ey 
36x 50 inches. Pe ) G7 S WAS _——— 
40 x 53 inches. ee ie . 1} ABR TRAM Ly, | aT, 

42 x 56 inches. j a4 RANGA a 
42 x 62 inches. ‘ z | Al fr  RANSAS ay 
42 x 65 inches. 4 Z NASA = eee 
46 x 68 inches. eu ME) Vi NIN S| 
48 x 74 inches. WA NNN —S —— . 

e e ye” \ : VAIN som | ame 
Lowest adjustment of > aii Yoo. WENN ee ny 
top from floor, 35 inches. —D ee Si AN _ 
Highest adjustment of ow S me t\ — 
oP oe 46 inches. ri ae N a = —— 

n ordering, specify size re r i — ees 
of table top. i 

N ELEVATING FORM TRUCK with easy adjustment from 35 to 46 inches; 
accurately made of best-grade material; positive in action and so easy to operate 

that it is almost automatic. All parts are standardized so that if, through accident, 
any partis damaged or broken it may be easily replaced. All gears operate smoothly 

and with only slight friction. The table top is of 11-gauge steel, heavily reinforced by angles 
underneath. The above illustration shows the truck in use with workman transferring form 
from imposing stone to table top. End view on the reverse side shows the top swung 

back in position for transferring between lock-up section and ‘press room, or vice versa. 

Chase slides into channel (A) at back of table top and is further secured by clamp at (B). 

It’s the best device available for easy, rapid and safe handling of large forms in chase, 
either with or without cross-bars. Gears (C) on each end of the frame, operating independ- 
ently, permit easy adjustment of table top to meet any condition of unevenness in the floor. 

m3 Rae ry Manufactured by 

roxame re aus room "TEL FLAMILTON MANU FACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
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UR TRUCK is a real labor-saving device — one that not only effects an actual saving in both time and 
labor, but also insures against damage to forms every time it is used, and which means an average of 
several times daily in any printery where cylinder presses are installed. No more need for worry about forms 
not “‘lifting’’ through absence of cross-bars; nor for one man on each end of a chase and another in the 

center (with possibly a board for added safety) in handling a large form from floor to bed of press; nor of danger 
of “‘pi’’ in travel of the form to the press room and return. All these dangers are positively eliminated by the use 
of our truck. Briefly, Mr. Printer actually saves dollars every day the truck is used, not only in added safety to his 
forms but also in the saving of time required in handling. 

Forms are slid from stone to truck and from truck to press without any possibility of any portion of the type 
matter falling from the chase. Heavy forms are handled easily in this manner. During the journey from stone to 
press there is no danger of striking the face of the form, as is often the case in the old way. 

‘The space required back of a press for transferring a form is usually small. The top is first elevated for height 
in the tilted position, high enough to clear the bed of the press when swiveled horizontally. The final adjustment is 
then made for a perfect alignment. In this position, one-third of the form projects inside the side frames of the press. 

The table top swivels on a central axle, making it easy to tilt. The axle bearings fit in sockets attached to fast 
ball-bearing adjusting screws at each end of the truck. 

When the form is placed on this truck, the table top holding the form can be folded as shown and wheeled 
through a two-foot space. 

Its operation is not interfered with in any way where an automatic feeder z 
is attached to the press. 

Lowest adjustment of table top from floor, 35 inches. 4 

Highest adjustment of table top from floor, 46 inches. : | 

Made in the following sizes of tops: 

No. 13482, 36x 43 inches No. 13482-C, 40x53 inches No. 13482-G, 42x 65 inches j 
No. 13482-A, 36x46 inches No. 13482-D, 42x56 inches No. 13482-H, 46x 68 inches 
No 13482-B, 36x50 inches No. 13482-E, 42x 62 inches No. 13482-K, 48 x 74 inches 

Truck frames are made in two sizes, 40 and 48 inches wide. First five L. 
sizes listed are supplied with 40-inch frames. Order by number. ‘ 
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Mashek Truck — Front View Mashek Truck — End View 

Easy running — now equipped with the famous “‘Smouse”” casters. 

E> 
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F b and Cylinder Ch: or Job and Cylinder Chases 

One of the most necessary articles in the modern printing plant is a durable, serviceable, convenient 
Chase Rack, and the Hamilton designs shown on this page are the very latest development in this line. 
They are made of heavy gauge steel, very durable and occupy a minimum of floor space, thus providing 
maximum storage facilities in minimum space. 

Units are all of uniform height and may be added to 
any time to accommodate additional chase equipment. 
The bottom being of steel, it is not necessary to lift 

achase more than 4 inch in entering. 

No. 15230 No, 15235 No. 15240 

All channels are spaced so as to accommodate form in chase and the width of the 
channel is right for the chase, allowing ample room for entering, but not enough “play”? non 
to permit of damage to forms in entering or withdrawing. ‘Cm 

The space between the channels is also wide enough to accommodate a chase, | mia 
empty, which means that although the maximum capacity of each unit for form in | } 
chase is 10, the capacity of each unit for empty chases is 20. al [| 

No. 15230 — Accommodates 10 cylinder press forms in chases, or 20 empty 
chases, any size. Height, 30 inches; width, 19 inches; depth, 25 inches. eee 

No. 15235— The four compartments are graduated in depth to accommodate CRY ak 
bars of various lengths. Dimensions: 8 inches wide, 30 inches high, 25 inches deep. 

No. 15240 — Capacity 10 forms or 20 empty chases on each shelf; the maximum | 
size chase the lower shelf will accommodate is 19} inches high. Height, 30 inches; 
width, 19 inches; depth, 25 inches. 

Acombina- 
tion of four 
units, i 

No. 15230 
(for cylinder 
forms) and | 
one Cross- 
Bar Unit, j 

No. 15235 

ae 
at 

ALRRRESAM « 

No. 15244 
No. 15244 Rack will accommodate cylinder chases to maximum inside height of Rack (57 inches) or a combination of job or job and cylinder 
chases of varying sizes, depending on requirements of office and limited only to capacity of Rack. Dimensions, overall, 20 x 36 x 63 inches. 

No. 15244-A — Platform; adjustable. (See A.) No. 15244 consists of outside frame as shown (top 
No. 15244-B — Full-length Top Guide; adjustable. (See B.) covered with sheet steel) with base platform (E) and two 
No. 15244-D— Half-length Top Guide; adjustable. (SeeD.) _ full-length top guides (B). The Adjustable Platform (A) and 

Made right and left; specify which is wanted. the Half-length Top Guides (D) are extras. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 
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HAMILTON Sectional Unit 
S c b in ort a 1 ets (Made in Steel only ) 

——SSS= 

A CONCENTRATED system of sorts storage which SS 

once installed is indispensable, accommodating, as CELE 
‘ f he TOLL 
it does, thousands of pounds of sorts in minimum space. Sat LUAKQUKR MAN 
The original design of this cabinet, consisting of thou- TTL ERM 

i get 
sands of boxes, was built several years ago for the “New a 

York Times” and installed in their Casting Room where Pa 

it is still doing splendid service. 

Illustration at right shows the three WG Cae 
——— == sections of our Sort Cabinet — Cap No: bags Gap Unit 

poh bh beh hhLWLELELL ELLA ILL Unit, Cabinet Unit (filled with boxes Ne ee ah 
CEEEECU CELL ULL of various sizes ), and Base Unit. Boule tot Cargo bores (10) 

DORE alah alata dabsb babs Cabinet Unit does not include boxes, 

Cea LLL LE which are extras. In ordering, specify 
TELLLLLLELU LLL assortment of boxes desired. 

HARGKNKGRAAT AAAH H HAE One Cabinet Unit holds 

TT LEL LLL LUC CLLR LLL BL 96 small or 48 large boxes, 

PC ULL ae ee Ibs. of type). Large No. 13452 
—— © == joxes are same length No. 13452 steel sort 
PUCULLLLELLL PrCULLRLECUCLLLLLELLLL LL and Gviceas aide ae ae Bos with abe older 

PLLLLLUL LEA TOL LCL EOL aa! RULE LE eller onee capacity, 2 Ibs. 10 oz. 

——— = PTT TLL ChE 
PECL LL LGULiebbbhhakhn ab Total floor space for one 
POC i mc hi CL ii bbs sls = : complete Cabinet is 203 x 

Cr Pr ee 114x383 inches high. 

OW Wc gee : : i § ae Illustration at left shows 

CC TN i an assembly of 5 Cabinet 

: TL a ae Units, occupying floor No. 13453 

sl space 613 x 112x704 Mee beet Ronee 
inches high, (1260 Ibs. of pulls size, 14 x3x6in.; 
sorts) — with highest fave roscampr tel 

a niente, 
This Illustration Shows Five Cabinet Units, Three Cap Units box only 663 inches from 

and Three Base Units the floor. 

Sort boxes are made of steel (not tin), die stamped and electric welded and 
each box is equipped with our original design of Combination Pull and Label 
Holder. Cabinet and boxes are strongly built and practically indestructible. 
There is no sagging of frame or bending of boxes in our design. 

These cabinets, in use, are usually symbolled, to record series of type in each es ees mae 
cabinet, and with boxes labelled and numbered to indicate contents, thus Bon. with abe holder 
insuring the return of each box to its proper place. capacity, 5 Ibs. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE



Hamilton Cut Storage Cabinets 
(Made in Steel and Wood.) 

on the old-fashioned method of 
: storing such valuable articles in 

= desk drawers, on shelves, or in 
eel — other out-of-the-way places, with — ee ey Ps ; 

— ees — = resultant loss of time in locating 
— — a3 Leone and almost certain damage to the 
os ee — heel cuts. Especially is this true of — = pa Co tener : 
—— —_ — od original’ half-tones and etchings, 
—— a) EL ee the replacing of which is a real 

— CD a : . 
— Lee pan cd expense. The time consumed in 

pe — ao roa “hunting”? for misplaced cuts, or 
aa — — oe of replacing only a few damaged 

= —_ = me originals will soon pay for a 
Seana seme — a Hamilton Cabinet. — bas aaa 
aad ar — oe The index drawers are usually 
— = —— Se preferred where a large number of 
— Le ——— i cuts of various sizes and for nu- 

— es —_ home merous customers are to be cared 
= cae " for. The blank drawer is used — 

where cuts are large, customers 
or classifications not so numerous, 

. and the indexing feature not so 
. 12410 (Steel). No. 2410 (Wood). : 5 

NG oe x tweed) important. (See ‘Index Book,’’ 
reverse side of sheet.) 

Wee ol e i = Each standard full-size steel drawer pro- 
VER YTHINGin connection with the preserva deme sarc rimarsles sl oueqtare eee sa 
tion, storage and recording of cuts, half-tones, storage space which means that Cabinet 
etchings and electros is important. If scratched No. a es storage sane Je a 

; . . a 360 squa s of cuts. or damaged in any way it means either a replacement pore et eeu ee eect 

expense, or additional cost of makeready and a poorer Ai ght" til constncion ser termite paling 
piece of printing; if it is carelessly ‘‘stored’’ or See ee tt Hace seca eer ge 
“filed” the result is the expense of minutes or hours 
in locating; if sent from a customer to his printer or 
vice versa without an accurate and quick record of coe 
such transaction it means annoyance and delay to both sa) 
parties and too often results in a dissatisfied customer. — 

If a customer calls for a cut and receives it promptly and in good — a 
condition he is pleased; if it is lost or damaged, the effect is not what — — 

the printer would like to see. Therefore, proper storage facilities and — en] 
a right system of recording is of utmost importance to every need ee 
printer, regardless of the size of the plant, and a customer may = a 
rightly expect that as a part of the printer’s service. 7 ome Led 

— Easel 
With the customer, cuts should be checked out when sent to _— Lee 

the printer and checked in when returned, and the method of a = 
recording in such cases may be simple, yet positive, besides the — bend 

: s Fi } oa eed satisfaction of knowing, always, where the cuts are and that they are —- — 
in good condition or, if not, immediately determine the cause of eal i 
damage and where it occurred. In one case you know, the other — pm 
you don’t — the two extremes, and the latter most discouraging. — hd 

But —the important fact is that every printing plant, every ad- 
vertising department, every merchant or individual who buys cuts of 
any description should have a real cut storage cabinet, and not rely No. 12390 (Steel). No. 2390 (Wood). 

BE 
Qs Manufactured by 

vot mn anor HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
SENT TYPEFOUNDERS, 
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Hamilton Cut Cabinets are universally used and satis- 
= factorily meet every requirement of the average office. 

SS For the advertiser, merchant, or the small or medium- 
== sized office they are ideal. 
— 

kaa INDEX BOOK— Ham- 
— F i 
= ilton Cabinets are adaptable to 

Cet any of the numerous systems 
Fa of recording and indexing 

— cuts, either in modified or aaa 
aero elaborate form, depending on == 
=. the desire of the purchaser. —=— 
Les das We feature one plan which SS 
eee has proven quite satisfactory a 
= and is explained in detail in SS 

a our Cut Index Book of 130 = 
= : 

pages (71% x 834 inches) <= 
3 which is gratis with Nos. 

24-Drawer two-thirds size cabinet. 12390, 2390, 12410, and 12-Drawer two-thirds size cabinet. 
Made in wood only. 2410. Made in wood only. 

List and Dimensions Cut Storage Cabinets 

Steel No. | Wood No. Floor Space Height Number of Style of Drawers Size f Dimensions of Drawers Inside Drawers 

aes *2330 25 x 22% 25 12 Indexed Two-Thirds Size 203 x 14¢ — 1 Compartment 
wees *2340 25 “x.22¢ 2s 12 Blank Two-Thirds Size 203x 15 — 1 Compartment 
hee *2350 354 x 222 25 2 Indexed Full Size 143 x 144 — 2 Compartments 

estate +2360 354 x 224 25, 12 Blank Full Size 153 x 15 — 2 Compartments 
heres *2370 25 x 224 43 24 Indexed ‘Two-Thirds Size 203 x 142 — 1 Compartment 
Ree *2380 25) x 22% 43 24 Blank ‘Two-Thirds Size 203x 15 — 1 Compartment 
12390 2390 35 x 214 43 24 Indexed Full Size 15} x 15$ — 2 Compartments 
12400 2400 Sees 43 24 Blank Full Size 15ix 17 — 2 Compartments 
12410 2410 68} x 213 43 48 Indexed Full Size 15% x 153 — 2 Compartments 
12420 2420 683 x 213 43 48 Blank Full Size 15}x17 — 2 Compartments 

Dimensions given in above table are for steel cabinets and drawers, except where cabinets are made of wood only. 

*Made in wood only. 

Standard Equipment: Extra Equipment: 
All drawers equipped with label holders. Index book Number strips or plates can be supplied, if desired, at small addi- 

supplied with Cabinets Nos. 12390 and 12410; also Nos. 2390 tional cost. Lighting fixture for each tier of cases. All cabinets made 
and 2410. so this fixture can be attached later if not ordered with the cabinet. 

ISWWGUsASNOHA AAU SWUNN HNO NNN NUN IAAL NANONOGUINNNY 

— eg cae 
aint 3M 

a Roast SS snc 

Illustrating our Blank drawer with center bar, insuring Illustrating our full-size Indexed drawer (knotched front 
maximum rigidity and strength and will sustain any reason- and back) showing manner of dividing into compartments 
able load. Each compartment measures 15} x17 inches. of any desired size by use of division strips.



. 

No. 12428 Cut Storage Cabinet 
This cabinet is for the convenient storage of large plates, or for quantities of small cuts 

where it is desired to keep all together for use on one job. Also used extensively for storage 
of circulars, advertising, proofs, dead copy, job tickets, etc. Convenient, usable and desirable 
equipment for any office. 
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No. 12428 Cut Storage Cabinet 

The cabinet contains twenty-eight compartments, each measuring 14 x 18 x 8 inches inside. Each compartment 

is fitted with a disappearing door with handle. Symbol plates are fastened to the door of each compartment for use 

in indexing contents. 

Finish: Olive-green baked enamel. 

Dimensions: Floor space over all, 604 x 19 inches. 

Height, 74$ inches. 

eam Manufactured by us 
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Hamilton Unit Cut and Type Storage Cabinets 
(Made in Wood and Steel.) 

HESE units provide a convenient and expansive arrangement 
for cut and type storage, very desirable in certain offices and 

which may be added to as the volume of business increases. — 
Illustration shows units with cut drawers only, but these same units Pa at os 

also accommodate standard full-size type cases. Nos. 12290 and oa — — 

2290 are regularly supplied with California Job Cases, but this case hee ome vee 
assortment may be changed, at slight additional cost, to meet cus- oa — — 

tomers’ requirements. a ree Lc fe 

Type Cases in these units have one pull and label holder, but do - — —! 
not have numbers or symbol plates. Fronts of type cases in steel : Led aE 
cabinets are wood with green enamel finish; steel fronts may be had, Ss — panne — 
if desired, at slight additional cost. af — an 

Pb 

Cut Drawers are standard full-size Blank and Indexed as illus- S | — a 
trated below. Index strips (front and rear), also division strips, in 
both wood and steel drawers, are wood. ee 

~ . . . . eo »— re emis 
Each unit (except cap and base) is 343 inches long, 214 inches > dens = 

deep and 13% inches high. Height of three units with cap and base : = ed a 
: a: : - co 
is 43% inches to flat working top. . — 

es — 
5 Se 2 oa 

All drawers in the cut storage units are consecutively numbered eet 
from 1 to 8 inclusive in each unit. When two or more cut storage 
units are used in one group a symbol letter should be used on each ry 
unit. These symbol plates are supplied in rotation (unless otherwise 
ordered), beginning with the letter A and continuing with B, C, D, etc., according to the number of units ordered. 

If a special arrangement of numbers and symbol plates is wanted, the fact should be clearly specified. 

In ordering, specify all units clearly. “The Cap and Base units are never supplied unless specifically ordered. 

List and Dimensions of Cut and Type Storage Cabinets 

Steel No. | Wood No. Floor Space Height | Number of | styte of Drawers Size Dimensions of Drawers Inside 
Drawers 

12290 2290 344 x 213 133 8 *California Job Full Size 
12300 2300 344 x 214 132 8 Blank Full Size 15} x17 — 2 Compartments 
12310 2310 34% x 213 133 8 Indexed Full Size 15} x 153 — 2 Compartments 
12320 2320 Cap Unit 2 alee Soutien Seat Bie aie (teis tee Re an open ce 2 charters 
12325 2325, Base Unit 2 Tse ear Oant Kenn we Bu Mosse etlate eee Meena e Nea aires 

*Standard equipment; special case assortment supplied upon request; write for prices. . 

Dimensions given in above table are for steel cabinets and drawers, except where cabinets are made of wood only. 
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Illustrating our Blank drawer with center bar, insuring maxi- Illustrating our full-size Indexed drawer (knotched front 
mum rigidity and strength and will sustain any reasonable and back) showing manner of dividing into compartments 
load. Each compartment measures 15} x 17 inches. of any desired size by use of division strips.



No. 13485. — A small Truck very satisfactory for offices of moderate 
requirements. With Hood attached (No. 13485-A) it is an excellent accessory 
to a Saw-Trimmer, catching the fine particles of metal as they fall through the 
pedestal. The Hood is detachable and nests over the truck body, so that when 
not in use it is easily removed. The body of truck and hood are made of heavy 
steel and the wheels are of ample size (8 inches diameter) and strength. The 
small swivel caster at the rear is 2$ inches diameter. 

Dimensions: Height overall, 18 inches; to top of body, 13 inches: width, 
17 inches; length, 20% inches. 

Capacity, 1700 cubic inches. 
Weight, 70 lbs. 

No. 13487.—This Truck was 
: designed for use innewspaper offices 

and will withstand the most severe 
usage. It is made of heavier mate- 
rial throughout than our other 

No. 13485-A — Same as No. 13485 trucks, with edges formed over and 
but with hood attached reinforced, handle rigid, and wheels 

and shaft practically unbreakable. 
The strongest and most satis- 
factory metal truck ever pro- 
duced. The large wheels are 12 
inches diameter with a 23 -inch face, 
and the swivel caster in rear is 5 ‘ 
inches diameter. Oe 

Dimensions: Height overall, 244 inches; to top of body, 22% inches; 
width, 21 inches; length, 27 inches. 

Capacity, 4600 cubic inches. Weight, 170 Ibs. 

Easy-Dumping Truck 
No. 13491. — Our Easy-dumping Truck is so easy to dump that 
it is usually referred to as self-dumping. To dump, merely step on foot lever (A) 
thus releasing trigger (B) which holds Truck securely in upright position. The 
body is pivoted ‘‘off center’’ and will therefore automatically tip to a position 
where a slight pull upward on the handle will dump the contents. The operation 
is simple, yet positive and absolutely dependable. The body is heavy-gauge steel 

No. 13487 formed so as to insure maximum strength at all points, and with side-castings, 
wheels, and other parts of ample strength to withstand any abuse the truck should 
be subjected to. This is similar to 
our former design of self-dumping 
truck, but less complicated, more 
dependable, positive in its opera- 
tion, weighs less, is not so high 
overall, and sells for less money. 
The only really practical design 
of easy-dumping truck ever pro- 
duced. No modern newspaper plant 
can afford to be without it. The 
large wheels are 10 inches diameter 
with a 13-inch face, and the small 
swivel caster in rear is 4 inches 
diameter. 

Dimensions: Height overall, 
24% inches; to top of body, 21} 
inches; width, 21 inches; length, 
23% inches. y 3 2a 

Capacity, 2850 cubic inches, 
No. 13491 Weight, 150 lbs. No. 13491 in the act of dumping 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

A-8. C. B-516-A, (Printed in U.S. A.)



PROOF READERS DESK 
Embodies many conveniences for the Proof Reader including 
elevating Writing Beds, ample storage for copy, drawers for 

a ’ 

pencils, tools, etc., compartments for reference books, and 
lights adjustable to any desired angle. 

| Steel — No. 15254. Wood — No. 5254. 

Don’t increase the opportunity for DETAILS: 
: Two adjustable writing beds (size 19x18 in.) o errors by compelling your proofreader a ae SEE uence oe 

to work under obsolete conditions. Five bins at top, size 814 x 734 x 1134 in. 
-, Two large drawers (size 2014 x20x214 in.) as shown, 

Adopt the modern plan — make it with different style lock on each. 

easy for him to do his work right, Center pedestal with sliding shelf at top; two com- 
: : : partments size 1114x6x24 in., and two’ of size 

Our Desks provide what is practi- 11/5 45¢x24 in. 
cally the equivalent ofa private office _ Electric lights with flexible conduits permitting any 

= y . desired adjustment. 
with all necessary equipment at one’s Overall dimensions: Length, 6314 in.; height, 50 

a wavs depth, 27 ine Hieiat iting beds, 30 i ? s in.; depth, 27 in. Height to writing beds, in. 
fingers ends, thus making for speed Finish: Steel, olive green; wood, antique gloss. 
and accuracy at all times. Total floor space required, 6314 x 27 in. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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il Saw - Tri Guard Hamilton Saw-Trimmer Guar 
No. 15742-A 

The discriminating printer no longer tolerates saving at one point 
with waste and destruction at another. Then why should he permit 
the operation of a Saw in his workroom with no protection to his 
material and machinery from the ae oe. Installation of the 
Hamilton Saw-Trimmer Guard prevents this. Illustration shows Guard 
with Saw and Metal Truck in position. 
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Built of steel; white enameled inside; tea 
ae : All-steel construction. 

electric light at top. Cuttings go from White enameled inside; outside, olive green. 
F i Electric light in top rail. 

saw to Chute in rear and from there Chute with trap-door at bottom. 

to Metal Truck underneath. A com- (gt eee eae BBy inches 
plete work-room for the operator; Height to top of chute 28 inches. 

i : Height to top rail of Guard 5714 inches. 
abundance of light always available. Floor space required 4214x3215 inches. 

Manufactured by 

‘ : 
The Hamilton Manufacturing Company 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
Eastern House, RAHWAY, N. J. 

Hamilton Goods Are For Sale by All Prominent Type Founders and Dealers Everywhere 

TE | 
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Hamilton Saw-Tri Cabi amilton Saw- lL rimmer Cabinet 
No. 15741 

It’s poor economy to invest in expensive machinery and tools with- 
out providing adequate facilities for their care when not in use. 
Our cabinet provides a place for everything in convenient arrange- 
ment; a Work-Bench and Storage Cabinet combined; adequate 
facilities for storage of all tools and parts; a necessary auxiliary to 
what is today universally recognized as essential equipment of the 
modern printing plant. 

: Cacscay 
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Above cabinet is made both in steel and DETAILS: 
wood No 15741 (steel) - No 5741 Size of top, 2534x2534. Three sides enclosed. 

z % ; | 2 Two drawers, 934x201 x4 in. inside, and four 
(wood). Accommodates all Saw-Trim- ~~ drawers 934x 2014 x 15¢ in. inside. 
mer tools. and parts including the Router Cupboard at bottom (left) 24 in. deep with three 

s x ; adjustable shelves, and compartment at right 105¢ 
and Jig Saw. A cabinet that will be used x 2314x24 in. for Router and Jig Saw. 
every day, should last a life-time, and, Height to top of working surface, 3814 in. 

3 5 ; a é Floor space required, 27 x28 in. 

once installed, will be considered indis- Finish: Wood, antique; Steel, olive green baked 
pensable. enamel. 

Manufactured by 

‘ : 
The Hamilton Manufacturing Company 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
Eastern House, RAHWAY, N. J. 

Hamilton Goods are For Sale by all Prominent Type Founders and Dealers Everywhere



10-foot Steel Newspaper Make-Up Table 
No. 15611 
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Stationary Make-Up Tables are the proper equipment for the modern newspaper. The 
illustration hereon is of one of our most popular designs, made up of standard units as follows: 

OVERHEAD BANK (front), reading from left inches inside measure, rabbetted front, and open back 
to right: with extending side rails; No. 15581, Empty galley bins; 

No. 15425, for single and double column dashes; No. 15530, Shelves for 39 full-length column ‘galleys, 
No. 15437, cross rules or cross leads; No. 15434, single empty bin at top; No. 15524, Shelves for 26 full-length 
column matter; No. 15431, labor-saving column rule double-column galleys, empty bin at top; No. 15587, 
from 2 to 9% picas by ens, and from 10 to 28 picas by Flat shelves 24 inches wide, empty bin at top. 
ems, also one compartment for 55-em lengths ; No. Cast-Iron Top, 2 inches thick, 28 inches wide, 120 
15440, column rules with tails ; No. 15437, cross rules inches long ; flush on all edges. 

or cross leads; No. 15428, full, half, and quarter-length All galley shelves are numbered from | up on the 
column rule with tails, and single and double column uprights. 
matter ; No. 15443, single and double column matter. No. 15673 Dead Slug Bin at each end. 

Rear of Overhead Bank is divided into six com- Electric lights under Overhead Bank spaced approx- partments. i 5 eae 
: i rs imately 2 feet apart; this table has five lights. 

Base arrangement, reading from left to right, is com- i Diet 
pp cdloleaniard nies (ollows: Weight, crated, not including iron top, 1800 lbs. 

No. 15579, Unit containing 13 No. 12500-A blank Weight, iron top only, 900 Ibs. 
steel letterboards on rollers, each board size 28 x 24 Finish: Standard olive green baked enamel. 

ron sun rvs nom THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-520-A. (4-26) (Printed in U.S. A.)



Hamilton Rolling Make-Up Tables 
Contrary to the general thought among users of printing material, there is a rea/ difference 
between ‘‘Hamilton’’ tables and— the other kind. The day when “‘anything’”’ would do 
is gone; hour costs in the work-room are more important than ever before, and therefore 
the requirements of intelligent and ambitious workmen are more exacting. Accuracy, 
durability and serviceability are ¢hree important features to consider and the Hamilton 
design excels in each. 

Details 

The table top is of heavy cast-iron, carefully ma- The heaviest forms are moved over rough floors with 
chined to insure a smooth and accurate working surface; practically no effort; the contact point is always the 
sockets are cast in the bottom into which the pipe same; the casters never ‘‘stick’’ or ““bind,’’ always run 
uprights enter. smooth and straight, and never pick up string or paper, 

The frames are of wrought-iron pipe, 2 inches a common ‘“‘habit’’ with all other designs of casters. 

diameter, securely joined together into practically one All this is an important ak factor in offices where 
solid piece by threaded fittings. Frame construction is numerous forms are moved daily. 
such as to permit raising or lowering either side of top No. 15731— 7-column size 
a fraction of an inch where table is used in an office No. 15703— Secolumnisize 
where this feature is desired, and it frequently is a great 
convenience to have the top adjusted with one side Standard height, 384 inches on all four sides. 
higher and one side lower than the steam table or make- Made any size and/heisht onvepecial orden 
up surface the rolling table is to work with. : : ; ar : 

Finally our table is equipped with the famous double- a pondeun es Slide rae y is t desired. 
wheeled Smouse Underslung Casters — in our judgment If it is desired that one side be higher than the other, 
the most substantial, easiest-rolling casters ever designed. then give exact height for each side. 

GE ex 
Manufactured by = fairs 

ror sae ova mom = TE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Rages ene aene EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, WN. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

AS. C. B.-520-A. (4-26) 
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No. 15252 Hamilton Steel Desk 
(With Letter Tray No. 15252-A) 
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Working top size 34x60 inches covered with Battleship Linoleum. 
Seven compartment tray above linoleum top. Size of compart- 
ments, 8%8 inches wide, 1134 inches front to back, 2/4 inches high. 
Sanitary base construction. Left Pedestal has slide at top and three 
drawers, size inside, 1244 inches wide, 25 inches front to back, 4 
inches deep. Right Pedestal has slide at top with one drawer, size 
inside, 124 inches wide, 25 inches front to back, 4 inches deep, 
also one letter file drawer with follower. Drawer in center is 2234 
inches wide, 25 in. front to back, 21% in. deep. 

Locking device controlled by center drawer (which is 
equipped with lock) locks all drawers automatically. 

Height to working surface, 30 inches. Weight, crated, Desk only......400 lbs. 
Height overall..._................ 42 inches. Weight, crated, Tray only.........80 lbs. 

Manufactured by 

The Hamilton Manufacturing Company 
TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

Eastern House, RAHWAY, N. J. 

Hamilton Goods Are For Sale by all Prominent Type Founders and Dealers Everywhere 

pe ee
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Hamilton Imposing Tabl 
| YERHAPS the most difficult section of our entire line of Compos- 

ing Room Furniture to standardize, in a practical manner, were 
the Imposing Tables, but the seemingly impossible was accom- 
plished and to such a degree that it is difficult to conceive of any 
printing plant with requirements along these lines that can not be 
satisfactorily provided for by one of the numerous combinations 
possible with our standard units. 

—————— 
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No. 13985 (Steel) No. 3985 (Wood) 

DETAILS: 
The illustration hereon shows one side of ioe ee 

eglet Unit containing a total of pieces o' 
our standard Imposing Table No. 13985, 1D pe cevlet ctanderd lena toedema, 20 

leedest ii Furniture Unit containing a total of 1147 pieces of 
one of the most popular designs we have “furniture in standard lengths 10 to 60 ems and 

. : 2 to 10 em widths; deep drawer at top. 
ever produced. Reverse side is arranged Chase Rack Unit holds 6 each chases 8x12 and 10x15. 

exclusively for storage with one unit each REVERSE SIDE CONTAINS: BE ae 
; of Blank Cases, Letterboards, and Draw- ee e Dlaal cots @s(sc] si deep 

. Letterboard Unit with 11 letterboards (size 20x 19 in.); ers with removable sort boxes. Deep “H72°Grawer at top. 
i i i i Sort D: Unit with 8 dra taining a total of drawer in top rail on each side for Quoins, _ Sor, Deswes Unie wih 8 drawers coneaining «tora ef 

Tools, etc. Built entirely of units and of 434 Ibs. 
q ‘ 5 Height to working surface, 3814 in. Size Cast-Iron 

carried in stock ready for assembling. Top, 39x63 in: 

Manufactured by 

° 

The Hamilton Manufacturing Company 
TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
Eastern House, RAHWAY, N. J. 

Hamilton Goods Are For Sale by all Prominent Type Founders and Dealers Everywhere 
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No. 14020 (Steel) No. 4020-A (Wood) 

HE design shown hereon is one style of Imposing Table really indispensable in every office 
doing catalog, book or tariff printing. The development of any economical plan for the han- 
dling of page matter centers in the lockup department. When ready for printing all pages are 

brought to the Imposing Table; why not store there immediately after proofing? After being 
printed, the forms are taken down and pages disposed of; if to remain “‘standing’’ what is more 

natural or economical than to place them on a galley in a numbered space in the table? 

Compare this with the time consumed to perform the same task without this equipment where 
pages are scattered all over the room and as much or more time is often wasted in locating the pages 
and bringing them to the lockup table as is required to lock up the forms after the pages are collected. 
And don’t forget that the same waste of time occurs when forms are torn down. 

Our design No. 14020 has a heavy, smooth, cast-iron top, 51 x 75 inches in size and accom- 
modates a total of 398 galleys (834 x 13 inches)— just right for the average catalog or tariff page. This 
means you can store in it enough pages for 12 forms of 32 pages each, or 24 forms of 16 pages. It 
doesn’t require a mathematician to determine the economy of this equipment. ‘The time saved in 
the operations of locking up, unlocking, storing, etc., in any office handling much of this work will 
pay for the necessary table and galley equipment in a short time. It’s not an expense, but, on the 
contrary, an investment that pays real dividends continuously. 

‘These tables are made both in wood and steel, DETAILS 
with runs spaced to accommodate Hamilton Steel No. 14020 (Stee!)— For iron top 51x 75 or marble top 48x72; 1 deep 
Galleys eime 834 rise The construction is right! drawer on each END as shown in illustration; capacity, 398 galleys. 

‘ No. 4020-A (Wood)— Same as No. 14020; capacity, 380 galleys. 
All galley openings are regularly numbered from No. 14010 (stee!)— For iron top 39x65 or marble top 36x62; 1 deep 

1 up to capacity of table, although special numbers "wer on each spr; capacity, 306 galleys. 
will be supplied, when requested, without extra No. 4010-A (Wood )— Same as No. 14010; capacity, 292 galleys. 

charge. We also supply gratis, symbol plate when res Peal tamion omic Tate ape 38 nce 
ordered. enamel carefully baked on; wood tables have antique gloss finish. 

Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
HAMILTON GOODS ARE FOR SALE BY PROMINENT TYPE FOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

A-S, C. B-523. (Printed in U.S. A.)



are all assembled from standardized units; interchangeable to 
a marked degree, thus permitting their production in large 
quantities with resultant minimum costs, affording our customers 
at all times the maximum in convenience and arrangement. 
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No. 14000-A (steel) No, 4000-A (Wood) 

Illustration hereon is of one side of No. DETAILS 
14000-A. Reverse side is devoted entirely Illustration shows one side with the following 

to storage of job galleys, accommodatin ee 
d a 8 Reglet Unit holding all sizes, 6 and 12 point, 

138 Hamilton galleys (834 x13) on runs, standard lengths, 10 to 60 picas. 
with all galley openings numbered. This — Fumiture Units holding all standard sizes of wood 
design probably offers more really desir- , furmture 10 to 140 ems long. 
able working and storage facilities for the One large drawer for quoins, mallet, planer, etc. 

d “ahi fi Hy fi E Height to top of working surface, 3814 inches. 

modern job olmce than any other yet ‘Takes iron top, size 39x65 inches; marble top, 
produced. 36 x 62 inches. 

Above description is of the steel table. The wood table of the same design (No. 4000-A) 

has identical equipment, but requires a 39x 63-inch iron surface, or a marble surface 

36x 60 inches and accommodates only 132 steel galleys size 834 x 13 inches.
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No. 15126 (Steel) No. 5126 (Wood) 

NDISPENSABLE for quick and accurate registering of forms, 
either of one or many colors. When printed sheets are placed 
on the plate-glass Top, and underneath lights turned on, the 

slightest inaccuracy in register is instantly discernible. No gauges 
to get out of order; no expensive mechanism, and no problems 
of any kind but what any employe can easily master. 

The rim surrounding the Top DETAILS 
is of cold-rolled steel, raised \% Heavy plate-glass Top, size 48 x 60 inches. 

: : Rim of cold-rolled steel, graduated by fractions of 

inch, graduated by fractions s inch, numbered on both long edges from 

of % inch, and attached to 1 to 60, and on both ends from 1 to 48. 

the frame in such a manner Light compartment white enameled. 

that if it should get out of Wired and fixtures for 8 lights, controlled by switch 

th a f ‘ om on end of table. Reflectors are included. 

poe Ee . ee us its Full-length shelf (563 x 48 inches) at bottom. 

Ing up 1s a matter of min- The ‘‘T”’ square for this table is 633 inches long 

utes only, and no tools other by 1} inches wide, graduated by fractions of 

than an ordinary wrench are 7s inch, is commercially accurate, and supplied 

‘ ad Th ditict i only as an extra. 

FOGNUTUS de een he Height, 32 inches. 

feature is simple, yet positive. Floor space required, 643 x 52% inches. 

A-S.C.B.-525. (Printed in U.S. A.)



Lead and Rule Cutter Cabine utter Cabinet 
No. 13651 (Steel) No. 3651 (Wood) 

HIS is really a Work Bench and Storage Cabinet, designed 
with the idea of providing a central place for the storage 
and handling of material in constant use in every modern 

office. The Top, to which Lead and 
Rule Cutter and Mitering Machine A iif 
may be easily attached, is surrounded et Sh 
on three sides by a 58-inch steel rim, = 
and has two openings leading to steel — = 
bins attached to rear. This prevents == 
the cuttings and other litter from — 
falling to the floor. = 

= 
Case Equipment —— 

— ad 

Ten Adjustable Lead and Slug cases. — Ss 
Four full-size Blank cases to hold quarter- 

ee Front View — Showing Machines Fastened to Top 
Seven special cases, each divided into two 

compartments: One compartment (241 x 15 inches) for full-length material, 
with ends notched by picas for division strips; the other compartment (53 x 15 
inches) is for the accommodation of shorter lengths. All cases in both wood and 
steel cabinets have Pulls, Routed Label Holders, and wood fronts. 

S Q EXTRAS: Wiring for lights over cases. 
Pa i Steel fronts on cases. 

See a} Lower illustration shows rear of cabinet 
: with steel bins attached. These bins have 

door at bottom, which, when open, permit 
contents to drop to truck below. The Rule 

a y Cutter, Mitering Machine and Truck are 
aoe shown only to illustrate the conveniences of 

ens the cabinet and are not a part of the 
i) equipment. 

a, Height, 384 inches; floor space required, 
35 x 253 inches. 

Steel Cabinet has reinforced steel top 
painted black. 

y Wood Cabinet has 14-inch wood top 
Rear View— showing Meal Chars Closed and Open—= with §-inch wood rim around three sides. 

and Metal Truck in Position 

THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Eastern House: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN



No. 15652 Dumping Table 
(Wood No. 5652 ) 

Standard 6-foot Dumping Table, complete as shown in illustration. 
Galley Top (28x 72 inches) accommodating fourteen full-length galleys; each sloping galley shelf 5 inches wide. 

Overhead Bank has twenty-five 14-em and two 28-em compartments for spacing materials, 

dashes, etc. Adjustable in height. 

Copy-Hook Bar at Top with fourteen hooks for copy. Adjustable in height. 

Overhead lights controlled by switch as shown. (Supplied only as an extra. ) 

Take-Slug Rack with twenty-six compartments for 14-em measure underneath work bank. 

Two shelves on each side of table (four in all) 123 inches deep, for short galleys. 

Seven shelves, full-length, open through, for full-length galleys. 

Height to working surface, 373 inches; height overall (including light fixtures), 78 inches. 

Floor space, 28 x 72 inches. 

Manufactured by 

a THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS rere oes EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S.C.B.-526. (4-26) (Printed in U. S. A.)



inist’ k Bench No. 13625 Machinist’s Work Benc 
(Wood No. 3625 ) 
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Nothing superfluous; ample working facilities and The two tiers of drawers in this Work Bench are 

accommodations for tools and miscellaneous parts re- secured by locking device controlled by top drawer in 

quired by the machinist in medium-sized offices. (For left tier with lock. 

more elaborate designs for large offices see No. 13640.) Compartment at right (153 inches wide, 223 inches 

Has hardwood work top, 14 inches thick, 22 inches high and 16% inches deep ) is supplied with two adjustable 

wide and 60 inches long, with tool-board (22 inches shelves; door has individual lock. 

high) and tool-shelf (5 inches wide) in rear. Working Surface, Tool-Board and Shelf, on both 

There are four drawers 144. x 123 x 2 inches deep, steel and wood benches, are of wood, plain finish, oiled. 

and four drawers 14§ x 12§ x 33 inches deep, all with (Vise shown in illustration is not supplied. ) 

removable partitions running from front to rear; six Height to working surface, 34 inches; height over- 

partitions are supplied with each drawer. Also two blank all, 56 inches. Floor space (including overhang of work 

drawers 14% x 123 x 83 inches deep, without partitions. top), 22% x 60 inches. 

ES eI) 3 Manufactured by RE 2 

ror wuz svau.mow THE HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS. WISCONSIN 

ASS. C. B.-526. (4-26



No. 15246A Make-Ready Table 
WITH ADJUSTABLE LEDGE 

ae oi. 
a LE 

& a I 
cle 

Another convenience for the printer; fur- table top is level this raised edge is not needed 
ther evidence of the aggressiveness and but when on an angle it is of utmost impor- 
foresightedness of those who are continually tance. As now constructed,the raised ledge is 
striving’to make it easier for the printer to instantly available, when needed, and when 
do his work right. not needed it is quickly dropped to a level 

The table top is zinc and may be tilted to he eae tOB: eee ole we 
any angle desired to obtain proper light eoee at TO EO De DOs HO ouse Wier 
when in use. eet Ee ’ : : 

Ont ee ie eal Table is made in three convenient sizes, 

See eee eae with or without castors, as desired. 
bar which, when raised and moved slightly ; : : 
to the right, becomes an edge sufficiently Height to top when horizontal, 41 inches. 

high to prevent paper from sliding off. When Double wheel swivel castors are used. 

No. 15246-A— 36 x 48 in. Top with castors. 

No. 15246-B— Same as No. 15246-A but withoutcastors. 

No. 15246-C— 32 x 42 in. Top with castors. 

No. 15246-D—Same as No. 15246-C but without castors. 

No. 15246-E —24 x 32 in. Top with castors. 

No. 15246-H —Same as No. 15246-E but without castors. 

S> Gm 3 Manufactured by 

ror sue mean roe “TATE FHAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEALERS EVERYWHERE EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE: RAHWAY, N. J. TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

A-S-C.B. 527. (Printed in U-S. A.)
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Se 

o1| Galley Storage Ke: 
ex! Sectional Cabinets |ke: 

* .6) a fo) * 

1G) ; : l Something entirely new in 1@ 
. o — is Galley Storage Equipment fe) zs 
"7 é | 3. == =| | designed for plants in which 

5 = ff the storage of STANDING fe) a 
“ $ ot eet tee) MATTER is an economical 8 

ot ty problem. 1@: 

re ¢6) : = 5 =] == | This system is very flexible fe) S 
gr | eet: =H =) and an installation can be : 

* } me! added to from time to time fo) 7 
‘er —t = = |) by merely bolting on new ® 

3 ¢6) : ———| = | sectional units. Only tool fe) x 
1@E — — = : necessary is a screw driver. ff 1@: 

be co) = —— == 3 ==4 This sectional cabinet filled % 3 
i tt tee) with thenew HAMILTON 16: 
cS ¢6) et) Cadmium Plated “Rust- % a 

ee ” 
ime) proof Storage Galleys 

as o : er oe combines convenience, low fe) uA 
7 } cost and flexibility besides re) “ 
ee saving both time and space. 1@: 

+ .e) "MADE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES Each section or tier has runs for 50 fe) zs 
:@) UTaieNRAESD u-7 ea cacti en Oe {3 

ESCO] | Unie Nos 13954000000000 12kas inch glleys Height 77 inches, Substantially buitof | To>§y 
Unit No. 13556. ........3!4x23%4 inch galleys heavy gauge steel, and finished in olive 
Unit No. 13558......... 614x234 inch galleys green baked enamel. Shelves can be 

se ¢e) Unit No. 13560.........814x23% inch galleys attached to runs if wanted. fe) m 
Dee 

"ei Hamilton Manufacturing Company at 
1 © Eastern Office, Rahway, N.J. TWO RIVERS, WIS. 

Hamilton Goods are Sold by Prominent Typefounders and Dealers Everywhere e 

Es © \ fe) 

@ tOe eOe ee eOe ee Oe ee 2Oe ee ee tOe ee eOe & 

©: 662050 28° 6262826585 O°828 5 
A-S.C.B, (528) HAMILTON END-WOOD BORDER NO. 1484 Printed in U.S.A.)
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Unit 15499 Unit 15500 Unit 15506 Unit 15512 Unit 15513 Unit 15502 Unit 15503 Zz 
Holds 13 Holds 26 Holds 39 Holds 52 Single-Col. Galleys Holds 65 Single-Col. Galleys Holds 17 Holds 34 tad 

1-Col. Galleys 1-Col., Galleys ingles Col: Galleys Width, 2234 inches Width, 28; inches 1-Col. Galleys L-Cal<Galeys.- 
Width, 6,4 in. Width, 115¢ in. Width, 17;% inches Width, 675 in. Width, 115s in. @ 

Sas (sees iSSeee ia ia i Js 
| | } | , | | | | | oO 

| oo | | oo ff | fo | 
a = Sa | &f | | | | &f = 
| a fee | & i = | z 

| | i} i I ee 
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eo - i | | | ees | T5512 | ees | | 1395" ts 

Unit 15509 Unit 15515 Unit 15516 Unit 15517 Unit 15524 Unit 15530 a 
Holds 51 Holds 68 Holds 85 Single-Col. Galleys Holds 13 Holds 26 Holds 39 Double-Col. Galleys | 

Single-Col. Galleys Single-Col. Galleys Width, 28y% inches 2-Col. Galleys Double-Col. Galleys Width, 25s inches 
Width, 173% inches Width 2234 inches Width, 833 in. Width, 171% inches > 

ae (Ul , 8 Ss oO 7 i x 
| | | | | | | eS 

a | ena is) 
[ | == | ; | | a 
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i | z | | 5 | | | | | i 

: \ | 4 | | I | zy ee | es } dl 
EE | ats a Ba Se { r5521| | ie ae = = 

N ie . . . TL: c Te A 
e Unit 15518 Unit 15542 Unit 15548 Unit 15521 Unit 15545 Unit 15551 

Holds 13 Holds 26 Triple-Col. Galleys Holds 39 Triple-Col. Galleys Holds 17 Holds 34 Triple-Col. Galleys Holds 51 Triple-Col. Galleys 
3-Col. Galleys Width, 21 inches Width, 3114 inches 3-Col. Galleys Width, 21 inches Width 3114 inches 
Width, 1034 in. Width, 1034 in.
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Unit 15536 Unit 15520 Unit 15527 Unit 15533 Unit 15539 S 
Holds 52 Double-Col. Galleys Holds 17 Holds 34 Holds 51 Double-Col. Galleys Holds 68 Double-Col. Galleys 

Width, 3334 inches 2-Col. Galleys Double-Col. Galleys Width, 25;%; inches Width, 3334 inches = 
Width, 843 in. Width, 171% inches e 

‘ans | Se ——EE 

= | = ee | 5 
ae z arm a 1 | 

ae | | | lsat se | is | 2 
Se | | Be & ese et ee 
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Unit 15552 Unie 15555 Unit 15558 Unit 15564 Fo] 
Holds 52 Lino Galleys Holds 68 Lino Galleys Holds 91 Lino Galleys Holds 119 Lino Galleys ey 
Width, 1914 inches Width, 1914 inches Width, 333% inches Width, 333% inches > 

=—3 (sae wer, ee ee = 
=e "a — — eeeeeel : rE | | ES 
— a ine ‘Peel | acsaaeacil , | - SS 
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ze) — io fae Awe ee eine Ce me ESET ee EWA 

Unit 15560 Unit 15561 Unit 15584 Unit 15590 Unit 15581 Unit 15587 

12 Quarter Cases 24 Quarter Cases Holds 8 Stereo Chases Plate Matter Bins Bins for Galleys Galley Boards with Dead Galley Bins 

With Bins in rear With Bins in rear Width, 257% inches Width, 257% inches Width, 1034 in. Width, 2535 inches 

Width, 101% in. Width, 215% inches (Flexible Unit) (Flexible Unit)
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Unit 15563 Unit 15566 Unit 15569 Unit 15572 Unit 15557 Z 
Contains 19 Blank Steel Drawers Contains 19 California Job Cases Contains 19 Blank Steel Drawers, full size Contains 19 full-size California Job Cases 15 Drawers for -_ 

two-thirds size two-thirds size Width, 325¢ inches Width, 3256 inches Machine Borders =| 
Width, 22,3 inches Width, 2233 inches Width, 11% in. __ 
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Fr oe Ono | | | es ee | (SS Ss! err c) Peer era 

oe | est ee } ges = o& 
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7 i J | | } | ie | = 9 

| S ee | aes | } St 2 | ze 

et | a a a eels ae wees pee es ar 
= Seen aes Be o Unit 15567 Unit 15573 Unit 15511 Unit 15537 7 

Holds 48 Lino Galleys Holds 91 Lino Galleys Holds 48 Single-Col. Galleys Holds 48 Double-Col. Galleys a w=] 
for Overrun Ads for Overrun Ads for Overrun Ads for Overrun Ads Bo 

Width, 1914 inches Width, 33,5; inches Width, 2234 inches Width, 3334 inches =p 

= Perens s anaes e 

d E rr @ 

Ewe) wea Ey 42) 15579 x 

N aes % ‘ is : 

i Unit 15575 Unit 15576 Unit 15578 Unit 15579 

Without Rollers With Rollers, Made in Steel Only ‘Without Rollers With Rollers, Made in Steel Only 

Steel, 9 Boards; Wood, 11 Boards 9 Boards Steel, 13 Boards; Wood, 14 Boards 13 Boards 
28 inches wide and 24 inches deep 28 inches wide and 24 inches deep 28 inches wide and 24 inches deep 28 inches wide and 24 inches deep
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aS FLEXIBLE UNITS 
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No. 15581 No. 15594 No. 15587 No. 15587 3 

° 
Among all the ‘Flexible’? Units listed, Nos. 15581, 15587 and 15594 are the ones most used, therefore we show a 

them on this strip extra wide, so that when desired wider than standard they may be pasted full width without cutting. a 

These same units, in standard widths, are supplied on other unit strips. < 

Price according to method explained in I. B. oO 

> 
UNIT TRAYS FOR OVERHEAD BANKS gy 

52 
a 

sy 
> 
os 
= 

Unit 15425 Unit 15428 Unit 15431 Unit 15434 Unit 15437 Unit 15440 
Width, 774 in. Width, 237% inches Width, 2314 inches Width, 814 in, ‘Width: 1917 inches wadehsyeina 02 

Unit 15594 EFF —————— Fee 
Uprights togo Unit 15593 
between Units Unit 15443 Unit 15446 Bins for Column 
Min, width, 124 in, Width, 1076 in, Width, 52 inches Wider 101 in,
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=| Hamilton Steel Cylinder-Press Roller [= 
= Cabinet No. 15116 = 
= A very flexible system of unit ; j — 
= cabinets designed for safe and ! | | | | = 
— convenient storage of 12 cylin- — 
— der-press rollers of any length = 
= up to 76 in. long. It has a tight | } } = 
a fitting door making the cabinet $ il hs) ie i),° i — 
= practically dust-proof. Made of = 

= heavy gauge steel and finished = 

> in olive green baked enamel. => 
— i i i ( i oe 

= a a “ Group of Five Cabinets Placed Together Accom- = 
= | i I | modating 60 Rollers. (Made in Steel Only) = 

= 1 af HE roller carrying mechanism revolves — 
= pe ll i] Ae any roller can be taken out easily == 
= i ah by merely turning the carrier until the = 
= i / ! | H roller wanted comes around into the door SS 
= AERIAL opening. Ball bearing construction is used == 
= Ai | 1 in this mechanism, so it can be operated = 
= 1] | | : with very little effort. At the bottom on = 
= i = the center pipe, which is the axis of the re- = 
= HEH! volving carrier, is attached a cast-iron base = 
= eae with 12 sockets spaced 45¢ in. centers for = 
— } : i supporting the rollers. This is cup-shaped — 
= ial for catching and holding the drippings and = 
= ial ] is easily cleaned out. At the top, also at- = 
— ; \} tached to the axis or center pipe, is a disc — 
= | | | with 12 holes also spaced 4%¢ in. centers to — 
= 1 | ue up a oe eco : the Bees ee = 
— el E isc is ustable up ani wn an — 

= I “ui the eae ae ius Mes ee = 
= i) i placed in the cabinet. For top supports of = 
= the shorter rollers, brackets are supplied = 

= Rect ampetncisn “ Paateaidéupenidene earmark 
— Height of Cabinet 80 in. == 
= (Made in Steel Only) modate any length roller. = 

= Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers, Wis. = 
— Eastern Office: Rahway, N. J.~ Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th St., Los Angeles = 

= Hamilton Goods are Sold by Prominent Typefounders and Dealers Everywhere => 

= For Sale by~ = 
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Hamilton Galleys 
SIZE—INSIDE MEASURE : 

Job and News Galleys 
12% ems plus 2 pts. x 23%.. 

te mtiae ote aes 
ce eee e ec oer eo 
~~ me ooo: ie — 
Ne lc bee qua pluga nts 28S ~~ aX, 

Pye Meee es Gs) o 
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MAILING GALLEYS 

Closed both ends 

Double-Wall fo ee ae Single-Wall 
Precision Galley Sti Storage Galley 

Made of an especially prepared 24 ems nis 3 vts.x 3342 | This is primarily a storage gal- 
steel, perfectly smooth and uni- | 261 ems vis 2 psx 28%. | Jey for plants requiring a large 
form in thickness. It lies abso- | ,3'° 373-7 | number of galleys for the stor- 

lutely flat and is square. It is age of standing matter. It isas 
made from ‘fone piece” of steel. The accurately made in all respects as the 

sides are “‘DOUBLE-WALL”, making it Double-Wall Precision Galley, excepting 

twice as strong as the ordinary galley. it is single-wall, not quite so finely fin- 

Note the perfectly smooth round-top ished, and itis cheaper in price. With the 

edges. The corners are electrically welded. exception of our DOUBLE-WALL PRE- 

This is a patented galley and made only CISION GALLEY, it is equal to any 

by HAMILTON. | It is the finest galley other galley now on the market. In 

on the market to use in the Ad or Job strength and rigidity it will meet all 

rooms for make-up purposes. practical requirements. 

RUST-PROOF FINISH 
Either of the galleys can be obtained with the CADMIUM PLATED (rust- 

proof) FINISH at prices substantially the same or lower than prices up to 

now paid for plain steel galleys. This process makes a galley immune 
from rust for an indefinite period of time. The use of this method of 

rust-proofing marks the greatest advance in years in galley manufacturing. 

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

Eastern Office: Rahway, N. J.~ Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th Street, Los Angeles 

Hamilton Goods are Sold by all Prominent Typefounders and Dealers Everywhere 

ASCB-530
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No. 15597 Hamilton Ludlow Makeup Table 
(STEEL) 

ea P 1. On each corner is a tier of galley SS 
« 3 ee (- , - © runs for 23 Hamilton 8? x 13 inch 

| = galleys. Total capacity 46 on each 
| side. 

ween 2. Compact Materials Unit with the | DP 
| following capacity : 

| 1 compartment each for: 

| 12 pounds 2-point leads 21 or 22} ems 
| | long. 

| 12 pounds 3-point leads 21 or 22} ems 
| | long. 

1) pounds Gpoint sluesall on 22 ems 
long. 

73 pounds 12-point slugs 21 or 22} 

RR ems long. 
i 7} pounds 18-point slugs 21 or 22} 

= x ems long. 
re a Sees ——— 24 pounds 2-point leads 42 or 45 ems 

Rat ———— es 3 
Perr eee 24 pounds 3-point leads 42 or 45 ems 

a  —— eas — long. 
4 a Se — 24 pounds 6-point slugs 42 or 45 ems 

f me — long. 
t—_“— ao .— 15 pounds 12-point slugs 42 or 45 ems 
a ens long. 
—— in 08 bs 15 pounds 18-point slugs 42 or 45 ems 
— pao cs a long. 

— — ‘6 ae inet a Le Ca ne compartments for pounds or 
my —— - rye strip rule and border 140 picas long. 

ed Ts 
| ——— Penne 8 compartments for 400 pounds strip 

| —— — leads and slugs 140 picas long. 
med : ; 

| j 3. Four Slug Trays are supplied, size 
GB) (1) 11}x144 inches, with a drawer 

(1) (2) above for copy or supplies. 

Do for Ludlow Makeup with handling of material and concentration of work 
in small areas. Accommodates a cast iron working surface 28x50 inches. The arrange- 

ment on both sides is alike and each side contains the storage capacity as given above. 

Overhead lighting fixture and dead slug bin as shown in illustration are extra equip- 
ment and should be specified if wanted when ordering. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 
Eastern Office: RAHWAY, N. J. Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th STREET, LOS ANGELES 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE SOLD BY ALL PROMINENT TYPEFOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

AS.C.B.-531, 830-5M Printed in U.S. A



Hamilton Rolling Mak Tabl 

T this design we present the latest improvements in Rolling Makeup Tables. Hundreds 

of them are in daily use, and are giving satisfaction. They are built unusually strong, to 
withstand the constant hard usage they are subjected to, yet they are light and easily moved. 

& ast " " 

Showing the tilting feature of Smouse Caster when 

one wheel strikes a small object on the floor. 

d No. 15731-A 

Cast iron top 24x 30%inches. Equipped with 

single wheel swivel casters. 

/ No. 15731-B 

f Same as above but with double wheel Smouse 
Swivel Casters. 

DETAILS 

The top is cast iron 24 x 30” inches and is dressed or the famous Smouse Double Wheel Swivel 
down by grinding and polishing. This grinding Caster. The latter is a caster especially adapted 

and polishing of cast iron tops was first introduced for use in printing plants and is highly recom- 

by Hamilton several years ago. No other trucks on mended to those wanting the last word in casters. 

the market are supplied with tops manufactured HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: On each leg, im- 
this way. They are accurate, true, and smooth. 4 c : 

a: F mediately under the top, is a large nut with a set 
The outer edges are only *%-inch thick and when ‘ f a : 

- k fe screw which permits the raising and lowering of 
a chase is placed on it, the total thickness of top ‘i ae : 

: j the top. This allows for a minimum height of 
and chase makes it easy to grasp and guide the Sears i Cexe 

; E 37% inches, and a maximum of 38% inches. 
table. Heavy ribs are cast into the bottom, E : : 

cc a i Special heights supplied when requested. 
obviating any possibility of sagging. 

THE LOWER FRAME: Note the design of It is customary to have one side of the table about 

this frame. It is a heavy casting curved in on each one-fourth of an inch higher than the other side. 
of the four sides, so that when the truck is pushed The low side is used when pulling a form on to the 
about there is no chance of “skinning ones shins”. table, and the high side when pushing a form off. 

THE LEGS: These are made of 14-inch pipe. The top is stamped with the word “HIGH” on 
THE CASTERS: These tables are supplied with one side and “LOW” on the opposite side, for 

twokinds of casters: The single wheel swivel caster, quick identification. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

Eastern Office: RAHWAY, N. J. Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th STREET, LOS ANGELES 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE SOLD BY ALL PROMINENT TYPEFOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

AS.C.B.-532, 8-30-5M Printed in U.S. A,
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Hamilton Steel Stock Forwarding Trucks 

Bo of heavy gauge steel, they are 

sturdy and dependable. They are good 

for many years of hard use. Four-inch 

casters allow them to be handled easily. 

Regularly supplied with two platforms, as 

shown in the illustration. Extra platforms 

can be inserted if needed. 

As many as 11 platforms can be used when 

the character of the work renders extra 

subdivisions desirable. 

: These trucks afford considerable economy 
of floor space by the orderly concentration 

of work in process. 

Hamilton Stock Forwarding 
Truck No. 15047 

Size Inside Height 
20” x 253” 574" 

‘ I ‘HE cheapest and best truck on the 

market of its kind. 

They are indispensable in the bindery or 

press room, and also in the stock room 
where the stock should be kept on wheels 

for easy and quick delivery to various places. 

They make for order and speed in handling 
stock before and after printing, help to pre- ml 
vent mistakes, and provide a means for the w 
speedy and orderly assemblage of sectional 

work of every description. 

The use of these trucks reduces plant trans- 

portation and handling costs and contrib- Hamilton Stock Forwarding 
utes materially to reducing the percentage : Truck No. 15048 

‘ F Size Inside Height 
of spoilage due to soiled or torn sheets. 26"x 30" 574" 

MANUFACTURED BY 

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN 

Eastern Office: RAHWAY, N. J. Pacific Coast Branch: 4440 E. 49th STREET, LOS ANGELES 

HAMILTON GOODS ARE SOLD BY ALL PROMINENT TYPEFOUNDERS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

A.S.C.B.-533, 8-30-5M Printed in U.S. A.
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